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Abstract 

An excessive amount of fat in abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue (aSAT) is 

a hallmark of obesity that often exhibits low capillary density, fibrotic extracellular matrix, 

immune cell infiltration, and dysregulated metabolic function. These abnormalities in 

aSAT are linked to excessive release of fat into the bloodstream, which can cause insulin 

resistance and systemic inflammation. Therefore, strategies to remodel aSAT structure 

and metabolic function for healthful fat storage hold high clinical interest. Regular exercise 

is recommended to treat obesity-induced health complications but the direct effects of 

exercise on aSAT are poorly understood. The aim of this dissertation were to assess the 

direct effects of exercise on aSAT morphology and factors regulating aSAT morphology, 

metabolic function, and inflammation. In Project 1, a total of 45 healthy adults who 

exercise regularly performed a single session of either low- (LOW), moderate- (MOD), or 

high- (HIGH) intensity exercise (n=15 in each group). aSAT samples were collected 

before and 1.5 hours after exercise. Transcriptomic analysis revealed a robust 

upregulation in the global “inflammatory response” pathway in all groups (adjusted p<1e-

07), yet HIGH induced more extensive inflammatory responses than both LOW and MOD. 

Conversely, ribosomal and oxidative phosphorylation pathways were upregulated after 

MOD and LOW, but not HIGH.  Of the few overlapping differentially expressed genes, we 

found the most robust changes in some core clock genes (adjusted p<0.0001).  Findings 

from Project 1 suggest changes in the inflammatory, circadian clock, ribosomal, and 

oxidative phosphorylation gene sets shortly after acute exercise may be important 

contributors to exercise-induced aSAT adaptations. In Project 2, aSAT samples were 

collected from 36 adults with obesity before and after 12 weeks of moderate-intensity 

continuous training (MICT; 70%HRmax, 45 min; n=17) or high-intensity interval training 

(HIIT; 90%HRmax, 10×1min; n=19), maintaining their body weight throughout. MICT and 

HIIT induced similar modifications in aSAT structure (reduced adipocyte size, increased 

Col5a3, increased capillary density, all P≤0.05) and altered protein abundance of factors 



 xii 

that regulate structural remodeling (reduced MMP9; increased ANGPTL2; both P≤0.02), 

lipid and oxidative metabolism (increased HSL, CD36, and COX4; P<0.03), and key 

proteins involved in the MAPK pathway when measured the day after the last exercise 

session. These findings from Project 2 indicate that exercise training may induce some 

early structural and metabolic adaptations in aSAT even without weight loss. In Project 3, 

aSAT was collected from 16 adults with overweight/obesity who exercise regularly for at 

least 2 years (EX) and 16 well-matched sedentary/non-exercisers (SED) who were tightly 

pair-matched for adiposity. Compared with SED, aSAT collected from EX had greater 

capillary density and a lower abundance of Col6a and macrophages (P<0.05). Global 

proteomics analysis revealed ribosomal, mitochondrial, and lipogenic proteins were 

upregulated, whereas complement and proteasomal proteins were downregulated in EX 

vs. SED (FDR<0.1). Phosphoproteomics indicated a greater abundance of 

phosphoproteins involved in protein translation, lipogenesis, and direct regulation of 

transcripts in EX vs. SED (P<0.01). Findings from Project 3 suggest that regular exercise 

in adults with overweight/obesity favorably remodels the aSAT structure and proteomic 

profile in ways that may lead to improved lipid storage capacity, which can contribute to 

preserved cardiometabolic health. Overall, the projects in this dissertation demonstrate 

regular exercise may induce robust structural and functional adaptations in aSAT that 

may contribute to improved/sustained cardiometabolic health. My dissertation projects 

also shed light on potential molecular mechanisms that may mediate the exercise effects 

on aSAT. 
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Statement of the Problem 

Obesity has become the largest risk factor for cardio-metabolic disease in the U.S. 

and its prevalence is rapidly increasing globally (1, 2). The excessive amount of body fat 

mass that is the hallmark of obesity often consists of large fat cells, with a relatively low 

capillary density, a highly fibrotic extracellular matrix (ECM), altered immune cell profiles, 

and dysregulated lipid metabolism, which are all highly linked with cardiometabolic health 

complications, including insulin resistance and systemic inflammation (3). Although 

obesity-related health complications are commonly attributed to visceral adiposity, 

abnormalities in subcutaneous adipose tissue can also have a tremendous impact on 

metabolic health. For example, excessive systemic fatty acids are tightly linked with 

insulin resistance that is common in obesity – and the vast majority of these fatty acids 

are released from abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue (aSAT) (4, 5). Importantly, this 

high rate of fatty acid release from aSAT is largely responsible for lipid accumulation in 

other tissues, including visceral adipose tissue (6). Altered macrophage population and 

cytokine production (i.e. increased pro-inflammatory macrophages and cytokines) from 

aSAT in obesity are also now considered a very important contributor to elevated 

systemic inflammation and whole-body insulin resistance (7). Therefore, clinical and/or 

pharmacological strategies targeting aSAT fatty acid storage capacity and inflammation 

in aSAT hold high promise as effective therapeutic approaches to treat obesity-related 

health complications.  
Regular exercise is a first-line therapeutic approach to treat obesity-related 

metabolic health complications such as insulin resistance, cardiovascular disease, and 

type 2 diabetes (8-10). While much of the work examining the effects of exercise on 

metabolic health has focused on adaptations in skeletal muscle mitochondria and 

oxidative capacity – increasing muscle oxidative capacity, per se, is often found to do 

rather little to improve insulin sensitivity or other key markers of metabolic health (11, 12). 

Therefore, interventions specifically targeting increases in muscle oxidative capacity may 
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not be particularly effective. Alternatively, recent findings from our lab and others suggest 

that exercise may modify aSAT in ways that can improve fatty acid storage capacity and 

attenuate inflammation (13-15). For example, preliminary data from our lab suggests 

serum collected immediately after a session of exercise accelerated the rate of 

adipogenesis, measured in vitro, which may lead to improved lipid storage capacity (13). 
Others have reported increased angiogenesis (14) and attenuated fibrosis and 

inflammation after exercise training (15). However, surprisingly little is known about both 

acute and chronic effects of exercise on the structural and functional aspects of aSAT 

(e.g., adipogenesis, angiogenesis, ECM remodeling, inflammation) that may improve 

metabolic health. Expanding our understanding of the impact of exercise on adaptations 

to the structure and function of aSAT may help optimize exercise protocols for improving 

metabolic health in obesity, and may also help identify novel signaling pathways in aSAT 

that may lead to alternative approaches for treating and/or preventing obesity-related 

diseases. 
Long-term adaptations to exercise training are largely a consequence of the 

accrual of acute responses to each exercise session (e.g., changes in gene expression, 

and cellular signaling) (16). Emerging evidence from our lab and others suggests that a 

session of exercise can induce a wide range of transcriptional modifications in aSAT that 

may regulate angiogenesis, adipogenesis, and inflammation (17-19). In addition, 

macrophage phenotype in aSAT has been found to be altered in a few hours after a single 

session of exercise (17, 20) suggesting exercise provides a potent stimulus to rapidly 

trigger cell signals to change macrophage profiles within aSAT. Therefore, characterizing 

the transcriptional and post-translational responses in aSAT after a session of exercise 

will advance our understanding of how the accumulation of repeated sessions of exercise 

(i.e., exercise training) may translate into robust modifications to the structure and 

function of aSAT in the long term. Importantly, acute responses to exercise within skeletal 

muscle and the cardiovascular system can vary greatly depending on the intensity of 

exercise being performed (21), and the same appears to be true in aSAT (22, 23). Recent 

findings from our lab indicate that a single session of exercise at high-intensity induced 

distinct transcriptional modifications in aSAT related to inflammation, metabolism, and 

adipogenesis compared with a session of moderate-intensity exercise (18). How these 
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transcriptional responses translate into functional modifications (i.e., protein expression 

and post-translational modification) and whether these modifications are held at a wider 

range of exercise intensity (i.e., low to high-intensity exercise) are unexplored. Comparing 

the acute effects of low-, moderate-, and high-intensity exercise on aSAT will further 

expand our understanding of the effect of exercise on factors that regulate aSAT 

remodeling and inflammation. The overall objectives of Project 1 of my dissertation were 

to compare exercise-induced transcriptional and post-translational responses in aSAT  90 

min after low-, vs. moderate-, vs high-intensity exercise. The specific aims of Project 1 of 

my dissertation were to compare the acute effects of low-, moderate-, and high-intensity 

exercise on: (1) aSAT transcriptome regulating aSAT remodeling and metabolism; (2) 

post-translational modifications to factors regulating aSAT remodeling and inflammation 

(e.g., phosphorylation of metabolic and cellular signaling proteins); and (3) circulating 

aSAT cytokine abundance. 

Because the accrual of signaling events after each session of exercise underlies 

much of the adaptations due to exercise training, a logical next step of my dissertation 

was to determine whether/how these acute responses to exercise assessed in Project 1 

may translate into structural and/or functional adaptations in aSAT after exercise training. 

Very little is known about exercise-induced adaptations to the structure and function of 

aSAT in human subjects. The few available studies in this area have focused primarily on 

adaptations to “conventional” moderate-intensity continuous training (MICT) and almost 

nothing is known about aSAT adaptations to high-intensity interval training (HIIT), which 

has garnered considerable attention due to its time efficiency and distinct physiological 

responses compared with MICT (24, 25). A recent murine study reported a greater effect 

on circulating adipokine levels and adipocyte size in HIIT vs. MICT, providing some 

evidence to suggest HIIT may induce more robust adaptations in aSAT (26). However, to 

my knowledge, no previous studies comprehensively examined structural and functional 

adaptations in aSAT in response to MICT vs. HIIT in human subjects with obesity. The 

overall objectives of Project 2 of my dissertation were to compare the effects of 12 weeks 

of HIIT vs. MICT (without weight loss) on aSAT structure/morphology and lipid 

metabolism, and molecular factors involved in aSAT remodeling and metabolic function 

in adults with obesity. The specific aims of Project 2 were to compare the effects of 12 
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weeks of HIIT vs. MICT in adults with obesity on: (1) aSAT structure/morphology (i.e. 

capillarization, ECM composition, and adipocyte size); (2) systemic fatty acid mobilization 

(i.e. fatty acid rate of appearance (Ra) in plasma); and (3) protein abundance of molecular 

factors that regulate tissue remodeling (i.e. angiogenic and adipogenic transcription 

factors/markers, ECM remodeling regulators, inflammatory activation, lipolytic and 

esterific enzymes, and mitochondrial markers).  

In Project 2 of my dissertation, measuring longitudinal adaptions in subjects after 

a few months of exercise training has the advantage of assessing relatively early training-

induced adaptations in aSAT. However, some adaptations in aSAT may take several 

months or even years to manifest meaningfully (27). Although there are important 

limitations associated with cross-sectional studies, a cross-sectional design provides an 

opportunity to examine structural and functional characteristics of aSAT (e.g., 

capillarization, ECM fibrosis) from individuals who have been habitual exercisers for 

several years vs. those who have never been regular exercisers. In addition, based on 

preliminary findings from our lab, we contend habitual exercise may innately reprogram 

the regulation of angiogenesis and ECM remodeling in aSAT. Therefore, in addition to 

comparing “static” measures of aSAT capillarization and ECM composition using 

standard histology and immunoblot techniques, I propose to conduct ex vivo analyses of 

aSAT angiogenic capacity and nascent tissue development, via 3-dimensional tissue 

culture techniques (i.e., “organoid (i.e., spheroid)” culture). The primary objectives of 

Project 3 of my dissertation are to compare the structure/morphology and remodeling 

capacity of aSAT samples collected from adults who have been regular exercisers for 

many years vs. a well-matched cohort of non-exercisers.  
The specific aims of Project 3 of my dissertation were to collect aSAT samples 

from adults who exercise regularly and a well-matched cohort of non-exercisers to 

compare (1) aSAT structure/morphology (i.e. capillarization, ECM composition, adipocyte 

size, macrophage profile, and innervation); (2) aSAT proteomes; (3) angiogenic capacity 

of aSAT by ex vivo angiogenesis assay; (4) the development of adipocytes and ECM in 

adipose spheroids cultured from aSAT stromal cells; and (5) cardiometabolic health 

outcomes (i.e., insulin sensitivity, blood lipid profile, and systemic inflammatory profile). 
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In summary, the projects outlined in my dissertation proposal addressed the following 

specific aims: 

PROJECT 1: 
Specific Aim 1: Compare the acute effects of low-, moderate-, and high-intensity 

exercise on aSAT transcriptome that regulate metabolic function and remodeling of aSAT. 

Specific Aim 2: Compare the acute effects of low-, moderate-, and high-intensity 

exercise on post-translational modifications on key proteins involved in metabolism, 

cellular signaling, and inflammation in aSAT. 

Specific Aim 3: Compare the acute effects of low-, moderate-, and high-intensity 

exercise on the circulating cytokine abundance. 

 

PROJECT 2: 
Specific Aim 1: Compare the effects of 12 weeks of HIIT vs. MICT without weight loss 

on aSAT structure/morphology in adults with obesity.  

Specific Aim 2: Compare the effects of 12 weeks of HIIT vs. MICT without weight loss 

on systemic lipid metabolism in adults with obesity.  

Specific Aim 3: Compare the effects of 12 weeks of HIIT vs. MICT without weight loss 

on factors that regulate changes in aSAT structure and lipid metabolism in adults with 

obesity.  

 

PROJECT 3: 
Specific Aim 1: Compare aSAT structure/morphology and factors involved in regulating 

tissue remodeling between well-matched regularly exercising vs. non-exercising adults 

with overweight/obesity. 

Specific Aim 2: Compare aSAT proteomes that are involved in metabolism and aSAT 

remodeling between well-matched regularly exercising vs. non-exercising adults with 

overweight/obesity. 

Specific Aim 3: Compare the angiogenic capacity of aSAT, using an ex vivo 

angiogenesis assay between well-matched regularly exercising vs. non-exercising adults 

with overweight/obesity. 
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Specific Aim 4: Compare the structure and gene expression in adipose spheroids 

cultured from aSAT samples collected from well-matched exercising vs. non-exercising 

adults with overweight/obesity. 

 

These dissertation projects were designed to test the overall hypothesis that 

exercise induces structural and metabolic adaptations in aSAT that may help improve 

adipose tissue function and attenuate inflammation, which can further lead to improved 

cardiometabolic health. Findings from these projects greatly expand our understanding 

of exercise as a therapeutic strategy to treat metabolic health complications and also may 

provide novel targets for pharmaceutical interventions. 
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Review of Literature 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Over 1.9 billion adults worldwide are currently categorized as overweight and more 

than 650 million of them are obese (28). This is an alarming issue given that obesity is 

associated with numerous cardiometabolic health diseases such as Type 2 diabetes 

(T2D), cardiovascular diseases (CVD), and nonalcoholic fatty liver diseases (NAFLD) (2, 

29, 30). Excessive fat mass (i.e., adipose tissue) is the hallmark phenotypical 

characteristic observed in obesity (31). Increased adipose tissue mass is a major 

underlying cause of obesity-related cardiometabolic health complications, such as insulin 

resistance because it is the main source of exacerbated inflammation and excess 

amounts of mobilized fatty acids that lead to the accumulation of ectopic fats in other 

important organs (32-34). Although intra-abdominal adipose tissue (i.e. visceral adipose 

tissue) has been linked with cardiometabolic health complications, almost 90% of total 

fatty acids mobilized into the systemic circulation are derived from abdominal 

subcutaneous adipose tissue (aSAT) which is the largest adipose tissue depot that stores 

lipids (35). Therefore, aSAT is an important target to treat obesity-related cardiometabolic 

health complications.  

aSAT stores excess dietary intake in the form of intracellular triglycerides within 

“white adipocytes”, which are specialized cells characterized by a unilocular lipid droplet 

that comprises the most volume of the cells (36). Because adipocytes in human adult 

aSAT are almost exclusively white adipocytes (37), ‘adipocytes’ and ‘white adipocytes’ 

will be used interchangeably throughout the chapter. These adipocytes are also capable 

of synthesizing triglycerides from fatty acyl precursors (i.e., de novo lipogenesis) and 

liberating fatty acids into the system in times of energy demand (38, 39). While adipocytes 

occupy most of the aSAT in volume, their cell numbers take up 10~20% of total cells in 

aSAT indicating the presence of other types of cells (40). Adipose tissue is a very 
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heterogeneous tissue that consists of diverse cells and structural components such as 

endothelial cells that build up the capillaries, immune cells (e.g., macrophages, T-cells, 

etc), fibroblasts, and adipogenic progenitor cells that integrate to maintain metabolic 

homeostasis and create unique tissue milieu. Importantly, the abundance, polarization, 

and phenotype of these cells change in response to different metabolic perturbations (e.g. 

caloric excess or deficit) (3, 41). As such, aSAT function and even its structure can be 

modified during weight loss or gain. For example, fibrosis in aSAT can be modified by the 

production/degradation of collagenous proteins secreted from adipocytes and fibroblasts 

and inflammatory status of aSAT can be modified by immune cell infiltrations (42, 43). 

Both the number and size of adipocytes can increase (33) while the sprouting of 

capillaries is promoted to support the expanding adipocytes (44). An effective interplay 

between these cells and structural components in aSAT is crucial because there is strong 

evidence that dysregulations in aSAT remodeling may be central to reduced fatty acid 

storage capacity and exacerbated tissue inflammation that further leads to excess fatty 

acid spillover to other metabolic organs (i.e., skeletal muscle and liver) and systemic 

inflammation (32, 45). 

Unfortunately, the vast majority of individuals with obesity experience 

cardiometabolic health complications such as obesity-related insulin resistance (46), and 

abnormalities in aSAT structure and function appear to be important contributing factors 

(47, 48). These structural characteristics and functional dysregulations of aSAT in obesity 

include hypertrophic adipocytes, lower capillarization, ECM fibrosis, infiltration of pro-

inflammatory immune cells, and reduced mitochondrial abundance and oxidative capacity 

(3, 49). These features can negatively influence the capacity of aSAT to effectively store 

fatty acids into safer neutral lipids and sensitivity to important hormones (i.e., insulin, 

catecholamines, etc) that regulate fatty acid mobilization (50, 51). Thus, approaches 

targeting aspects of aSAT structure and function possess high clinical advantages to 

combat obesity-related health complications. However, to date, no pharmacological 

treatments to normalize aSAT dysregulation have been developed.  
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Figure 2-1 Snapshot of healthy vs. unhealthy obese adipose tissue. 

Compared with healthy adipose tissue, unhealthy obese adipose tissue is present with hypertrophic 
adipocytes, relatively less capillarization and innervation, more fibrosis, and more abundance of pro-
inflammatory immune cells (e.g., M1 macrophages, cytotoxic T cells) that may lead to lower fatty acid 
storage capacity and augmented systemic inflammation. 

Exercise induces robust adaptations in the cardiovascular system and skeletal 

muscle that can improve cardiometabolic health. For example, exercise can improve 

cardiovascular health by increasing cardiac output, reducing arterial stiffness, and 

inducing skeletal muscle adaptations by increasing mitochondrial oxidative capacity and 

vascularization (9, 52). There is some evidence demonstrating exercise may improve 

metabolic health by inducing adaptations in aSAT – but very little is known about the 

effects of exercise on aSAT. Some of the available evidence indicated that 6 months of 

aerobic training increased gene expressions of mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation 

in aSAT in healthy men (53). In addition, transplantation of subcutaneous white adipose 

tissue from exercise-trained donor mice improved glucose tolerance and induced vast 

modifications in gene expressions involved in metabolism in sedentary mice, suggesting 

a direct relationship between adipose tissue modifications and exercise-induced health 

improvements (54). Importantly, the interpretations of the direct effects of exercise on 

aSAT remodeling are confounded from these studies because even a small degree of 

weight/fat loss can largely impact adipose tissue physiology (8). For example, aSAT 
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structure and function were reported to be altered after exercise training (e.g., smaller 

adipocytes, reduced inflammation, and improved responsiveness to catecholamines) but 

the effects of exercise could not be distinguished from the potent effects of weight loss in 

these studies (55-58). Recent evidence from our lab has reported that even a single 

session of exercise may upregulate angiogenic and inflammatory transcriptional 

responses in aSAT suggesting exercise may directly trigger cues to remodel aSAT (17, 

18). Therefore, understanding the acute and chronic adaptations of aSAT remodeling in 

response to exercise is necessary because it may help optimize exercise to treat obesity-

related metabolic health complications and reveal novel signaling pathways that may be 

pharmaceutically applied to treat obesity-related diseases.   
This review will provide background on major cellular and structural components 

in aSAT and their regulation, and the regulation of fatty acid metabolism in aSAT. It will 

also describe how aSAT structure and fatty acid metabolism are altered in obesity and 

how they are associated with obesity-related cardiometabolic health complications. This 

review will then conclude by outlining how exercise may lead to a remodeling of aSAT 

that could lead to improved fatty acid storage capacity and attenuated inflammation. 

2.2 ADIPOSE TISSUE STRUCTURE AND REMODELING 

Effective remodeling of aSAT structure is important for metabolic health  
Increased aSAT mass in obesity is often associated with poor metabolic health 

outcomes such as insulin resistance and systemic inflammation (33, 34). However, not 

all individuals with obesity experience insulin resistance (48). Interestingly, these 

‘metabolically healthy’ individuals with obesity have distinct aSAT characteristics 

compared with ‘metabolically unhealthy’ individuals with obesity, which suggests a 

healthier remodeling of aSAT in response to caloric excess may attenuate/prevent poor 

metabolic health outcomes (48, 59). aSAT from these metabolically healthy individuals 

with obesity often features smaller adipocytes, higher capillarization, less fibrosis, and 

less pro-inflammatory immune cell infiltrations (48, 59, 60). These metabolically favorable 

adaptations in aSAT are believed to increase the fatty acid storage capacity that can 

safely sequester fatty acids within adipocytes thus reducing the spillover of fatty acids to 

the system that may lead to ectopic fat accumulation in other organs (i.e., skeletal muscle 
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and liver) (32). The cellular (i.e., adipocytes, immune cells, and other stromal vascular 

cells) and structural (i.e., vasculature, ECM proteins, and nerve fibers) components of 

aSAT are interconnected and closely interplay to maintain metabolic homeostasis (3, 41).  
Dysregulations in aSAT remodeling in obesity, on the other hand, can lead to 

reduced fatty acid storage capacity and exacerbated local inflammation that subsequently 

leads to insulin resistance and systemic inflammation (3, 49). Hypertrophic adipocytes, 

lower capillarization, fibrosis, pro-inflammatory immune cell infiltration, and lower nerve 

innervation are typically observed in dysregulated aSAT remodeling (3, 49, 61). 
Importantly, these cellular and structural maladaptations often develop in an integrated 

fashion. For example, hypoxic signals from hypertrophic adipocytes with suboptimal 

capillarization can induce transcription of fibrotic ECM protein genes, leading to the 

development of fibrosis which in turn exacerbates the inflammatory status of aSAT (62). 

This section will outline the major components that consist of aSAT structure, describe 

how they are altered in obesity, and how their alterations are associated with poor 

metabolic health.  
Adipocyte hypertrophy and adipogenesis 

During periods of overeating and weight gain, adipose tissue expansion occurs 

mostly through the enlargement of existing mature adipocytes (i.e. hypertrophy) although 

differentiation of existing precursor cells to new mature adipocytes (i.e. hyperplasia) is 

also possible. Increased adipocyte size, which is very commonly observed in obesity, has 

been traditionally reported to be associated with poor metabolic health outcomes such as 

insulin resistance (63). In contrast, smaller adipocyte size has been reported to be 

positively associated with insulin sensitivity and lower susceptibility to diabetes in 

individuals with obesity (59, 64, 65). Although available research does not definitively 

elucidate whether there is a causal relationship between adipocyte size and metabolic 

health, accumulating evidence strongly supports the concept so-called “adipose tissue 

expandability hypothesis” first suggested by Dr. Vidal-Puig’s group, which generally 

states that the reduced capacity of adipocytes to sequester fatty acids leads to the 

accumulation of fatty acids in other metabolically important organs such as skeletal 

muscle and liver, creating lipotoxic ectopic fats that are central to systemic metabolic 

disturbances (33, 66). Moreover, liberated free fatty acids can also directly initiate 
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inflammatory signaling in adipocytes that leads to the secretion of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines and infiltrations of immune cells (67).  

In contrast to adipocyte hypertrophy, increasing evidence indicates that adipocyte 

hyperplasia could contribute to healthier adipose tissue remodeling in obesity because of 

the increased capacity to sequester fatty acids within newly generated adipocytes (68, 

69). Overexpression of adiponectin in adipose tissue in mouse models induced significant 

weight gain and hyperplastic adipose tissue expansion and yet these mice were protected 

from diabetic phenotypes such as insulin resistance, systemic hyperglycemia, and 

hyperlipidemia (70). Ten weeks of adipogenic cocktail injection to induce hyperplastic 

expansion of subcutaneous white adipose tissue in mice during a high-fat diet (HFD) 

improved metabolic profiles (i.e., higher insulin sensitivity and reduced hepatic ectopic 

fat) even with higher fat mass compared with the control HFD group (71). By using a 

lineage-tracing technique that enabled permanent tracking of adipocyte proliferation in 

the “AdipoChaser” mouse, Dr. Philipp Scherer's group demonstrated that new adipocytes 

can emerge from the differentiation of precursor cells in an obesogenic environment (72). 

Unfortunately, in vivo assessment of adipogenesis in humans is still at the stage of 

infancy. Allister et al attempted to track triglyceride synthesis, de novo lipogenesis, and 

adipocyte proliferation in aSAT by incorporating deuterated water consumption in insulin-

sensitive and insulin-resistant individuals with overweight/obesity (73). Four weeks of 

deuterated water administration revealed that the rates of adipocyte proliferation were not 

different in insulin-sensitive vs. resistant individuals with overweight/obesity (0.6% vs. 

0.7%/day respectively) (73). From this study, it is unknown why the adipocyte proliferation 

rates were not different between two groups with distinct metabolic profiles. Perhaps, a 

robust change in adipocyte differentiation requires a longer period to occur or metabolic 

triggers (i.e., excess caloric intake). More work is warranted to characterize adipogenic 

capacity in human aSAT in different metabolic perturbations (i.e., excess energy intake 

and exercise) to fully understand whether/how fatty acid storage capacity could be 

enhanced through adipogenesis in human aSAT .    

Adipogenesis, the production of new smaller mature adipocytes, is achieved by 

the differentiation of adipocyte precursor cells (APC) (i.e., pre-adipocyte) in adipose 

stromal that are committed to adipocyte lineage (68, 74). Typical markers of the adipocyte 
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lineage include platelet-derived growth factor α and β (PDGFRα and PDGFRβ) which are 

highly expressed on perivascular mural cells in adipose tissue (68). These fibroblast-like 

progenitor cells enter the commitment step (i.e. early differentiation) driven by bone 

morphogenetic protein 2 and 4 (BMP2 and BMP4) which phosphorylate transcription 

factors SMAD1/5/8, allowing nuclear translocation of ZNF423 to further induce 

transcription of peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPARγ), which is the 

master regulator of adipogenesis (74). Both canonical and noncanonical WNT (wingless-

type mouse mammary tumor virus integration site family) signaling have been identified 

to regulate the expression of PPARγ and CCAAT enhancer-binding protein alpha 

(CEBPα) (75), another important adipogenic transcription factor that positively 

coordinates with PPARγ. With the action of PPARγ and CEBPα, the committed “pre-

adipocytes” undergo vast morphological changes, forming unilocular lipid droplet that 

mostly consists of neutral lipids and express markers of mature adipocytes such as fatty 

acid-binding protein 4 (FABP4), perilipins, and lipolytic enzymes (74).  

Impaired adipogenesis is associated with obesity and poor metabolic health (i.e. 

insulin resistance) (76, 77). Precursor cells isolated from aSAT in individuals with obesity 

exhibited reduced adipogenic capacity compared with those from lean individuals when 

cultured in vitro (78). Interestingly, cultured preadipocytes from the obese group 

expressed a high level of mitogen-activated protein 4 kinase 4 (MAPK4K4), which is 

known to suppress PPARγ activity, indicating impaired adipogenesis may be associated 

with inflammation (78). High throughput genomic sequencing of PPARγ in aSAT collected 

from patients with and without T2D identified sets of mutations in the genome, coupled 

with a seven-fold increased risk of T2D, suggesting that reduced adipogenic capacity may 

have a direct relationship with insulin resistance and increased risk of T2D (79).  
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Figure 2-2 Adipogenesis in healthy vs. unhealthy obese adipose tissue 

APCs can enter the commitment step in response to different adipogenic stimuli (e.g., BMP4, insulin, WNT, 
etc) and become pre-adipocytes. These adipogenic stimuli lead to increased expression of key adipogenic 
transcription factors such as PPARγ and CEBPα which facilitates differentiation into mature adipocytes. 
Adequate production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by mitochondria can also promote adipogenesis. 
The adipogenic potential of obese insulin-resistant adipose tissue has been reported to be downregulated, 
leading to hypertrophic growth of existing mature adipocytes instead of hyperplastic expansion.  
 

Adipose tissue capillarization and angiogenesis 

aSAT is highly vascularized where each adipocyte is in contact with an extensive 

capillary network (44). Adipose vasculature not only provides essential nutrients, oxygen, 

growth factors, and hormones to the cells, but also participates in tissue remodeling by 

supporting the infiltration of immune cells, the release of cytokines and adipokines, and 

the removal of waste products or necrotic cells (44, 80). Tang et al reported that PDGFRβ+ 

APCs in adipose stromal that have high adipogenic potential were mainly derived from 

the mural compartments of adipose vasculature, supporting the notion that capillaries 

may also function as an important source for adipogenesis (80). Moreover, the structural 

crosstalk between the adipocytes and the capillaries is now found to be much more 

complex, such that the arteriolar differentiation and remodeling of perivascular 

extracellular matrix precede the adipogenic process during embryonic development, 
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while in the later stage of tissue expansion, the mature adipocytes drive the angiogenic 

process that expands and maintains the capillary network (81).  

Angiogenesis in aSAT is the formation of new blood vessels by the 

sprouting/splitting of capillaries in response to pro-angiogenic stimuli (82). Early 

investigations posed hypoxia as an important driver for angiogenesis in aSAT where the 

hypertrophic expansion of adipocytes creates increased demand for oxygen following 

excess energy intake (83). Hypoxia-inducible factor -1 and -2 alpha (HIF-1α and HIF-2α) 

are the major transcription factors that mediate the hypoxic response that is hydroxylated 

and subsequently degraded by oxygen-sensing prolyl hydroxylase enzymes (PHD-1,2,3) 

at normal oxygenation (44). In a condition where the oxygen demand exceeds the supply, 

as is often the case during the active expansion of adipose tissue, PHDs are inhibited 

leaving HIF-α to function as a ‘pro-angiogenic’ stimulator to induce increased 

capillarization (44). However, administration of HIF-1α to mice models with established 

obesity (i.e., ob/ob) did not induce an angiogenic response in white adipose tissue but 

instead promoted the accumulation of fibrotic extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins and 

augmented inflammation (62), leading to the conclusion that hypoxic response via HIF-

1α may not be enough to elicit enough angiogenesis and there could be other pathways 

that mediate angiogenesis in adipose tissue. Among many other angiogenic factors, 

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) which is secreted from both mature adipocytes 

and stromal cells is considered the master regulator of angiogenesis and is the most 

largely studied pro-angiogenic modulator (84). VEGFα is known to bind a tyrosine 

receptor VEGFR2 while VEGFβ has been reported to bind VEGFR1 inducing signaling 

cascades that promote endothelial cell growth (85, 86). Overexpression of VEGFα from 

multiple murine studies revealed that induction of VEGFα attenuated markers of hypoxia 

and induced the growth of neovasculature in adipose tissue that was further translated 

into improved glucose tolerance and reduced inflammation which suggests that pro-

angiogenic stimulation may be metabolically beneficial (87-89). Angiopoetin 1 and 2 

(ANGPTL-1 and -2), important functional partners of VEGF, have been reported to bind 

endothelial cell tyrosine receptor, Tie-2, which further activates TWIST1 to function as a 

transcription factor  (44, 90). Although the exact function of these family proteins is not 

yet completely understood, it appears that while ANGPTL-1 enhances VEGF activity and 
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contributes to vascular development as an agonist for Tie-2, ANGPTL-2 antagonizes Tie-

2 and promotes destabilization of the vessel structure and elicits pro-angiogenesis when 

VEGF is present (44).  

The rate of aSAT expansion (i.e., adipocyte hypertrophy) often exceeds the rate 

of angiogenesis in response to repeated excess energy intake, which leaves the tissue in 

low capillary density (91). As the rate-limiting step for healthy aSAT expansion, 

angiogenic capacity is often compromised in obesity (i.e., reduced protein expression of 

angiogenic factors) and impaired angiogenesis is tightly associated with dysregulated 

tissue remodeling and poor metabolic health (44, 49, 92). For example, reduced oxygen 

and nutrient supply due to lower capillarization may lead to adipocyte death that recruits 

adipose tissue macrophages (ATMφ) that create crown-like structures (CLS) and further 

augment inflammation (49). Accumulation of HIF-1α in the long term fails to induce 

angiogenesis but instead increases the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as 

TNF-α, IL-6, and MCP-1, exacerbating local inflammatory status by recruiting pro-

inflammatory M1 macrophages (93). Despite the ongoing debate about whether human 

adipose tissue is truly hypoxic in obesity and if the hypoxia caused by obesity is sufficient 

to drive angiogenesis, it seems evident that capillary density (both when expressed as 

the number of capillaries per adipose area and adipocytes) is relatively lower in adipose 

tissues in obesity, which is closely linked to insulin resistance and exacerbated local 

inflammation. 
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Figure 2-3 Angiogenesis in healthy vs. unhealthy obese adipose tissue 

During the expansion of adipose tissue, adipocytes and stromal vascular cells (e.g., pre-adipocytes and 
immune cells) secrete pro-angiogenic factors that facilitate the formation of new capillaries. In unhealthy 
obese adipose tissue, the rate of angiogenesis often fails to catch up with the rate of tissue expansion, 
which results in lower capillary density. This further leads to impairments in angiogenic potential and 
production of fibrotic ECM proteins and pro-inflammatory factors that may contribute to adipose tissue 
dysfunctions. 
 
Adipose tissue ECM composition and remodeling 

Adipose tissue ECM is mostly comprised of structural proteins such as collagens 

and fibronectins that provide mechanical support for the tissue but are also heavily 

involved in cellular signalings for cell migration, repair, survival, and development (94-

96). While Type I collagen (Col1), which is cross-linked in triple-helical fibers, is the most 

abundant fibrillary protein that forms the ECM network, Type IV collagen (Col4), heparin 

sulfate proteoglycans, and laminins form the basement membrane that surrounds the 

adipocytes. (96-98). Type V and VI collagens (Col5 and Col6) feature more ‘micro-fiber’ 

characteristics that link the  Col1 fibers (96). Col6 is the most largely studied collagen 

type in adipose tissue because of its high abundance in adipose tissue and tight 

association with adipose tissue function (99, 100). Other than collagens, a variety of 

proteins such as osteopontin, hyaluronan, and elastin also contribute to the complex 

network of ECM (42). 
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The nature of structural ECM proteins in aSAT is not static-but rather keeps being 

actively remodeled via continuous production from adipocytes and stromal cells and 

degradation by ECM gelatinases (42). Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are the main 

gelatinases (i.e., endopeptidases) that are secreted as zymogens and activated in 

extracellular space, which degrade collagenous ECM proteins via proteolytic cleavage 

(101). These MMPs are endogenously inhibited by tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases 

(TIMPS) that bind to MMPs to regulate their activity (102). Specific subtypes and their 

roles of MMPs and TIMPs in ECM remodeling in human aSAT have not been fully defined, 

but it has been strongly suggested that the balance between these endogenous ECM 

modifiers plays an important role in regulating aSAT remodeling and metabolic 

homeostasis, especially in the context of obesity (96, 101). Other than the structural ECM 

proteins (e.g., collagens) and their enzymatic regulators (i.e., MMPs, TIMPs), there are 

also non-structural matricellular proteins in aSAT ECM (e.g., Secreted protein, acidic and 

rich in cysteine (SPARC), Thrombospondins (THBS), integrins, etc) that characteristically 

contain binding sites for structural proteins and cell surface receptors and participate in 

various cellular signaling processes although the discussion of their specific roles is out 

of the scope of this review (detailed review provided by (42, 96)). 
Excess deposition of ECM proteins (i.e. fibrosis) in aSAT is one of the hallmarks 

consistently observed in obesity (103, 104). Numerous histological and transcriptional 

evidence show increased collagen abundance in adipose tissue both in ob/ob mice and 

individuals with obesity, and altered expression of MMPs and TIMPs (99, 105-108). The 

mechanisms underlying the development of fibrosis in obesity have been tightly linked to 

impaired angiogenesis and augmented inflammation (62, 104). In response to the 

prolonged nutrient flux that creates a hypoxic state in adipose tissue, the accumulated 

HIF1-α fails to induce angiogenic responses but instead alternatively activates 

transcription of ECM collagen genes, leading to the deposition of fibrous ECM proteins 

(62). This HIF1-α induction also upregulates some key inflammatory genes that include 

macrophage inflammation factor 1 (MIF1) and IL-6, contributing to the low-grade 

inflammation (more details regarding inflammation provided in “Adipose tissue 

inflammation” section) that in turn also activates the transcription of ECM genes (109). 
Another study that linked adipose tissue inflammation to fibrosis was conducted by 
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Spencer et al., from which co-culture of human adipocytes and macrophages revealed 

that transforming growth factor β (TGFβ), secreted from infiltrated adipose macrophages 

facilitates the accumulation of Col6 and plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), another 

ECM regulator that inhibits fibrinolysis (110). Whether metabolic functions in aSAT are 

impacted by fibrosis remains to be fully elucidated. Khan et al demonstrated that genetic 

ablation of Col6a reduced ECM stability in adipose tissue and contributed to the massive 

expansion of adipocytes when the mice were challenged with HFD (105). However, 

interestingly, these mice exhibited normal glucose metabolism despite increased adipose 

tissue mass leading the authors to conclude that reduced ECM deposition allows 

adipocytes to expand and safely sequester fatty acids which further leads to reduced lipid-

induced insulin resistance (105). Alternatively, it was proposed that some of the receptor 

molecules on the adipocyte membrane that link ECM (e.g., integrins, CD44, CD36) 

participate in signaling pathways (e.g., focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and mitogen-

activated protein kinases (MAPK)) that induce the transcription of the factors that inhibit 

angiogenesis, induce cell death, and inflammation which may lead to insulin resistance 

(42). 

 
Figure 2-4 ECM remodeling in healthy vs. unhealthy obese adipose tissue 
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ECM structural proteins provide mechanical support and mediate cellular signals in adipose tissue. The 
balance of structural proteins is maintained by the interplay between endopeptidases (i.e. MMPs) and their 
regulators (i.e. TIMPs). In obese insulin-resistant adipose tissue, excessive deposition of ECM collagen 
proteins (i.e. fibrosis) is commonly observed partially due to augmented production of collagen fibers 
induced by macrophages and impairment in the axis of MMP-TIMP. In turn, fibrosis may limit the expansion 
capacity of adipocytes which may result in lipid-induced insulin resistance. 
 
Adipose tissue inflammation 

aSAT secretes various adipokines and cytokines to the system, serving as an 

important endocrine organ that regulates whole-body metabolic homeostasis. In healthy, 

lean aSAT, an anti-inflammatory phenotype is sustained by a higher abundance of 

adiponectin, which is known as an insulin-sensitizing adipokine, and expression of many 

tissue-resident immune cells (e.g., M2 macrophages, eosinophils, regulatory T-cells, and 

Th2 cell) that secrete anti-inflammatory factors such as IL-4 and -10 that suppress the 

immune response (43). However, during unhealthy aSAT remodeling triggered by 

excessive nutritional overload, the infiltration of bone marrow-derived macrophages to 

aSAT induces the phenotypic switch of ATMϕ from anti-inflammatory M2 type to a more 

pro-inflammatory M1 type which is the main source of pro-inflammatory cytokines such 

as TNF-α, IL-1β, and MCP-1 and lead to chronic low-grade systemic inflammation (111). 

There is strong evidence that points out that the increased level of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines and hormones in aSAT is mostly attributed to the infiltrated ATMϕ (112, 113). 

Factors that promote the recruitment of ATMϕ include dead adipocytes, hypoxia, free fatty 

acids, ER stress, and cellular senescence suggesting that this maladaptive response in 

aSAT is a classical process that occurs during dysregulated aSAT remodeling (3, 43). 

However, the immune response in aSAT is certainly a much more complex story than a 

binary mix of M1 against M2 ATMϕ because some findings report pro-inflammatory M2 

macrophages (114), ATMϕ with both phenotypes (115), or even a wider spectrum of 

ATMϕ types characterized by distinct metabolic activities independent of M1 or M2 types 

(116). In addition, immune cells other than ATMϕ such as neutrophils, T-cells, and natural 

killer cells may also serve important roles in regulating inflammation in obesity, adding 

more complexity to the immune adaptations in aSAT (117). 

Infiltration of immune cells is aSAT and the resultant aggravation of inflammation 

has been long accepted as one of the key underlying causes for the development of 

insulin resistance (51). The inflammatory cytokines produced by these immune cells can 
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directly interfere the insulin signaling in adipocytes (118-120). For example, it was 

demonstrated that TNF-α secreted from ATMϕ can directly interfere with GLUT4 

translocation by inhibiting tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-1 in adipocytes through 

activation of JNK and p38 MAPK (118, 121). Factors that are highly produced by ATMϕ 

such as IL-6 and CCL2 were also shown to induce insulin resistance in adipocytes (122, 

123). IL-6 particularly was reported to inhibit the interaction of insulin receptor and IRS-1 

via JAK-STAT signaling pathways and also inhibit tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-1 via 

activation of STAT3. (121).  
Although immune cell infiltration, especially macrophage infiltrations in aSAT has 

been acknowledged as one of the key targets to suppress to normalize dysfunctional 

adipocytes and improve metabolic health, there is evidence that aSAT inflammation is 

necessary in aSAT remodeling (124, 125). The abundance of infiltrated macrophages and 

the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines were independent of high-fat diet (HFD)-

induced insulin resistance in mice at least in the short term (3 days) suggesting a 

possibility of alternative roles of macrophages in adipose tissue (124). Asterholm et al 

conducted an elegant study where they designed different mouse models that lack pro-

inflammatory potentials in white adipose tissue (125). Upon HFD challenge, a more 

pronounced reduction of adipogenesis and angiogenesis, and impaired glucose 

metabolism were observed from these genetically modified mice compared with HFD-fed 

littermates which led to the conclusion that inflammation is necessary for proper adipose 

tissue remodeling (125). The finding that ATMϕ in obesity contained an increased level 

of lipids coupled with increased lysosome biogenesis also suggests a possibility that 

ATMϕ can sequester fatty acids in cases of nutritional overload (126). In addition, recent 

evidence suggests an active role of ATMϕ in bioenergetics where they may differentially 

adapt to utilize glucose or lipids in response to metabolic perturbations and serve as a 

substrate buffer (well-reviewed by Caslin et al) (127). Although inflammation in aSAT has 

been mostly studied under the context of impaired metabolic health, these findings 

propose that more work be conducted to decipher their role in aSAT remodeling which 

may, in turn, help design aSAT inflammation-oriented therapeutics to treat obesity-related 

health complications.  
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Figure 2-5 Inflammation in healthy vs. unhealthy obese adipose tissue 

Immune cells in adipose tissue serve critical roles in maintaining healthy tissue expansion and metabolic 
homeostasis. In healthy adipose tissue, the abundance of anti-inflammatory immune cells (e.g., M2 ATMϕ 
and Tregs)  is relatively higher than pro-inflammatory immune cells (e.g., M1 ATMϕ, cytotoxic T cells, and 
B cells) and the cytokines produced from these immune cells contribute to tissue remodeling process (i.e. 
angiogenesis and adipogenesis). On the other hand, in unhealthy obese adipose tissue, more pro-
inflammatory immune cells are infiltrated, which release inflammatory cytokines that cause insulin 
resistance and systemic inflammation. 
 
Adipose tissue mitochondrial density and oxidative function 

Mitochondria in adipocytes serve a critical role in bioenergetics by oxidizing 

incoming fatty acids and glucose, generating intermediary metabolite (e.g., Acetyl-CoA) 

for de novo fatty acid synthesis, and esterifying glycerol-3-phosphates and fatty acids into 

triglycerides (128, 129). In addition to its function regulating substrate flux, mitochondria 

in adipocytes also play essential roles during adipose tissue remodeling (130, 131). For 

example, mitochondrial biogenesis and adipocyte differentiation are synchronized by 

sharing same transcription factors such as PPARγ, CEBPα, cAMP response element-

binding protein (CREB), estrogen-related receptor α (ERRα), and peroxisome proliferator-

activated receptor gamma coactivator 1-α (PGC-1α), implicating that increased 

mitochondrial biogenesis is essential during adipocyte development (132-134). This is 
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supported by the notion that adipocyte mitochondria provide essential substrates (e.g., 

citrate; the only precursor substrate for cytosolic acetyl-CoA, which is used for fatty acid 

synthesis) necessary for lipogenesis during adipocyte differentiation (128, 135). Reactive 

oxygen species (ROS), mainly produced by the electron transport chain in the 

mitochondria also have the potential to induce PPARγ transcription facilitating adipocyte 

differentiation (136). Although excessive production of ROS is often associated with 

cellular dysfunctions and impaired metabolic health (137, 138), an adequate amount of 

ROS increases glucose uptake and lipid synthesis in adipocytes (139, 140) implying an 

important role of mitochondria in adipose tissue remodeling and function.  
Mitochondrial biogenesis and function in aSAT are often found to be compromised 

in obesity (131). Heinonen et al compared mitochondrial abundance and activity in aSAT 

acquired from healthy monozygotic twins who were discordant for body weight (mean 

BMI difference = 6kg/m2) and discovered a lower abundance of mitochondrial DNA 

(mtDNA) and transcriptomes, and downregulated gene and protein expressions of 

oxidative machinery, confirming impaired mitochondrial biogenesis and reduced 

respiratory potential in acquired obesity (141). By using high-resolution respirometry, Yin 

et al revealed lower mitochondrial oxygen consumption in isolated adipocytes from 

individuals (142). Because mitochondria in adipocytes serve a crucial role in maintaining 

metabolic homeostasis by balancing substrate oxidation and lipogenesis, there is a tight 

association between mitochondrial dysfunction and insulin resistance in obesity. 

Compared with matched insulin-sensitive pairs, insulin-resistant individuals with obesity 

exhibited downregulated AMPK activity and increased oxidative stress in aSAT despite 

similar adiposity (143). Mechanistic studies have reported that high flux of glucose and 

fatty acids leads to mitochondrial dysfunction (e.g., reduced biogenesis, membrane 

potential, and oxidative capacity) which in turn, leads to excessive production of ROS that 

impairs insulin-mediated GLUT4 translocation (130). In addition to the direct link between 

mitochondrial oxidants (i.e., ROS) and insulin signaling, mitochondrial dysfunction may 

directly alter adipokine secretion (144) and adipogenic capacity (145, 146) which 

suggests a more extensive role of mitochondria in aSAT function and remodeling. 
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Figure 2-6 Mitochondria in healthy vs. unhealthy obese adipose tissue 

Mitochondria in adipose tissue regulates bioenergetics largely through oxidation. It is also an essential 
player in adipogenesis. The abundance and function of mitochondria in unhealthy obese adipose tissue 
have been reported to be downregulated. The high flux of substrates induces mitochondrial dysfunction 
which leads to increased production of ROS and altered adipokine secretion.  
Adipose tissue innervation 

Since the discovery of leptin, adipose tissue has been accepted as an endocrine 

organ that can communicate with the central nervous system (CNS) (147). Recent years 

of research have shed light on another mode of adipose-CNS crosstalk that regulates 

whole-body metabolism – signaling from localized sensory nerve fibers innervating in 

adipose tissue to CNS (i.e., afferent pathway) and from CNS to the sympathetic nerves 

in adipose tissue (i.e., efferent pathway) (61). The arborization of sensory and 

sympathetic nerves in adipose tissue has been confirmed with histological measurements 

in rodent models (148-150). It has been reported that adipocytes can activate the sensory 

nerve fibers by releasing different mediators such as leptin, fatty acids, neurotrophic 

factors (e.g., neuregulin 4(NRG4), brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), nerve 

growth factor (NGF), etc.), VEGF, and inflammatory cytokines (e.g., TNFα, IL-6, IL-1β) 

that may regulate lipolysis, thermogenesis, and angiogenesis in adipose tissue (61). More 

recently, it was discovered that sensory nerve fibers in adipose tissue may circumvent 
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CNS integration and directly function in a paracrine manner by releasing neuropeptides 

like calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) and Substance-P (151, 152). These factors 

have been reported to modulate immune cells and vasodilation (151, 152), but further 

exploration is needed to reveal their exact function in adipose tissue. The role of 

sympathetic innervation in adipose tissue has been mostly studied in the context of 

lipolysis because fatty acid mobilization during fasting more relies on norepinephrine 

released from sympathetic nerves than from the adrenal gland (153). Other 

neurotransmitters released from the sympathetic nerves in adipose tissue include 

neuropeptide Y (NPY) which may regulate angiogenic and adipogenic processes, and 

ATP, which functions as a co-transmitter that binds to purinergic receptors and 

participates in various metabolic pathways (e.g., lipolysis, lipogenesis, and inflammation, 

etc.) (154, 155).  
Although there are limited numbers of evidence, existing evidence suggests that 

adipose tissue innervation may be impaired in obesity (61). Wang et al showed that the 

arborization of sympathetic innervation in inguinal white adipose tissue is lower in ob/ob 

mice compared with wild types, demonstrating that lower density of sympathetic 

innervation could be a hallmark of structural maladaptations in adipose tissue in obesity 

(156). Disruptions in sensory nerve activities in adipose tissue may occur in obesity 

because the overloading of inflammatory cytokines from adipocytes and immune cells are 

likely to hyperactivate local sensory nerve fibers and lead to ‘neurogenic inflammation’ 

(157) although this has not been studied in adipose tissue yet. Also, based on the finding 

that insulin can inhibit lipolysis and suppress sympathetic outflow by acting on insulin 

receptors in the brain (158), hyperinsulinemia in obesity may downregulate sympathetic 

activity and in turn, attenuate catecholamine-mediated lipid metabolism in adipose tissue. 
However, no work has directly examined the effects of obesity on afferent/efferent 

innervations in human aSAT, warranting further research.   
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Figure 2-7 Innervation in healthy vs. unhealthy obese adipose tissue 

Crosstalk between adipose tissue and CNS through sensory and sympathetic nerves functions to regulate 
metabolism and tissue remodeling process. At least from adipose tissue in obese mice, the density of 
innervation has been reported to be lower. This may be a result of neurogenic inflammation caused by pro-
inflammatory cytokines.   

2.3 ADIPOSE TISSUE FATTY ACID METABOLISM  

Fatty acid mobilization and storage in adipose tissue are directly related to 
metabolic health 

The major function of adipose tissue is to store and release fatty acids to help meet 

energy demands (38). Unfortunately, the imbalance between fatty acid storage and 

release (i.e., excessive release and reduced storage capacity) that is commonly observed 

in obesity, underlies the accumulation of ectopic fats in other metabolic organs and the 

development of lipid-induced insulin resistance. This phenomenon is clearly illustrated in 

individuals with lipodystrophy which is a genetic disorder resulting in impaired fat storage 

capacity in subcutaneous adipose tissue, and these patients often experience 

extraordinarily impaired glucose tolerance despite often appearing to be very lean (159). 

Given the causal relationship between excessive systemic fatty acid mobilization from 

aSAT and impaired metabolic health, it is necessary to fully understand how fatty acid 

metabolism is regulated in aSAT and identify mechanisms that may be targeted to 
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improve fatty acid storage and reduce excessive release in obesity. The section above 

discussed various cellular and structural components that are involved in aSAT 

remodeling. While these aSAT remodeling components may play an important role in 

regulating fatty acid mobilization by ‘shaping’ the aSAT into a more metabolically 

favorable form, the activity of fatty acid mobilization is directly regulated by intracellular 

signaling networks and neurohumoral signals (38). This section will describe how fatty 

acid metabolism is controlled (i.e., fatty acid release and fatty acid storage) in aSAT and 

how it is altered in obesity. 

Regulation of fatty acid release 
aSAT lipolysis is the hydrolytic cleavage of ester bonds in triglycerides that are 

stored in the unilocular lipid droplet in adipocytes. This occurs as sequential hydrolysis by 

lipolytic enzymes (i.e., adipose triglycerides lipase (ATGL), hormone-sensitive lipase 

(HSL), and monoglyceride lipase (MGL)) that results in the libration of fatty acids (160). 

Upon stimulation by lipolytic activators such as increased levels of catecholamines (i.e., 

norepinephrine and epinephrine) binding to lipolysis-inducing β-adrenergic receptors on 

adipocytes that exceed the binding to lipolysis-inhibiting α-adrenergic receptors, the 

coupled stimulatory Gs proteins activate adenylyl cyclase (161). Subsequently, 

intracellular cyclic AMP (cAMP) level is increased which in turn activates protein kinase 

A (PKA) that phosphorylates lipolytic enzymes and associated proteins (i.e., comparative 

gene identification-58 (CGI-58), G0/G1 switch gene 2 (G0S2), perililpin (PLIN) that are 

involved in the hydrolysis of lipid intermediates (161). Phosphorylated CGI-58, which is a 

positive regulator of ATGL, binds to ATGL and nullifies the inhibitory effect of G0S2 on 

ATGL leading to translocation of ATGL to lipid droplet surface that previously has been 

covered with PLIN proteins before the phosphorylation by PKA (161). With the help of 

ATGL, triacylglycerol is hydrolyzed into diacylglycerol, which is subsequently hydrolyzed 

into monoacylglycerol and free fatty acids by phosphorylated HSL and MGL respectively 

(161). Particularly, HSL has been reported to be capable of being serine-phosphorylated 

by AMPK and extracellular-regulated kinase (ERK) suggesting that HSL activation can 

occur through different pathways in response to energy-depleting and stressful 

circumstances (i.e., exercise) (162, 163). This catabolic process is regulated by numerous 

neurohumoral factors - stimulated by catecholamines, glucagon, cortisol, and natriuretic 
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peptides and inhibited by insulin and adenosine (38). Although different signaling 

cascades initiated by these hormones are out of the scope of this review (see more details 

from (38), the role of insulin should be highlighted given its powerful antilipolytic effect 

and importance in modulating metabolic health. Briefly, insulin activates 

phosphodiesterase 3B (PDE-3B), which lowers cAMP concentrations that lead to 

attenuated PKA activity, thereby exerting antilipolytic effects (164, 165). 

Although the lipolytic response to catecholamines is often blunted in obesity, basal 

lipolysis (i.e., unstimulated) is often very high in obesity. This excessive rate of lipolysis 

leads to an overall increase in the fatty acid release into the systemic circulation, thereby 

contributing to ectopic fat-induced insulin resistance in skeletal muscle and liver (166, 

167). Arner et al proposed adipose tissue inflammation as the major contributor to the 

increased basal lipolysis (161). Increased levels of TNFα from aSAT increases 

phosphorylation of PLIN1 even in the absence of catecholamines, revealing attachable 

sites on lipid droplets for ATGL and HSL (166, 167). In addition, it was reported that TNFα 

could alternatively downregulate G0S2, eventually leading to enhanced basal lipolysis 

(168).  

 
Figure 2-8 Fatty acid mobilization in healthy vs. unhealthy obese adipose tissue 

In response to lipolytic signals (i.e. binding of catecholamine or glucagon), lipolytic enzymes function to 
hydrolyze TAG into glycerol and fatty acids. In unhealthy obese adipose tissue, the basal fatty acid release 
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is augmented due to the increased access of lipolytic enzymes to lipid metabolites, which is induced by 
inflammatory factors (e.g. TNFα). 
 
Regulation of fatty acid storage 

Most of the energy stored in aSAT is in the forms of neutral lipids (triglycerides 

being the most abundant form) that are esterified from fatty acids with the addition of 

glycerol intermediate in adipocytes (39). Lipoprotein lipases (LPL) hydrolyze the 

triglycerides from VLDL and chylomicrons and help the uptake of fatty acids into 

adipocytes through fatty acid transport proteins whereas albumin-bound fatty acids can 

be both directly taken up at the membrane site via diffusion or through the fatty acid 

transport proteins on adipocytes (169). A portion of fatty acids taken up into the adipocyte 

also can come from already liberated fatty acids (i.e., re-esterification) (170). The fatty 

acids are incorporated into triacylglycerol (TAG) via esterification with glycerol-3-p (G3P) 

which is derived from glycerol or dihydroxyacetone-p that originates from glucose or 

pyruvate (39). Similar to lipolysis, fatty acid esterification also occurs in sequential steps 

that involve different key lipogenic enzymes (171). Glycerol-P acyltransferase (GPAT) 

catalyzes the acylation of fatty acid with G3P forming lysophosphatidic acid (LPA) which 

is further modified into phosphatidic acid, and then into diacylglycerol (DAG). Formation 

of TAG from DAG is achieved by the addition of another unit of fatty acid catalyzed by 

diacylglycerol acyltransferase (DGAT) – a more detailed review on GPAT and DGAT is 

provided by Coleman et al and Yen et al (171, 172). Insulin stimulates lipid uptake and 

fatty acid esterification in adipose tissue by activating LPL and DGAT respectively and 

increases glucose uptake which can be utilized as a precursor for G3P (50, 173). It has 

been also reported that insulin promotes de novo lipogenesis in adipocytes via the mTOR-

sterol regulatory element-binding protein (SREBP1c) pathway (174). On the other hand, 

it was recently confirmed that catecholamines, which promote fatty acid release by 

upregulating lipolysis, suppress fatty acid reesterification and instead redirect fatty acids 

to mitochondria for oxidation through a STAT3-dependent mechanism (175). Other than 

the sources mentioned above, fatty acids can also be synthesized from intracellular 

Acetyl-CoA (i.e., De novo lipogenesis) but this will not be discussed in detail here given 

that the amount of lipid produced by de novo lipogenesis contributes only 1~3% of the 

total fat balance in humans (176). 
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In obesity, basal LPL activity is upregulated whereas LPL-mediated TAG 

hydrolysis is downregulated in response to hyperinsulinemia, suggesting impaired insulin-

mediated stimulation of LPL activity (177). In agreement with this, many studies have 

reported reduced post-absorptive fatty acid storage in insulin-resistant individuals with 

obesity (178-180). In addition to altered LPL action, impairments in the uptake of liberated 

fatty acids across adipose tissue can also contribute to altered fatty acid storage (181). 

The net removal of TAG and fatty acids is reduced in obesity despite higher expression 

of CD36 in adipose tissue, which is suggestive of impaired intracellular fatty acid 

trafficking by CD36 (181). Moreover, some evidence suggests a reduced lipogenic 

capacity in obese adipose tissue, as deuterated water tracing revealed that fractional 

glycerol and triglyceride synthesis, as well as de novo lipogenesis, were reduced in 

insulin-resistant individuals with obesity compared with well-matched insulin-sensitive 

individuals with obesity (73, 182). A strong negative correlation between the abundance 

of lipogenic enzymes such as DGAT1, fatty acid synthase (FASN), and LPL in aSAT and 

insulin resistance provides additional support that fatty acid storage capacity is impaired 

by insulin resistance (183).  

 
Figure 2-9 Fatty acid esterification in healthy vs. unhealthy obese adipose tissue 
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Insulin exerts an antilipolytic effect that while it inhibits lipolytic enzymes, promotes the uptake of glucose 
and fatty acids that provide esterific precursors which form into TAG. In obese insulin-resistant adipose 
tissue, the impact of insulin is attenuated, leading to dysregulated fatty acid release instead of storage.  
 

2.4 ROLE OF EXERCISE ON ADIPOSE TISSUE STRUCTURE AND METABOLISM 

Exercise is well-known to improve metabolic health and is considered a first-line 

treatment to combat obesity-related metabolic health complications (8-10). Most of the 

existing literature has explored the effects of exercise centering on functional and 

structural adaptations in skeletal muscle (52, 184, 185). For example, exercise can 

acutely increase skeletal muscle glucose uptake both via insulin-dependent and 

independent pathways (186, 187). In the long term, exercise training induces vast 

remodeling of skeletal muscle that includes, but is not limited to increased capillarization, 

mitochondrial density and oxidative capacity, and improved contractile machinery. (52, 

188). However, surprisingly little is known regarding both acute and chronic effects of 

exercise on aSAT structure and function. Our lab recently reported that a session of 

exercise acutely induced transcriptional modifications in human aSAT that are involved 

in angiogenesis, fibrosis, and inflammation (17, 18). However, it is largely unknown 

whether or how these responses to each session of exercise may lead to long-term 

structural and functional changes in aSAT. This section will illustrate the acute and 

chronic effects of exercise on adipose tissue remodeling and function that have been 

previously reported.  
Role of exercise on adipose tissue structure and remodeling capacity 

A single session of exercise may induce a pro-angiogenic response and modify 

inflammatory profiles in aSAT (17, 189). Just 15 min of aerobic exercise at 80% VO2max 

induced dynamic changes in transcriptomes in aSAT collected 6 hours after exercise from 

healthy lean male subjects (189). In this study, pathway analysis revealed that gene sets 

involved in inflammation, immunoregulation, and angiogenesis were significantly 

differentially expressed after exercise compared with no exercise (189). Similar 

responses may occur in individuals with higher adiposity, supported by findings from our 

lab that mRNA expression of VEGFα in aSAT and IL-6 expression from CD14+ immune 

cells in aSAT were increased after 1 hour of moderate-intensity exercise in adults with 

overweight/obesity (17). Also, inflammatory gene sets in aSAT were altered 1 hour after 
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high- vs. moderate-intensity exercise in adults with obesity without significant group 

differences (18). Interestingly, another recent study from our lab revealed that exercise 

acutely modifies aSAT cellularity – a decreased abundance of pro-fibrotic CD34hi APCs 

after 1 hour of moderate-intensity aerobic exercise in adults with obesity – suggesting 

exercise may rapidly remodel aSAT by regulating specific cell types in aSAT (190). In 

addition, multi-level omics analyses conducted on blood samples collected after acute 

exercise revealed that large numbers of molecules involved in inflammation and 

metabolism were changed (191). Given that aSAT serves as a source for various 

cytokines and metabolites (192), it is reasonable to speculate that aSAT may be central 

to these dynamic changes in response to exercise. However, whether these responses 

translate into functional changes in aSAT and whether it is differentially regulated by 

different modes of exercise (i.e., intensity, duration) are unknown.  
The long-term effect of exercise on adipose tissue structure and function has 

received considerable attention, especially in the context of adipose tissue ‘browning’ 

because of its potential role in improving metabolic health (193). Brown adipose tissue is 

characterized by multilocular lipid droplets, high mitochondrial density, and increased 

expression of uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) which is capable of increasing energy 

expenditure via non-shivering thermogenesis (194). It has been reported from murine 

studies that exercise may induce the ‘browning’ of white adipose tissue, forming into a 

more metabolically favorable form that can increase energy expenditure (54, 195, 196). 

However, adipose tissue browning is under-reported in human adipose tissue, and much 

evidence suggests this may not be the case in human aSAT (37, 197-199). Regardless, 

there is some evidence that exercise may still remodel white adipose tissue structure 

which might lead to improvements in metabolic health (14, 15). Kawanishi et al reported 

that exercise training attenuated the development of adipose tissue fibrosis and 

inflammation during the HFD diet in mice even without bodyweight differences between 

sedentary and training groups (15). Aerobic exercise training increased capillary density 

in aSAT in insulin-sensitive sedentary adults without reduction in fat mass (14). Some 

studies have reported reduced adipocyte sizes after exercise training but the 

interpretations of these results are confounded because training resulted in body weight 

and fat mass loss which could greatly impact adipocyte size independently of exercise 
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(200-202). This evidence suggests a possibility that exercise may improve metabolic 

health by remodeling aSAT structure into a more metabolically favorable form. However, 

few studies comprehensively examined the direct effects of exercise on the structural 

adaptations of aSAT (i.e., adipogenesis, angiogenesis, ECM remodeling, and 

inflammatory modification). 

Role of exercise on adipose tissue fatty acid metabolism 
Fatty acid release is increased during exercise as a result of the combined effects 

of increased lipolysis, reduced fatty acid reesterification, and increased adipose tissue 

blood flow (ATBF) (23). Increased pro-lipolytic hormones (e.g., catecholamine and ANP) 

promote lipolysis by stimulating phosphorylation of lipolytic enzymes (i.e., ATGL, HSL), 

which primarily drives the increased fatty acid mobilization (38, 203). In addition, insulin 

is reduced during exercise, thereby attenuating the potent anti-lipolytic effects due to 

insulin, further augmenting fatty acid mobilization (38). In the past several years, research 

has revealed candidates of tissue-derived hormones (i.e., myokines and adipokines) 

other than neurohormonal factors that facilitate lipolysis in response to exercise; IL-6, IL-

15, irisin, and GDF15, suggesting that exercise-mediated humoral induction of lipolysis in 

aSAT is not limited to catecholamines and ANP (204). Although the increase of lipolytic 

and fatty acid mobilization rates during exercise are typical phenomena across 

individuals, the magnitude of the increase is influenced by individual anthropometric 

characteristics (e.g., degree of fitness, adiposity, age, etc.). For example, lipolytic and 

fatty acid mobilization rate is higher in aerobically trained individuals compared with 

untrained individuals when exercising at the same relative exercise intensity (205). 
Conversely, exercise-induced lipolysis and fatty acid mobilization have been reported to 

be lower in obesity which is attributed to increased sensitivity of antilipolytic α2-adrenergic 

receptors and perhaps also due to increased ANP clearance (206, 207). 
Findings regarding the effects of exercise training on basal lipolysis are equivocal 

with reports of higher (208), lower (209), or similar (210) basal lipolysis in isolated 

adipocytes from trained individuals compared with sedentary individuals. However, 

lipolytic sensitivity to physiological catecholamine concentrations remains unchanged 

after weeks of exercise training (211). At a molecular level, Riis et al recently reported 

that ten weeks of endurance training did not alter protein expressions of lipolytic 
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regulators in aSAT (i.e., ATGL, HSL, CGI-58, G0S2) in healthy men (212). Also, mRNA 

levels of esterific enzymes (i.e., DGAT1 and GPAT1) were unaffected by training in this 

study, suggesting that training per se may not induce robust molecular adaptations 

related to lipolysis and esterification in aSAT (212). Whether this lack of change in lipolytic 

and esterific enzymes in aSAT after training is also observed in individuals with 

overweight/obesity is not clear. Although β-adrenergic sensitivity to physiological 

catecholamine concentration was not different between trained and untrained individuals 

(211), adipocytes isolated from elite runners exhibited more responsiveness to 

epinephrine at pharmacological concentrations, which suggests that training may 

increase the capacity for lipolysis (213).  
   

 
Figure 2-10 Acute and chronic effects of exercise on adipose tissue structure, function, and metabolism 

A single session of exercise can alter the expression of genes that are involved in tissue remodeling and 
metabolism. Chronic exercise may induce structural and functional modifications in adipose tissue that may 
favorably impact metabolic health. The adaptations in adipose tissue in response to exercise may be 
exercise intensity-dependent.  
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2.5 SUMMARY 

aSAT undergoes extensive structural and functional remodeling in response to 

changes in body fat mass (e.g., weight loss/gain) (33). White adipocytes, the main 

reservoir for fatty acid sequestration, are embedded in ECM with diverse immune cells 

and stromal vascular cells and communicate with the system through local vasculature 

and nerves (3, 61). A healthy remodeling achieved by proper interplay between these 

cellular and structural components is important to maintain fatty acid storage uptake 

capacity and lower inflammation status (66). 
Structural remodeling and fatty acid metabolism in aSAT are often compromised 

in overweight/obesity and are at the root of the development of obesity-related 

cardiometabolic health complications (3, 49). Hypertrophic adipocytes, lower capillary 

and mitochondrial density, ECM fibrosis, pro-inflammatory macrophage infiltration, and 

lower nerve innervation may contribute to dysregulated fatty acid mobilization and uptake 

capacity in aSAT, and exacerbated systemic inflammation (3, 49, 61).  
Evidence suggests that acute exercise may rapidly induce transcriptions involved 

in aSAT remodeling (i.e., angiogenesis and inflammation) and even modify aSAT 

cellularity (214). Despite the limited evidence, some studies suggest that exercise may 

induce robust structural and functional adaptations in aSAT (i.e., increased capillarization, 

reduced fibrosis, and altered inflammatory status) in longer-term that may lead to 

improved fatty acid storage capacity and inflammatory status (204, 214). In addition, 

these effects of exercise on aSAT may be differentially triggered depending on exercise 

intensity (204). Therefore, studies should be designed to comprehensively examine the 

direct effects of exercise on aSAT remodeling and metabolic function with the 

consideration of different exercise intensities.  
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Project 1 
The Effects of a Single Session of Low-, Moderate-, or High-Intensity Exercise on 

Adipose Tissue Transcriptome, Protein Phosphorylation, and Cytokine 
Production. 

3.1 ABSTRACT 

Exercise training can improve and maintain cardiometabolic health, in part through 

exercise-induced adaptations in adipose tissue. Adaptive responses to training are largely 

due to the accumulation of the transient changes in transcriptional regulation that occur 

shortly after each session of exercise, but the acute effects of exercise on the adipose 

tissue transcriptome are still poorly understood. The primary aim of this study was to 

compare the acute effects of exercise performed at low-, moderate-, or high-intensity on 

abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue (aSAT) transcriptome. A total of 45 regularly 

exercising adults without obesity (BMI 25±2kg/m2; VO2max 37±6ml/kg/min) performed a 

single session of exercise at either low-intensity (LOW; 60min continuous exercise at 30% 

VO2peak; n=15), moderate-intensity (MOD; 45min continuous exercise at 65% VO2peak; 

n=15), or high-intensity (HIGH; 10x1min intervals at 90% VO2peak interspersed with 1min 

active recovery; n=15). aSAT biopsy samples were collected 5-10cm from the umbilicus 

before exercise and 1.5 hours after exercise, and then processed for RNA sequencing 

and targeted protein immunoassays. Circulating cytokines were measured from blood 

samples collected before, during, and after exercise. A total of 17,466 genes were 

detected by our RNAseq analysis, yet there was a surprisingly small degree of overlap in 

differentially expressed genes (DEGs) among groups (only 6% of upregulated DEGs and 

4% of downregulated DEGs overlapped among three exercise intensities). Despite the 

small degree of overlapping DEGs, pathway analysis revealed a robust upregulation in 

the global “inflammatory response” pathway in all groups (adjusted p<1e-07), yet HIGH 

induced more extensive inflammatory responses than both LOW and MOD. Intriguingly, 

of the few overlapping DEGs, we found the most robust changes in some core clock 
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genes (e.g., NR1D1, NAMPT, CIART; adjusted p<0.0001). Interestingly, ribosomal and 

oxidative phosphorylation pathways were upregulated after MOD and LOW but not HIGH. 

Despite the somewhat distinct transcriptomic responses, we found each of the three 

exercise sessions reduced ERK phosphorylation in aSAT and increased the plasma 

concentration of pro-(IL1β, IL6, and TNFα) and anti-(IL10) inflammatory cytokines after 

exercise. Collectively, our data suggest changes in the inflammatory, circadian clock, 

ribosomal, and oxidative phosphorylation genes shortly after acute exercise may be 

important contributors to exercise-induced aSAT adaptations in response to regularly 

performed exercise. Because the three different exercise sessions induced rather distinct 

transcriptomic responses, exercise intensity and duration may differentially impact aSAT 

adaptations. 

3.2 INTRODUCTION 

The cardiometabolic health benefits of regular exercise are well-documented (8, 

9); however, the precise mechanisms driving these effects remain incompletely 

understood. Most studies examining the metabolic benefits of exercise largely focus on 

adaptations in skeletal muscle, but far less is known about exercise-induced adaptations 

in adipose tissue that also underlie some of the health benefits of exercise (14, 15). For 

example, exercise training has been found to increase aSAT capillarization (14), lower 

pro-inflammatory macrophage infiltration, and reduce the fibrotic composition of the 

extracellular matrix of adipose tissue (15, 215). Exercise-induced adaptations have also 

been attributed to an attenuated release of proinflammatory cytokines from aSAT 

(“adipokines”), and lower systemic inflammation (216). But, how exercise triggers the 

adaptive response in aSAT, and whether exercise intensity may impact these triggers is 

unclear. 

Adaptations to regular exercise typically result from the accrual of repeated 

exposure to acute transcriptional changes that occur shortly after each exercise session 

(217). For example, the increase in mitochondrial density in skeletal muscle in response 

to training is largely initiated by accumulated transcriptional regulators of mitochondrial 

biogenesis (e.g., PGC-1α, MEF2, NRFs) and transcripts involved in oxidative 

phosphorylation (e.g., COX, SDHA) (185, 218, 219). Prior research has also reported an 
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increased mitochondrial density in aSAT following exercise training (212, 220) perhaps 

through upregulation of the same genes (195, 221) as observed in skeletal muscle. 

Additionally, we previously observed a robust increase in the mRNA expression of the 

key angiogenic transcription factor VEGFA 1 hour after aerobic exercise (17), which might 

be part of the initial step for enhanced vascularization in aSAT observed with exercise 

training (14). Hence, identifying early transcriptomic signals that occur in the hours after 

exercise is critical to understanding the mechanisms underlying the exercise-induced 

adaptations in aSAT. Importantly, exercise intensity can govern the magnitude of 

significant metabolic or inflammatory alterations and some preclinical studies report that 

high-intensity training induced more pronounced adaptations in adipose tissue (e.g., a 

greater abundance of capillaries and smaller adipocytes, and less pro-inflammatory 

macrophage infiltration) compared with moderate-intensity training (201, 222). Therefore, 

the early signaling responses in adipose tissue in response to a session of exercise may 

be intensity-dependent. 

The primary aim of this study was to compare the acute effects of exercise 

performed at low-, moderate-, or high-intensity on aSAT transcriptome. Importantly, to 

minimize the impact of introducing novel exercise, particularly when implemented in non-

exercising individuals (189), we recruited adults who engage in regular endurance 

exercise to assess early aSAT response triggered by an acute session of exercise. We 

hypothesized that 1) a single session of exercise would alter aSAT transcriptome, 

cytokine production, and protein phosphorylation and 2) the exercise-induced effects 

would be distinct among three exercise intensities.  

3.3 METHOD 

Subjects 
 Of 190 subjects who signed up for the initial screening, a total of 45 healthy 

subjects [age 18-40 years; body mass index (BMI) 20-30kg/m2] enrolled and completed 

the study (Figure 3-1A). All participants were exercising regularly (≥30min, ≥ 3 days/week, 

moderate to vigorous intensity endurance-type exercise) for at least 2 months and 

reported having stable body weight for at least 6 months before their experimental 

measurement. Subjects were not taking any medications or supplements known to affect 
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their metabolism except for contraceptive medications for some female participants. 

Subjects also had no history of cardiovascular or metabolic disease. All female 

participants were premenopausal and not pregnant or lactating. All subjects completed a 

detailed medical history survey and resting electrocardiogram, which were reviewed by a 

physician before any testing. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects 

before the study. This study conformed to the standards set by the Declaration of Helsinki, 

except for registration in a database, and was approved by the University of Michigan 

Institutional Review Board. 

 

Group assignment 
Enrolled subjects were assigned to one-of-three exercise treatment groups in a 

counter-balanced manner.  The three exercise treatment groups were: 

1) Low-intensity exercise (LOW; 60 min of steady-state exercise at ~30% peak 

oxygen consumption (VO2peak); n=15), 

2) Moderate-intensity exercise (MOD; 45 min of steady-state exercise at ~65% 

VO2peak; n=15) 

3) High-intensity exercise (HIGH; 10 x 1 min intervals at ~90% VO2peak with 1 min 

of active recovery between intervals; n=15)  

Preliminary procedures 
Body composition: Body composition was determined by dual-energy x-ray 

absorptiometry (Lunar DPX DEXA scanner, GE, WI).  

 

Aerobic capacity (VO2peak): Graded exercise testing was performed on a stationary cycle 

ergometer (Corvival, Lode, Netherlands) using an incremental exercise protocol starting 

at 40W and increasing 20W per minute until volitional exhaustion. The rate of oxygen 

consumption was measured throughout this test using a metabolic cart (Quark CPET, 

COSMED, Italy) and peak oxygen uptake (VO2peak) was determined as the highest 30-

second average before volitional fatigue. Measurements of respiratory exchange ratio 

(RER) ≥ 1.2 and maximal heart rate (HRmax) ≥ 90% of age-predicted values (i.e., 220-

age) were used as secondary indices to help confirm maximal effort during these tests. 
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The experimental exercise sessions were performed on the same cycle ergometer as 

VO2peak was measured. 

 

Exercise familiarization exercise: All participants underwent at least one supervised 

familiarization exercise session during which they performed the exercise protocol 

consistent with their group assignment.  This familiarization exercise session was 

completed at least a few days before the experimental trial and was employed to avoid 

the introduction of novel effects from the experimental exercise session.  

 

Experimental trial 
The experimental trial is outlined in Figure 3-1B. After overnight fasting followed 

by a standardized dinner (30% of estimated total daily energy expenditure) at ~1900h and 

snack (10% of estimated total daily energy expenditure) at ~2200h, subjects arrived at 

the clinical facility at 0700h for the experimental trial. Resting metabolic rate was 

measured by indirect calorimetry (TrueOne 2400, ParvoMedics, USA) following 30min of 

quiet resting. An intravenous catheter was inserted into the antecubital vein on one arm. 

At ~0900 h, an aSAT sample was collected by aspiration 5-10cm distal to the umbilicus, 

as described previously (190). aSAT samples were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and 

stored at −80°C for later quantification of the transcriptome (RNA sequencing) and protein 

abundance (targeted immunoblots) (see details below). After the pre-exercise biopsy 

(Pre), a pre-exercise blood sample was collected. Subjects then performed their 

prescribed exercise session. 

 

Subjects assigned to LOW performed steady-state exercise at 40% heart rate 

reserve (HRR) (~30% VO2peak) (223) for 60 min (Figure 3-1B), subjects assigned to 

MOD performed steady-state exercise at 70% HRR (~65% VO2peak) for 45 min (Figure 

3-1B), and subjects assigned to HIGH performed 10 x 1 min intervals at 90% HRR (~90% 

VO2peak) with 1 min of active recovery between intervals (Figure 3-1B). The HIGH 

exercise session also included a 3 min warm-up and cool-down before and after the 

interval protocol (total exercise time in HIGH was 25 min). Exercise intensity was 

monitored by a telemetry heart rate device (Polar, Finland).  
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Blood samples were collected in the middle (MID) of the exercise session (at ~30” 

in LOW, at ~22” in MOD, and between the 5th and 6th interval for HIGH). Additional blood 

samples were collected during the final 30-60 seconds of exercise (End), 1 hour post-

exercise (1hPost), and 1h 30min post-exercise (1.5hPost). Blood samples were 

centrifuged at 3,000 g at 4°C for 15 min. Serum and plasma were aliquoted and stored at 

−80°C until analysis for circulating factors. After exercise, all subjects quietly rested on a 

bed for 1h 30min. Then, post-exercise aSAT biopsy samples (Post) were collected in the 

same manner as the pre-exercise samples but on the opposite side of the umbilicus. 

 

Analytical procedures 
RNA-sequencing 

RNA was extracted by using a Qiagen Mini RNA extraction kit (74004, Qiagen). 

Total RNAs were polyA enriched, and directional RNA-seq libraries were prepared using 

the NEBNext Ultra II RNA library prep Kit. Paired-end sequencing was conducted at a 

NovaSeq 6000 sequencer at the Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation (OMRF) 

clinical genomics core. The paired-end RNA-seq reads were mapped to human 

transcripts annotated in GENCODE v44 (224) using Bowtie (225). Gene level read counts 

were estimated using rSeq (226, 227). 

 

Bioinformatics 

Normalization of gene count data and differentially expressed gene (DEG) analysis 

was performed by using DESeq2 (228). Adjusted p-value < 0.05 was used as a cutoff for 

the determination of DEGs. Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA; Broad Institute) was 

performed by using the ‘fgsea’ package in R (R, Vienna, Austria). HALLMARK was used 

to identify enriched core biological gene sets after LOW, MOD, and HIGH as the database 

for GSEA. KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) was used to identify 

enriched functional pathways in HIGH vs. LOW, HIGH vs. MOD, or MOD vs. LOW. 

Adjusted p-value < 0.05 was used as a cutoff for the determination of significantly 

enriched gene sets or pathways.  
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Targeted immunoblots 

We used capillary electrophoresis-based Western blot (JESS, ProteinSimple, San 

Jose, CA) to measure the abundance of proteins of interest in aSAT lysates. A portion of 

each aspirated adipose biopsy sample (~90 mg wet weight) was homogenized in ice-cold 

1X RIPA buffer (89901, Thermofisher) with freshly added protease and phosphatase 

inhibitors (P8340, P5726, and P0044; Sigma) using two 5 mm steel beads (TissueLyser 

II, Qiagen, CA). Homogenates were rotated at 50 rpm for 60 min at 4°C and then 

centrifuged at 4°C for 3 x 15 minutes at 15,000g. Protein concentration was assessed 

using the bicinchoninic acid method (#23225, Thermofisher) after removing the 

supernatant. Samples were prepared in 4x Laemmli buffer, and heated for 7 minutes at 

95°C. Equal amounts of protein (0.16µg) were mixed with the Simple Western sample 

buffer and fluorescent mix and loaded in capillaries in 12-230 kDa JESS separation 

module, 25 capillary cartridges (SW-W003). All experiments were performed on the 

automated JESS device in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Primary 

antibodies used were Hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL, #18381, Cell Signaling 

Technology), phospho-HSL (Ser565) (pHSLS565, #4137, Cell Signaling Technology), 

phospho-HSL (Ser660) (pHSLS660, #4126, Cell Signaling Technology), Protein kinase B 

(AKT, #9272, Cell Signaling Technology), phospho-AKT (Ser473) (pAKTS473, #9271, Cell 

Signaling Technology), phospho-AKT (Thr308) (pAKTT308, #13038, Cell Signaling 

Technology), p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (P38, #9212, Cell Signaling 

Technology), phospho-P38 MAPK (Thr180/Tyr182) (pP38T180/Y192, #9211, Cell Signaling 

Technology), p44/42 MAPK extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK, #4695, Cell 

Signaling Technology), phospho-p44/42 MAPK (Thr202/Tyr204) (pERKT202/Y204, #4376, 

Cell Signaling Technology), Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3, 

#12640, Cell Signaling Technology), and phospho-STAT3 (Tyr705) (pSTAT3Y705, #9145, 

Cell Signaling Technology). 

 

Blood measurements 

Plasma concentrations of glucose (TR-15221, ThermoFisher), plasma fatty acids 

(NC9517309, NC9517311; Fujifilm Medical Systems), and plasma glycerol (F6428, 

Sigma) were assessed using commercially available kits. Plasma lactate was measured 
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as previously described (229). Plasma cortisol concentration was assessed using a 

chemiluminescent immunoassay (Siemens 1000). Epinephrine and norepinephrine 

(Abnova, Taipei City, Taiwan; KA1877) were measured by ELISA. Plasma concentrations 

of IL1β, IL10, IL6, IFNγ, and TNFα were measured using a customized Luminex Multiplex 

kit (HSTCMAG-28SK). 

 

Plasma volume correction 

Because of the well-known reduction of plasma volume due to hemoconcentration 

during exercise (230), we measured calcium (Ca) concentration as the marker for 

hemoconcentration (231). The concentration of circulating parameters at Mid, End, 

1hPost, and 1.5hPost was corrected for plasma volume as follows: 

 

[parameter]c = [parameter]u / (1 + ∆Ca(%)/100) 

 

Where ∆Ca(%) refers to the percentage change of Ca concentration relative to pre-

exercise (Pre) level and c and u sub-indices denote corrected and uncorrected 

concentration, respectively.  

 

Statistical analyses 
A two-way ANOVA linear mixed model was used to compare results from all 

variables except RNA-sequencing data. Parameters with non-normally distributed 

residuals were log-transformed before the statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was 

done by using SPSS (Statistics for Windows, version 26.0; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY) or R. 

P value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Data are presented as mean ± SD 

unless noted otherwise.   
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3.4 RESULTS 

Subject characteristics and heart rate responses during exercise. 
A total of 45 subjects (15 LOW, 15 MID, and 15 HIGH) completed the study.  All 

subjects were healthy, non-obese, and recreationally active (Table 3-1), and as designed, 

there was no difference in baseline anthropometric characteristics or aerobic fitness 

among groups (VO2peak) (Table 3-1). Subjects exhibited a normal range of metabolic 

health indices, as evidenced by low fasting insulin (5.8 ± 2.9 mU/L), glucose (4.9 ± 0.5 

mmol/L), fatty acid (307 ± 151 µmol/L), and triglyceride concentration (0.8 ± 0.4 mmol/L), 

all of which did not differ among groups (Table 3-1). During the steady-state exercise 

sessions, average HR was 105±7 bpm during LOW and 140±9 bpm during MOD 

(representing 40±5% and 69±6% HRR, respectively). During HIGH, average HR during 

the one-minute high-intensity intervals was 161±13 bpm (86±8% HRR and 90±5% 

HRmax).   

 

Plasma concentrations of epinephrine, norepinephrine, lactate, and cortisol  
Before exercise (Pre), plasma concentrations of epinephrine, norepinephrine, 

lactate, and cortisol were not different among groups (Figure 3-2). Exercise significantly 

increased plasma epinephrine and norepinephrine concentrations above Pre in all groups 

(all p<0.001), but concentrations of both hormones were more than 2-fold greater in HIGH 

compared with LOW and MOD at the end of exercise (p<0.001), with no difference 

between LOW and MOD (Figure 3-2A). Similarly, exercise significantly increased plasma 

lactate concentrations above Pre in all groups (all P<0.001), with the highest 

concentrations found after HIGH (P<0.001) vs MOD and LOW; Figure 3-2C). Plasma 

lactate concentration during MOD was also significantly greater than LOW (P<0.01) 

(Figure 3-2C).  Plasma concentrations of epinephrine and lactate returned to pre-exercise 

levels 1h after exercise (1hPost) in all groups. Plasma norepinephrine concentration also 

declined to near the pre-exercise level at 1hPost in all groups, however, 1hPost values 

remained slightly, yet significantly higher than Pre in both LOW and MOD (both p≤0.05), 

but not in HIGH (Figure 3-2B). In contrast to plasma catecholamine and lactate 

concentrations, we did not detect a significant change in plasma cortisol concentration 

during exercise in any of the groups (Figure 3-2D).   
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Plasma glycerol and fatty acid concentrations 
As expected, plasma glycerol concentration increased during exercise compared 

with Pre in all groups (all p<0.001), and concentrations declined to near pre-exercise 

levels after exercise, but still remained slightly, yet significantly higher than Pre at 1hPost 

and 1.5hPost (all p<0.05). (Figure 3-3A). There were no significant differences in plasma 

glycerol concentrations among groups (Figure 3-3A). Exercise also increased plasma 

fatty acid concentrations in LOW and MOD (both p<0.001) – but at the end of the exercise, 

fatty acid concentration was ~50% greater in LOW vs. MOD (p<0.05).  In contrast to LOW 

and MOD, exercise significantly reduced plasma fatty acid concentration in HIGH 

(p<0.01) and concentrations after exercise in HIGH were significantly lower than both 

MOD (p<0.01) and LOW (p<0.001) (Figure 3-3B).  

 

Acute LOW, MOD, and HIGH induced distinct transcriptomic responses in aSAT.  
A total of 17,466 genes were detected by our RNAseq analysis and comparing 

aSAT samples collected before exercise (Pre) and 1.5h after exercise (Post), we found 

1003 differentially expressed genes (DEG) after LOW (397 upregulated and 606 

downregulated), 1979 DEGs after MOD (773 upregulated and 1206 downregulated), and 

759 DEGs after HIGH (452 upregulated and 307 downregulated) (adjusted p<0.05) 

(Figure 3-4A, B, C). Interestingly, there was a relatively small degree of overlap in DEGs 

detected among all three exercise groups (20% of LOW, 10% of MOD, and 17% of HIGH 

for upregulated DEGs and 10% of LOW, 5% of MOD, and 21% of HIGH for downregulated 

DEGs) and the number of DEGs after MOD was nearly 2-fold and 2.5-fold greater than 

LOW and HIGH, respectively (Figure 3-4D). To identify the DEGs that were most affected 

by exercise, we focused on DEGs that were changed more than 2-fold (|log2FC|>1) after 

exercise and discovered 24 DEGs in LOW (15 upregulated and 9 downregulated), 20 

DEGs in MOD (16 upregulated and 4 downregulated), and 51 DEGs in HIGH (48 

upregulated and 3 downregulated) (Table 3-2). 5 DEGs from this list were found in all 

groups: NR1D1 (Nuclear Receptor Subfamily 1 Group D Member 1) and CIART 

(Circadian-Associated Repressor of Transcription), both known to be involved in circadian 

rhythm (232, 233), were downregulated by exercise and APOL4 (Apolipoprotein L4), 

KCNK6 (Potassium Two Pore Domain Channel Subfamily K Member 6), and C3orf52 
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(Chromosome 3 Open Reading Frame 52) were upregulated by exercise (Table 3-2).  

Interestingly, in addition to NR1D1 and CIART, some other ‘core’ clock genes such as 

DBP, PER1 (downregulated), and NAMPT (upregulated), were also significantly altered 

after exercise in all groups (Figure 3-4H). However, we did not find an exercise effect on 

BMAL1 or CLOCK, which are the ‘master clock’ genes that regulate the transcription of 

other circadian genes (234) (Figure 3-4H).  GSEA using the HALLMARK pathways 

revealed a robust upregulation of inflammation-related pathways (e.g., ‘Inflammatory 

response’, ‘TNFA signaling via NFkB’, ‘IL6-JAK-STAT3 signaling’, ‘IFNγ response’) 

significantly enriched at least from two groups (Figure 3-4E, F, G). However, the types of 

inflammatory genes and their magnitude of changes after exercise were not the same in 

LOW vs. MOD vs. HIGH. For example, although the ‘Inflammatory response’ pathway 

was globally upregulated after exercise (adjusted p<1e-07), the magnitude of individual 

gene expression changes in LOW, MOD, and HIGH were not the same (Supplementary 

Figure 3-1).  Comparing gene expression changes among the exercise groups, we 

detected 734 DEGs in HIGH vs MOD (468 greater in HIGH and 266 greater in MOD) and 

183 DEGs in HIGH vs. LOW (153 greater in HIGH and 30 greater in LOW) (adjusted 

p<0.05) (Figure 3-5I, J). Surprisingly, we did not detect any DEGs between LOW vs. MOD 

(Figure 3-4K).  We conducted GSEA using KEGG pathways to compare the enriched 

pathways after HIGH vs. both LOW and MOD and found HIGH induced more extensive 

inflammatory responses (e.g., regulation of T cell, NK cell, B cell, and chemokine 

production) compared with both LOW and MOD (Figure 3-4L, M). Interestingly, the 

‘Ribosome’ pathway was enriched both in LOW and MOD compared with HIGH, 

suggesting a possibility of a more robust upregulation of ribosomal biogenesis after LOW 

and MOD compared with HIGH (Figure 3-4L, M).  Although no specific DEGs were 

identified in the comparison between LOW and MOD, pathway analysis did reveal some 

differences between these groups, and ‘Ribosome’, ‘Oxidative phosphorylation’, and 

‘Proteasome’ pathways were found to be more enriched in MOD vs. LOW (Figure 3-4N).   
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Circulating cytokine concentrations are differentially modified by acute exercise 
and may also be differentially regulated by exercise intensity. 

Before exercise, plasma concentrations of IL1β, IL10, IL6, TNFα, and IFNγ were 

not different among groups (Table 3-3).  Exercise significantly increased plasma IL1β, 

IL10, IL6, and TNFα at End in all groups (p<0.01) but IFNγ was not changed by exercise 

(Table 3-3).  While IL1β and IL10 returned to pre-exercise level 1.5h after exercise, IL6 

and TNFα remained higher than Pre at 1.5hPost (p<0.001 and p<0.05, respectively) 

(Table 3-3). Interestingly, we did not detect any group differences in the cytokines we 

measured in this study (Table 3-3).   

 

Acute exercise downregulated ERK phosphorylation at 1.5hPost without exercise-
intensity specific effect. 

Our targeted analysis to assess potential exercise-induced post-translational 

modifications to some metabolically-relevant proteins revealed that exercise decreased 

the phosphorylation of ERK in aSAT (expressed as the ratio of protein abundance of 

pERKT202/Y204:total ERK) when measured ~1.5h after exercise in all groups (p<0.05) with 

no differences observed between groups (Figure 3-5A). In contrast, we did not detect an 

effect of exercise on the phosphorylation of P38 (ratio pP38T180/Y182:total P38) or STAT3 

(ratio pSTAT3Y705:total STAT3) in any of the groups (Figure 3-5B and 5C).  

Phosphorylation of one of the chief lipolytic enzymes, HSL on either the AMPK regulatory 

site serine 565 (expressed as pHSLS565:total HSL) or the PKA regulatory site, serine 660 

(pHSLS660:HSL) was not increased in aSAT collected 1.5 hours after any of the exercise 

sessions (Figure 3-5D). This aligns with the plasma epinephrine concentration, which 

returned to pre-exercise levels 1 hour after exercise in all groups (Figure 3-2). Similarly, 

there were no differences in the phosphorylations of AKT (pAKTT308:AKT or 

pAKTS473:AKT) in the aSAT samples collected after LOW, MOD, or HIGH (Figure 3-5E). 
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3.5 DISCUSSION 

Among the most novel findings of this study were the distinct alterations in aSAT 

transcriptome observed 1.5 hours after three different exercise sessions (LOW, MOD, 

HIGH), all commonly prescribed for maintaining fitness and health.  HIGH induced more 

pronounced upregulations in inflammatory genes than MOD or LOW, while MOD and 

LOW upregulated ribosomal and oxidative phosphorylation genes. Despite a relatively 

small degree overlap of differentially expressed genes among the three groups, we found 

that alteration in circadian clock genes and upregulation of inflammatory genes were 

largely consistent across three exercise modalities. Overall our data suggests that acute 

exercise triggers early transcriptomic responses in inflammation, circadian rhythm, 

ribosome, and oxidative phosphorylation that may be differentially regulated by exercise-

intensity. These early modifications in aSAT transcriptome, secretome, and proteome in 

response to each session of exercise may contribute to the maintenance of adipose tissue 

function in those who exercise regularly.   

Aligning with our present findings, expression of inflammatory genes has been 

reported to increase in adipose tissue after a session of exercise in both preclinical 

models (235, 236) and humans (18, 189, 237), suggesting a transient induction of aSAT 

inflammation may be an intrinsic response to the stress of exercise. Our findings expand 

on previous work examining the effects of endurance exercise on aSAT inflammation by 

demonstrating inflammatory gene sets in aSAT increase after a session of exercise at 

low-, moderate-, and high-intensity. Interestingly, although LOW, MOD, and HIGH all 

upregulated inflammatory pathways in aSAT, our data suggests that HIGH may have a 

propensity to induce a more pronounced increase in inflammatory genes compared with 

MOD and LOW, perhaps at least in part as a consequence of an accumulation of non-

esterified fatty acids in adipose tissue during HIGH. Very low adipose tissue blood flow 

during high-intensity exercise is believed to “trap” fatty acids within the tissue (38, 238), 

reflected in our study by the low plasma fatty acid concentration during HIGH, and 

accumulation of fatty acids within the tissue may have contributed to a greater 

inflammatory response in HIGH (67, 239). Additionally, we found that some specific 

inflammatory pathways may also be differentially regulated during low-, moderate-, and 

high-intensity exercise. For example, canonical IL6-JAK-STAT3 signaling was 
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upregulated after MOD and HIGH, but not in LOW (adjusted p=0.14), suggesting that 

there could be an intensity threshold for the IL6-JAK-STAT3 signaling to be activated in 

aSAT. Therefore, while we observed global upregulation of inflammatory gene sets in 

aSAT after acute exercise, the specific outcome of transcriptomic responses (e.g., types 

of recruited immune cells, activation of signaling cascades) may differ by exercise 

intensity.   

In addition to the differential regulation of inflammatory genes among different 

exercise intensities, we found that some other gene sets may also be regulated in an 

intensity-dependent manner.  Our finding that ‘ribosome’ and ‘oxidative phosphorylation’ 

pathways were upregulated by LOW and MOD suggests 45-60 minutes of low-to-

moderate continuous intensity endurance exercise (which aligns with most clinical 

exercise prescriptions for adults with obesity) can trigger cues that could lead to 

adaptations favoring protein translation capacity and perhaps enhanced capacity to 

attenuate oxidative stress in aSAT.  Unexpectedly, both ‘ribosome’ and ‘oxidative 

phosphorylation’ pathways were significantly downregulated during HIGH, which seems 

to conflict with the beneficial effects of high-intensity exercise (222, 240). The reasons for 

the acute downregulation of ribosome and oxidative phosphorylation pathways by HIGH 

are unclear, but the relatively large increase of inflammatory responses during HIGH may 

be an important contributor to this finding in samples collected < 2 hours after the exercise 

session (241, 242). Overall, our data indicate that some acute transcriptomic alterations 

by exercise are intensity-dependent, which may lead to intensity-specific adaptations in 

aSAT.   
Our novel findings also demonstrate that gene expression of several core clock 

components (e.g., NR1D1, NAMPT, DBP, PER1, CIART) (243, 244) was significantly 

altered by acute exercise in all groups.  Generally, clock genes exhibit circadian rhythmic 

expression in peripheral tissues such as adipose tissue, skeletal muscle, and liver, and 

participate in various biological processes including metabolic regulation and 

hormone/peptide release (245). It is well documented that lipid mobilization and storage 

in aSAT are impacted by circadian regulation (246, 247), and the disruption of the 

circadian rhythm of these processes has been found to be linked to metabolic health 

complications (248). Interestingly, the gene we found to have the greatest magnitude of 
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reduction after all exercise sessions in our study was the core clock component, NR1D1, 

which was recently reported to play a critical role in adipose tissue abnormalities common 

in obesity (e.g., fibrotic extracellular matrix and macrophage infiltration). Hunter et al. 

demonstrated that mice with a specific deletion of NR1D1 in white adipose tissue 

exhibited a large increase in adiposity in response to high fat diet (HFD), yet the markedly 

elevated fibrosis and macrophage infiltration found within white adipose tissue in 

response to HFD in littermate controls was not present in the adipose tissue-specific 

NR1D1 knock-out mice – and these mice were also protected from developing insulin 

resistance (249). Our finding that exercise increased gene expression of NAMPT, a key 

enzyme that mediates NAD+ biosynthesis (250), also supports the notion that acute 

exercise may trigger cues to enhance aSAT lipid storage capacity based on evidence that 

adipose-specific deletion of NAMPT in mice induced impaired adipogenic capacity and 

marked extracellular matrix fibrosis in their subcutaneous white adipose tissue (250). 

Whether the robust reduction in gene expression of NR1D1 and/or the increase in 

NAMPT expression we observed in aSAT after exercise translates to a change in protein 

abundance of these factors is not clear, but it is intriguing to consider that changes in 

NR1D1 and NAMPT expression after each session of exercise may contribute to adaptive 

responses to help augmenting metabolically favorable lipid storage capacity in aSAT that 

may be beneficial during periods of weight gain. The downregulation of some other clock 

genes that we observed after exercise does not align with a recent finding that a session 

of moderate-to-vigorous exercise (80% VO2max) increased the mRNA expression of 

PER1 and PER2 in aSAT after 8 weeks of exercise training in adults with 

overweight/obesity (251).  The reasons for this discrepancy are not clear, but this 

suggests changes in circadian transcripts after acute exercise may depend on factors 

such as the degree of adiposity and training-, and/or nutritional-status (251, 252). 

Interestingly, the expression of ‘master clock’ genes (i.e., BMAL1 and CLOCK) whose 

transcription is suppressed by NR1D1 and PER (253), did not change after acute exercise 

in either our study or Dreher et al.(251), which may indicate that the main aSAT clock was 

stable. Alternatively, it is possible that the exercise-induced transcriptional response of 

master clock genes is delayed – and we may have not captured the change in our 

samples collected 1.5h after the exercise session. In addition, although our finding of 
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exercise-induced alterations in core clock genes is interesting because circadian rhythm 

is tightly associated with energy homeostasis in aSAT (232), these effects may be driven 

by the energy deficit induced by exercise, rather than a direct effect of the exercise.  

However, it was recently reported that 10% weight loss without exercise did not increase 

mRNA expression of NR1D1 or PER1 in adipose tissue from adults with obesity (252, 

254) suggesting the significant alterations in core clock genes we observed may be at 

least partially mediated by exercise-induced stimuli other than energy deficit (255).   

Our findings that plasma concentrations of circulating pro-/anti-inflammatory 

cytokines were elevated at the end of moderate- and high-intensity exercise aligns with 

previous studies (256-258). Additionally, here we now report that even low-intensity 

exercise (30% VO2peak) is enough to increase the circulating concentration of pro-(IL1β, 

IL6, TNFα) and anti-(IL10) inflammatory cytokine in regularly exercising adults.  Despite 

distinct exercise stimulus and energy expenditure among LOW, MOD, and HIGH in our 

study, the effect of exercise on the circulating cytokines we measured were remarkably 

similar.  Interestingly, a previous study reported that the magnitude of increase in 

circulating cytokines that included IL1β, IL10, IL6, and TNFα was greater immediately 

after exercise in physically active adults compared with age-matched sedentary cohorts, 

suggesting that increased immuno-sensitivity may be an important adaptation induced by 

regular exercise (259).  Collectively, our data suggests that both pro- and anti-

inflammatory cytokine production can be enhanced by acute exercise, which may not be 

specifically regulated by exercise intensity per se. 

ERK and P38, key signaling proteins in the MAPK pathway that can regulate 

adipocyte proliferation, lipolytic function, and inflammation in adipose tissue (163, 260, 

261), can be modified by exercise and thus mediate exercise-induced metabolic and 

tissue remodeling effects on adipose tissue (196, 262, 263). Alteration in ERK 

phosphorylation in response to acute exercise suggests that a session of exercise may 

rapidly trigger cellular signaling that regulates the growth/proliferation of adipocytes (264). 

However, because activation of ERK can result in contrasting proliferative outcomes in 

adipocytes such as upregulated (265) or downregulated (266) differentiation which is 

believed to be timely regulated (264), further assessment of downstream signaling of ERK 

is needed to accurately interpret our finding of reduced ERK phosphorylation after acute 
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exercise.  In contrast, we did not observe a difference in the phosphorylation of key 

lipolytic enzyme HSL or insulin signaling protein AKT, which aligns with our observation 

that the concentration of epinephrine, a lipolytic stimulator, and insulin, an upstream 

activator of AKT (data not shown) returned to pre-exercise levels 1.5 hours after exercise. 

Interestingly, despite the distinct differences in exercise intensity, duration intensity, and 

energy expenditure among groups, the effect of acute exercise on the phosphorylation of 

the key metabolic proteins (ERK, P38, STAT3, HSL, AKT) that we measured was 

remarkably similar. Future research is needed to expand the assessment of 

phosphorylation on a larger pool of proteomes (i.e., phosphoproteomics) or other post-

translational modifications (e.g., protein acetylation and methylation) triggered by a 

session of exercise performed at different intensities.   

We (267) and others (14, 57, 220) have demonstrated the possibility of favorable 

adaptations in aSAT after months of exercise training (e.g., increased capillarization and 

mitochondrial density, ECM remodeling, and attenuated macrophage infiltration) yet, the 

triggering signals for the adaptive responses are not completely understood. As noted 

above, the reduction in NR1D1 and/or the increase in NAMPT after each session of 

exercise may be important contributors. Additionally, the acute inflammatory response we 

observed in aSAT after LOW, MOD, and HIGH may contribute as well. Although 

chronically elevated inflammation in adipose tissue and systemic circulation is commonly 

linked with a host of chronic diseases (43, 45, 268), paradoxically, acute inflammatory 

responses in aSAT may be an important contributor to favorable tissue remodeling to 

enhance lipid storage capacity (125).  For example, in response to just 9 days of an HFD, 

transgenic mice with an adipose tissue-specific reduction in proinflammatory potential 

displayed reduced adipogenic capacity and failed to reduce fibrotic content in ECM 

compared with wild-type mice (125). The transgenic mice also exhibited excessive 

ectopic lipid deposition and glucose intolerance compared with the wild-type (125), 

suggesting adipose tissue remodeling in response to inflammatory stimuli may translate 

to important clinical outcomes. Further evidence supporting the role of acute inflammatory 

stimuli leading to some favorable remodeling in adipose tissue includes that acute 

introduction of the bacterial toxin lipopolysaccharide (LPS) promotes adipogenesis in 

adipose tissue in rats (269) and mice (125).  Therefore, while an acute upregulation of 
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inflammatory responses in aSAT after each session of exercise may contribute to the 

maintenance of “healthy” aSAT in non-obese subjects like those in the present study, it 

may also underlie the favorable remodeling of aSAT we observed in adults with obesity 

in response to exercise training (267).    
Although considerable effort was made to control for many aspects of our study, it 

is important to acknowledge some of the limitations.  Firstly, our cross-sectional study 

design carries the limitations inherent to studies where each subject does not serve as 

their control. Importantly, we were successful in tightly matching subjects in each group 

for key factors that could impact the outcomes, such as sex, cardiorespiratory fitness 

(VO2peak), body fat mass, and lean mass, enhancing confidence in the interpretations of 

our findings. Additionally, although our three different exercise treatments (LOW, MOD, 

and HIGH) represent commonly prescribed exercise programs, the exercise sessions 

were not matched for the duration or total energy expenditure, which may confound our 

interpretation of the impact of exercise ‘intensity’.  However, an important goal of our study 

was to compare three distinct exercise modalities that are commonly implemented in 

clinical/applied settings, which makes matching for exercise duration and/or energy 

expenditure unfeasible. It is also important to acknowledge that responses to the interval 

exercise performed in HIGH likely cannot be fully attributed only to the high-intensity 

intervals, but the non-steady-state nature of this exercise may have impacted the 

responses as well, but exercise intensity used during HIGH (which mimics common high-

intensity interval training (HIIT) prescriptions) cannot be performed continuously for more 

than a few minutes at most. Another important limitation is related to the timing of the 

aSAT biopsy. Obviously, collecting only one aSAT sample ~1.5 after exercise does not 

fully capture the acute effect of exercise on aSAT that can persist or be further altered up 

to a few days. Therefore, our findings are limited to characterizing the very early 

responses to exercise performed at low-, moderate- and high-intensity exercise. Follow-

up studies in which biopsies are collected at several timepoints over the 24-48h period 

after exercise will more fully characterize the signaling events that may contribute to aSAT 

remodeling. Furthermore, while the changes in aSAT gene expression after a session of 

3 different exercise treatments we report here are compelling, longitudinal exercise 

training studies are required to assess whether these responses after each exercise 
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session translate to proteomic and functional adaptations in aSAT with regularly 

performed exercise at these intensities.   

In summary, our findings indicate that acute exercise can rapidly modify the aSAT 

transcriptome of pathways related to inflammation, circadian rhythms, protein translation, 

and mitochondrial biogenesis. Importantly, the magnitude of changes in the expression 

of some genes and regulation of gene sets of some specific biological pathways were 

distinctively regulated by different exercise intensities. Specifically, inflammatory 

response was more pronounced by HIGH compared with LOW and MOD, and ribosomal 

and oxidative phosphorylation genes were upregulated by MOD and LOW. Moreover, the 

transcriptomic response in aSAT by exercise may underlie the alterations in 

phosphorylation of metabolic proteins and production of cytokines, which were 

remarkably similar among groups despite the vastly different exercise stimuli.  We 

contend that alterations in inflammatory, circadian, ribosomal, and mitochondrial genes 

that occur in aSAT after each exercise session may trigger adaptations that contribute to 

preserved aSAT function and metabolism in regular exercisers. This work expands the 

understanding of genetic and molecular responses in aSAT triggered by a session of 

exercise that may contribute to the maintenance or remodeling of aSAT, which in turn 

may be an important factor underlying the preserved cardiometabolic health often 

attributed to regular exercise. 
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3.7 FIGURES 

 
Fig 1A

Fig 1B

 
Figure 3-1 CONSORT diagram and study design 

A) CONSORT diagram of the study. B) Schematic of study design. 
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Fig 2A Fig 2B

Fig 2C Fig 2D

 
Figure 3-2 Humoral responses during and post LOW, MOD, and HIGH 

A) Plasma epinephrine concentration. B) Plasma norepinephrine concentration. C) Plasma lactate 
concentration. D) Plasma cortisol concentration. *p<0.05 vs. Pre; **p <0.01 vs. Pre; ***p<0.001 vs. Pre; 
†p<0.05 vs. MOD; ††p<0.01 vs. MOD; †††p<0.001 vs. MOD; #p<0.05 vs. LOW; ##p<0.01 vs. LOW; 
###p<0.001 vs. LOW. Significant Time x Group interaction effects were detected in epinephrine, 
norepinephrine, and lactate (p<0.001). Data is presented as Mean±SEM.  
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Fig 3A Fig 3B

 
Figure 3-3 Lipolytic responses during and post LOW, MOD, and HIGH 

A) Plasma glycerol concentration. B) Plasma fatty acid concentration. *p<0.05 vs. Pre; **p <0.01 vs. Pre; 
***p<0.001 vs. Pre; †p<0.05 vs. MOD; ††p<0.01 vs. MOD; †††p<0.001 vs. MOD; #p<0.05 vs. LOW; 
##p<0.01 vs. LOW; ###p<0.001 vs. LOW. A significant Time x Group interaction effect was detected in 
fatty acids (p<0.001). Data is presented as Mean±SEM. 
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Figure 3-4 Transcriptomic responses in aSAT 1.5hour after LOW, MOD, and HIGH 
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A-C) Volcano plots of DEGs in LOW, MOD, and HIGH 1hPost vs. Pre (adjusted p<0.05). D) Venn 
diagram of upregulated and downregulated DEGs between LOW, MOD, and HIGH. E-G) Enriched 
pathways from GSEA (HALLMARK) in LOW, MOD, and HIGH 1hPost vs. Pre (adjusted p<0.05). H) ∆Post 
vs. Pre (% change) for selected core clock genes. There were no group differences. I-K) Volcano plots of 
DEGs comparing the acute effects of HIGH vs. MOD, HIGH vs. LOW, and MOD vs. LOW. L-N) Enriched 
pathways from GSEA (KEGG) in HIGH vs. MOD, HIGH vs. LOW, and MOD vs. LOW. Negative NES 
refers to significantly enriched pathways in MOD, LOW, and LOW, respectively. 
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Fig 5A Fig 5B Fig 5C

Fig 5D

Fig 5E

Fig 5F

 
Figure 3-5 Protein phosphorylation of metabolic proteins in aSAT 1.5hour after LOW, MOD, and HIGH 

A) Ratio of pERKT202/Y204:ERK. B) Ratio of pP38T180/Y182:P38. C) Ratio of pSTAT3Y705:STAT3. D) Ratio of 
pHSLS565:HSL and pHSLS660:HSL. E) Ratio of pAKTT308:AKT and pAKTS473:AKT. F) Representative image 
of simple Western blot (JESS). *p<0.05 vs. Pre. There was no significant Time x Group interaction effect. 
Data is presented as Mean±SD. 
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Supplementary Fig 1
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Figure 3-6 Supplementary Figure 1 

Z-score heatmap of 165 genes from ‘HALLMARK_Inflammatory_response’ for Pre and Post in LOW, 
MOD, and HIGH. 
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3.8 TABLES 

Table 3-1 Baseline subject characteristics and circulating metabolic biomarkers 
 

LOW 
(n=15) MOD 

(n=15) HIGH 
(n=15) 

Difference 
between 
groups 

Age (years) 31 ± 6 31 ± 6 30 ± 7 NS 
Sex 8F, 7M 7F, 8M 8F, 7M NS 
Height (m) 1.72 ± 8.0 1.75 ± 8.8 1.73 ± 9.3 NS 
Body mass (kg) 72.8 ± 9.0 74.5 ± 10.7 74.0 ± 11.2 NS 
Body fat (%) 26 ± 6 26 ± 8 26 ± 8 NS 
Fat mass (kg) 17.3 ± 6.1 17.3 ± 7.4 18.6 ± 7.3 NS 
Lean mass (LM) (kg) 51.5 ± 8.2 52.9 ± 10.6 52.7 ± 10.8 NS 
BMI (kg/m2) 24.6 ± 2.2 24.4 ± 2.3 24.8 ± 2.6 NS 
SBP (mmHg) 118 ± 8 124 ± 9 120 ± 11 NS 
DBP (mmHg) 72 ± 7 78 ± 8 72 ± 9 NS 
VO2peak (L/min) 2.6 ± 0.4 2.8 ± 0.6 2.9 ± 0.6 NS 
VO2peak (mL/kg/min) 35.9 ± 4.5 37.4 ± 6.3 39.0 ± 5.6 NS 
VO2peak (mL/kg LM/min) 50.8 ± 4.9 52.8 ± 6.5 55.1 ± 6.5 NS 
Fat oxidation (µmol/min) 352 ± 79 349 ± 92 363 ± 73 NS 
RMR (kcal/day) 1432 ± 160 1460 ± 250 1526 ± 244 NS 
Fasting insulin (mU/L) 6.3 ± 2.7 5.4 ±2.5 5.6 ± 3.5 NS 
Fasting glucose (mmol/L) 4.9 ± 0.7 5.1 ± 0.5 4.86 ± 0.5 NS 
Fasting fatty acids (µM) 361 ± 200 283 ± 125 278 ± 106 NS 
Fasting triglycerides (mM) 0.77 ± 0.28 0.89 ± 0.41 0.84 ± 0.40 NS 
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Table 3-2 Differentially expressed genes mostly affected (|log2FC|>1 & adjusted p<0.05) by LOW, MOD, 
and HIGH (Post vs. Pre) 
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Table 3-3 Circulating cytokine responses during and post LOW, MOD, and HIGH 
 

LOW MOD HIGH Group 
difference 

 
Pre End 1.5hPo

st 
Pre End 1.5hPo

st 
Pre End 1.5hPo

st 

 

IL1β 
(pg/ml) 

4.0 ± 
1.5 

4.7 ± 
1.9** 

4.6 ± 
2.1 

3.8 ± 
1.4 

4.3 ± 
1.5** 

4.4 ± 
2.4 

4.1 ± 
1.8 

5.3 ± 
3.5** 

4.6 ± 
3.0 NS 

IL10 
(pg/ml) 

30.0 ± 
52.4 

32.8 ± 
52.4** 

35.6 ± 
57.6 

27.6 ± 
44.5 

30.7 ± 
42.9** 

23.9 ± 
28.0 

27.1 ± 
41.8 

36.7 ± 
63.0** 

27.4 ± 
40.6 NS 

IL6 
(pg/ml) 

8.0 ± 
12.9 

8.6 ± 
12.0** 

10.3 ± 
14.7*** 

5.9 ± 
12.6 

6.5 ± 
12.1** 

5.6 ± 
7.1*** 

5.6 ± 
10.3 

7.3 ± 
12.1** 

6.8 ± 
11.0*** NS 

TNFα 
(pg/ml) 

9.9 ± 
3.1 

11.5 ± 
3.9** 

11.7 ± 
5.2* 

9.4 ± 
2.1 

9.7 ± 
2.9** 

10.2 ± 
2.6* 

8.9 ± 
2.3 

10.7 ± 
4.2** 

9.5 ± 
3.9* NS 

IFNγ 
(pg/ml) 

34.3 ± 
14.6 

39.0 ± 
18.5 

36.3 ± 
15.5 

30.5 ± 
10.3 

32.2 ± 
10.2 

31.6 ± 
12.4 

33.9 ± 
12.9 

40.3 ± 
28.6 

33.8 ± 
11.6 NS 

 
*p<0.05 vs. Pre; **p<0.01 vs. Pre; ***p<0.001 vs. Pre. There was no significant Time x Group interaction 
effect. Sample sizes for IL10 – LOW: n=14; MOD: n=15; HIGH: n=14. Sample sizes for IL6 – LOW: n=10; 
MOD: n=14; HIGH: n=13. Data is presented as Mean±SD.  
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Project 2 
Effects of 12-Week Exercise Training on Subcutaneous Adipose Tissue 

Remodeling in Adults with Obesity without Weight Loss 

4.1 ABSTRACT 

Excessive adipose tissue mass underlies much of the metabolic health 

complications in obesity.  Although exercise training is known to improve metabolic health 

in individuals with obesity, the effects of exercise training without weight loss on adipose 

tissue structure and metabolic function remain unclear. Thirty-six adults with obesity (BMI 

= 33±3 kg/m2) were assigned to 12 wks (4d/wk) of either moderate-intensity continuous 

training (MICT; 70% HR max, 45min; n=17) or high-intensity interval training (HIIT; 90% 

HR max, 10 X 1min; n=19), maintaining their body weight throughout. Abdominal 

subcutaneous adipose tissue (aSAT) biopsy samples were collected once before and 

twice after training (1 day after the last exercise and again 4 days later). Exercise training 

modified aSAT morphology (i.e., reduced fat cell size, increased Collagen type 5a3, both 

p≤0.05, increased capillary density, p=0.05), and altered protein abundance of factors 

that regulate aSAT remodeling (i.e., reduced matrix metallopeptidase 9; p=0.02; 

increased angiopoietin-2; p<0.01). Exercise training also increased the protein 

abundance of factors that regulate lipid metabolism (e.g., hormone-sensitive lipase and 

fatty acid translocase; p≤0.03) and key proteins involved in the MAPK pathway when 

measured the day after the last exercise session. However, most of these exercise-

mediated changes were no longer significant 4 days after exercise. Importantly, MICT 

and HIIT induced remarkably similar adaptations in aSAT. Collectively, even in the 

absence of weight loss, 12 weeks of exercise training induced changes in aSAT structure, 

as well as factors that regulate metabolism and inflammatory signal pathway in adults 

with obesity. 
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4.2 INTRODUCTION 

Abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue (aSAT) in obesity is usually characterized 

by hypertrophic adipocytes, accumulation of fibrotic collagen proteins in extracellular 

matrix (ECM), and relatively low capillary density (3, 96, 270), all of which are tightly linked 

with insulin resistance, cell necrosis, and inflammatory macrophage infiltration (271-273). 

The increased inflammation in aSAT is considered an important contributor to many 

systemic metabolic health complications (118, 274, 275). In addition, these aSAT 

abnormalities in obesity can limit fat storage capacity, resulting in the high rates of fatty 

acid release into the systemic circulation that underlies metabolically harmful ectopic lipid 

deposition commonly found in tissues such as the liver and skeletal muscle of many adults 

with obesity (180). Therefore, strategies aimed at remodeling aSAT to create more 

smaller adipocytes (i.e., adipogenesis), modify the content and composition of the ECM, 

increase capillarization (i.e., angiogenesis), reduce inflammatory pathway activation, and 

increase lipid storage capacity could lead to improved metabolic health outcomes, even 

in the absence of weight loss.   

Exercise is one of the first-line strategies for treating obesity-related health 

complications, but how exercise “works” to improve metabolic health in obesity is still 

incompletely understood. Exercise training increases skeletal muscle mitochondria and 

oxidative capacity in adults with obesity (276-278). However, increasing muscle oxidative 

capacity, per se, is often found to do rather little to improve insulin sensitivity and other 

key markers of metabolic health in adults with obesity (10, 279). Alternatively, evidence 

from our lab and others suggests exercise triggers responses in aSAT that may lead to 

ECM remodeling, increased angiogenesis, and alterations in the inflammatory profile (15, 

17, 280, 281). High-intensity interval training (HIIT) has garnered considerable attention 

because of its time efficiency and distinct physiological responses compared with more 

“conventional” moderate-intensity continuous training (MICT) (24, 282). However, 

whether and/or how the intensity of an exercise training program may modify adaptive 

responses within aSAT remains unclear. Differential effects of HIIT vs. MICT on 

circulating adipokine levels and adipocyte size in rodent models suggest a possibility that 

HIIT may induce more robust adaptations in aSAT morphology and metabolism compared 

with MICT (26, 283).  
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The primary aims of this study were to compare the effects of 12 weeks of MICT 

vs. HIIT on subcutaneous aSAT structure and whole-body fatty acid mobilization in adults 

with obesity. This project also examined the effects of MICT and HIIT on the factors that 

regulate aSAT remodeling (i.e., adipogenesis, ECM remodeling, angiogenesis), 

metabolism (i.e., lipolysis, esterification, mitochondrial adaptation), and inflammatory 

signal pathways. Importantly, because even modest changes in body weight and fat mass 

can induce some aSAT remodeling (97, 272, 284), this study was designed to require 

participants to maintain their body weight throughout the training intervention. We 

hypothesized that even without weight loss, 12 weeks of exercise training would induce 

detectable modifications to aSAT structure and metabolic regulation. Moreover, we 

hypothesized that these training-induced effects would be more pronounced in response 

to HIIT compared with MICT.   

 

4.3 METHODS & MATERIALS 

 
Subjects 

Thirty-six adults with obesity (BMI: 30-40 kg/m2) participated in the study. All 

subjects were sedentary and reported to have had a stable body weight at least 6 months 

before their first pre-training clinical measurement. Subjects were not taking any 

medications or supplements known to affect their metabolism except contraceptive 

medications for some female participants (n=16 out of 24). Eligible participants also had 

no history of cardiovascular or metabolic disease. All female participants were 

premenopausal and not pregnant or lactating. All subjects completed a detailed medical 

history survey and resting electrocardiogram, which were reviewed by a physician before 

any testing. Subjects participating in this study also participated in a related study from 

our laboratory, which focused primarily on the effects of 3 months of exercise training in 

whole-body insulin sensitivity and muscle lipid metabolism (278). Some of the methods 

(e.g., exercise training protocols) and results describing the basic responses to training 

(e.g., anthropometric characteristics, peak oxygen uptake) have been reported elsewhere 

(278) but are repeated here for convenience. Written informed consent was obtained from 
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all subjects before the study. This study conformed to the standards set by the Declaration 

of Helsinki, except for registration in a database. This study was approved by the 

University of Michigan Institutional Review Board and registered at clinicaltrials.gov 

(NCT02706093).  

 

Study Design 

Enrolled subjects were assigned to either moderate-intensity continuous training 

(MICT; n = 17) or high-intensity interval training (HIIT; n=19) groups in a counter balanced 

manner to optimize the matching of sex and baseline anthropometric characteristics and 

aerobic fitness between training groups. Before training, subjects underwent one “clinical 

trial” (i.e., hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp, [1-13C]palmitate tracer infusion to measure 

whole-body fatty acid mobilization, aSAT biopsies; see details in Clinical trial section, 

below). After 12 weeks of MICT or HIIT, subjects underwent two clinical trials, one 

conducted the day after the last exercise session (1d-Post training) and the other 

conducted after subjects refrained from exercise for 4 days (4d-Post training) to wash out 

the potential influence of the acute exercise effects. Importantly, subjects were required 

to maintain their body weight throughout the intervention (see details in Training 

intervention section, below). A schematic of the study design is presented in Figure 1.  

 

Body composition and aerobic fitness testing 

Before and after subjects completed the 12-week MICT or HIIT, body composition 

and aerobic fitness (i.e., peak oxygen uptake; VO2peak) were measured. Fat mass and 

fat-free mass (FFM) were determined by dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (Lunar DPX 

DEXA scanner, GE, WI). VO2peak was assessed on a stationary cycle ergometer 

(Corvival, Lode, Netherlands) using an incremental exercise protocol starting at 40 watts 

for 4min and was increased by 20 watts each minute until volitional exhaustion. The rate 

of oxygen consumption was measured throughout this test using a metabolic cart (Max-

II, Physiodyne Inc, NY) and VO2peak was determined as the highest 30-second average 

before volitional fatigue. Measurements of respiratory exchange ratio (RER) ≥ 1.1 and 

maximal heart rate (HRmax) ≥ 90% of age-predicted values (i.e., 220-age) were used as 

secondary indices to help confirm maximal effort during these tests.  
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Training interventions 

Training protocol.  

Subjects in both groups exercised 4 days per week for 12 weeks.  Each exercise 

training session for the MICT group consisted of continuous exercise for 45 minutes at 

70% of their HRmax. For the HIIT group, each training session involved a 3-minute warm-

up at ~65% HRmax, and then 10 x 1-minute intervals at 90% HRmax interspersed with 1 

minute low-intensity active recovery. These high-intensity intervals were then followed by 

a 3-minute cool-down at 65% HRmax. Participants in both groups were allowed to select 

their preferred mode of exercise among stationary cycling, treadmill, elliptical, or rowing 

ergometers. Exercise time (MICT; 45 minutes, HIIT; 25 minutes) and energy expenditure 

(MICT; ~250 kcals, HIIT; ~150 kcals) between groups were considerably different to 

address the study goal of comparing the low-volume HIIT protocol (25) with a 

conventional and commonly prescribed steady-state exercise training program.  

 

Training familiarization/ramp-up.  

Subjects in both training groups followed a strictly regulated ramp-up protocol to 

gradually increase their exercise intensity and duration during the first two weeks of 

training. During the first week, participants in both groups performed 4 sessions of 

continuous 25-minute exercise at 65% HRmax. During the second week of the ramp-up, 

subjects in the MICT group performed 4 sessions of continuous 35-minute exercise at 

70% HRmax, while participants in the HIIT group performed 4 sessions of exercise 

progressively increasing the number of 1-minute intervals at 90% HRmax (i.e., 2 x 1, 4 x 

1, 6 x 1, 8 x 1). Both groups began their full training prescription at the beginning of week 

3. 

 

Monitoring of training adherence and weight maintenance.   

Study staff supervised all exercise sessions for the first 3 weeks of training (total 

12 sessions). For the remainder of the 12-week training program, subjects were required 

to be present for two supervised training sessions each week, with two unsupervised 

sessions monitored using downloadable telemetry heart rate devices (Polar, Finland) that 
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were provided to all participants, and were required to be worn during all exercise training 

sessions. Heart rate data during all sessions were reviewed by study staff to ensure the 

subjects’ appropriate completion of all sessions at the assigned intensity and duration. To 

monitor weight stability, participants were weighed several times each week and if body 

mass deviated by 1-2% from their baseline, our research dietitian provided nutritional 

guidance to adjust their calorie intake to maintain their weight at their baseline levels.  

 

Clinical trials 

Subjects completed three separate clinical trials; Once before training (Pre-

training) and twice after training (1d-Post training and 4d-Post training; Figure 4-1). For 

each of these three visits, subjects arrived at the Michigan Clinical Research Unit at 1730 

h the evening before the clinical trial. For the 1d-Post training visit, participants performed 

their usual exercise session beginning at 1800 h (before dinner). Immediately after the 

exercise session, participants ingested a nutritional supplement drink, which was 

individually determined to replace the calories expended during their exercise session 

with their dinner (Boost Plus, Nestle, Switzerland; 50% carbohydrates, 35% fat, and 15% 

protein) to prevent an exercise-induced energy deficit state during the trial. During all 

trials, subjects were provided a standardized dinner (30% of estimated total daily energy 

expenditure) and snack (10% of estimated total daily energy expenditure) at 1900 h and 

2200 h respectively. The macronutrient composition of the meal and snacks was 55% 

carbohydrates, 30% fat, and 15% protein. Participants had access to water ad libitum, but 

after their evening snack, they remained fasted until the completion of all measurements 

the next morning. Participants slept in their hospital room overnight.   

 

At ~0700 h the next morning, intravenous catheters were inserted into a 

hand/forearm vein on each arm. A baseline blood sample was collected at ~0800 h. At 

~0830 h we collected aSAT biopsy samples 10-15cm lateral to the umbilicus, as 

previously described (190). Briefly, we collected approximately 100mg of a core aSAT 

sample, which was immediately fixed in 10% formalin for histological analyses of aSAT 

morphology and structure (see details below), and another ~300mg of aSAT was 

collected via aspiration. These samples were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and 
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stored at −80°C for later quantification of specific proteins using Western blot analyses 

(see details below). At ~0900 h, we began continuous infusion of [1-13C]palmitate (0.04 

µmol/kg/min) to assess whole-body fatty acid mobilization. Beginning at ~0950 h, we 

collected 3 arterialized (heated hand technique) blood samples separated by 5 minutes 

each—these plasma samples were used to assess overnight fasted fatty acid 

mobilization. At ~1000 h, a ~2-hour hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp began to 

determine anti-lipolytic sensitivity to insulin (285). Briefly, a primed, continuous infusion 

of insulin (40mU/m2/min) was administered; blood glucose was assessed every 5 

minutes, and 20% dextrose was infused at a variable rate to accommodate changes in 

blood glucose to maintain blood glucose at the participants’ overnight fasted levels. After 

blood glucose concentration stabilized without further changes in the rate of D20 infusion 

for ≥ ~20 minutes (typically 100min after beginning the clamp procedure), five arterialized 

blood samples were collected every 5 minutes for the determination of steady-state 

plasma fatty acid kinetics. 

 

Analytical procedures 

Histological assessment of aSAT morphology and structure 

The core aSAT samples that were fixed in 10% formalin at the time of the biopsy 

were later paraffin-embedded (Sakura Tissue Tek TEC, Japan). Embedded samples 

were sectioned in 10µm thickness by a microtome (#RM2235, Leica, Germany) and 

placed on a microscopy slide. Histological analysis was performed on samples collected 

before the 12-week training intervention and those collected 4d-Post training. To keep 

staining conditions as consistent as possible, samples from Pre-training and 4d-Post 

training visits were placed on the same slide. Sections were prepared for staining by being 

deparaffinized and dehydrated with xylene and a series of ethanol respectively, as 

described previously (286). To minimize variance between subjects, staining was 

performed in several batches and all the microscopy conditions (i.e., exposure time) were 

kept consistent.  
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Adipocyte size: Histological sample sections were stained with Harris’ hematoxylin 

(#HHS16; Sigma Aldrich) and eosin (#318906; Sigma Aldrich) followed by dehydration by 

ethanol. Xylene-based permount was used to mount the slides. Images of the stained 

sections were obtained with a brightfield channel in 10x by Keyence BZ-X700 microscope 

(Keyence, Japan). Adipocyte size was determined by using Image J (NIH, USA) as 

described previously (286). The proportion of small adipocytes was measured by 

calculating the percentage of adipocytes with a mean size larger than 1000µm2 and lower 

than 3000µm2. 

 

Extracellular matrix fibrosis: Deparaffinized sections were stained with Picro Sirius 

red (#36554-8; Sigma Aldrich) for 1 hour to determine total fibrosis in aSAT extracellular 

matrix. Sections were then rinsed with acidified water, followed by dehydration with 

ethanol, and mounted with a xylene-based permount. To determine the abundance of 

subtypes of collagen fibers in the ECM, we performed fluorescence 

immunohistochemistry. Deparaffinized sections were incubated in 0.5mM HCl-Glycine 

buffer (pH 3.0) at 90°C for 20 min for antigen retrieval. Sections were subsequently 

blocked with 3% hydrogen peroxide in methanol for 15 minutes followed by 5% normal 

goat serum in PBS for 1 hour. Sections were then incubated with primary antibodies 

overnight at 4°C, and then incubated with appropriate secondary antibodies in the dark. 

Sections were mounted with antifade mounting medium (Prolong Gold; Thermofisher 

Scientific). Images of the stained sections were obtained by Keyence BZ-X700 

microscope (10x; fluorescence) and analyzed by using Image J. The proportions of each 

collagen were calculated by dividing the positively stained area by the entire section area. 

Primary antibodies were Collagen type 4 (Col4, #C1926, Sigma Aldrich), Collagen type 

5a3 (Col5a3, #LS-C353420, LifeSpan BioSciences), Collagen type 6 (Col6, # ab6588, 

Abcam). Secondary antibodies were AlexaFlour 488 (# A11008, A21422, Thermofisher 

Scientific) and 555 (# A21428, Thermofisher Scientific).  

 

Capillary density: Sections were incubated with anti-von Willebrand Factor 

(#AB7356; Abcam) primary antibody followed by incubation with HRP conjugated 

secondary antibody and DAB substrate for visualization. Hematoxylin was used for 
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counterstaining. Images were obtained in 10x by Keyence BZ-X700 microscope 

(brightfield). Image J was used to analyze capillary density (i.e., number of capillaries per 

section area and number of capillaries per adipocytes) and capillary size.  

 

Protein abundance of factors regulating aSAT remodeling, metabolism, and inflammatory 

pathway.  

A portion of each aspirated aSAT biopsy sample (~140mg wet weight) was 

homogenized in ice-cold 1X RIPA buffer (#9806, Cell Signaling Technology, MA) with 

freshly added protease and phosphatase inhibitors (P8340, P5726, and P0044; Sigma 

Aldrich) using two 5 mm steel beads (TissueLyser II, Qiagen, CA). Homogenates were 

rotated at 50 rpm for 60 min at 4°C and then centrifuged at 4°C for 3 x 15 minutes at 

15,000g, disposing the lipid fraction between each centrifugation. Protein concentration 

was assessed using the bicinchoninic acid method (#23225, Thermofisher Scientific). 

Samples for Western blotting were prepared in 4x Laemmli buffer, heated for 5 minutes 

at 95°C, and equal amounts of protein (15µg) were loaded onto handcast gels ranging 

from 8 to 15%. Following separation by SDS-PAGE, proteins were transferred onto 

nitrocellulose membranes. Membranes were blocked for 2 hours with 5% bovine serum 

albumin in tris-buffered saline, 0.1% Tween 20 (TBST) at room temperature, and 

incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. After primary antibody incubation, 

membranes were washed and incubated with appropriate secondary antibodies (#7074 

or #7076, Cell Signaling Technology). All blots were developed using enhanced 

chemiluminescence (#1705061, Biorad or #34095, Fisher) and imaged (Fluorchem E 

Imager, ProteinSimple, CA). Primary antibodies were Adipose triglyceride lipase (ATGL, 

#2138, Cell Signaling Technology), Hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL, #18381, Cell 

Signaling Technology), Comparative gene identification-58 (CGI-58, ab183739, Abcam), 

Glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase 1 (GPAT1, PA5-20524, Thermofisher Scientific), 

Diglyceride acyltransferase 1 (DGAT1, NB110-41487, Novus Biologics), CD36 (sc-9154, 

Santacruz biotechnology), Cytochrome c oxidase subunit IV (COX-IV, #4844, Cell 

Signaling Technology), Peroxisome Proliferator Activated Receptor Gamma (PPARγ, 

#2435, Cell Signaling Technology), CCAAT Enhancer Binding Protein Alpha (CEBPα, 

#8178, Cell Signaling Technology), Fatty acid-binding protein 4 (FABP4, sc-271529, 
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Santacruz Biotechnology), Matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP2, #87809, Cell Signaling 

Technology), Matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP9, #13667, Cell Signaling Technology), 

Tissue inhibitor metalloproteinase 1 (TIMP1, #8926, Cell Signaling Technology), Tissue 

inhibitor metalloproteinase 2 (TIMP2, #5738, Cell Signaling Technology), Vascular 

Endothelial Growth Factor A (VEGFα, ab46154, Abcam), Angiopoietin 1 (HPA018816, 

Sigma Aldrich), Angiopoietin 2 (sc-74403, Santacruz Biotechnology), p38 MAPK (#9212, 

Cell Signaling Technology), Phospho-p38 MAPK (Thr180/Tyr182) (#9211, Cell Signaling 

Technology), p44/42 MAPK (Erk1/2, #4695, Cell Signaling Technology), Phospho-p44/42 

MAPK (Thr202/Tyr204) (phopho-Erk1/2, # 4376, Cell Signaling Technology), SAPK/JNK 

(#9252, Cell Signaling Technology), Phospho-SAPK/JNK (Thr183/Tyr185) (#9251, Cell 

Signaling Technology). To normalize proteins to the total protein level, Memcode 

(#24580, ThermoFisher Scientific) was used to stain total protein in the membranes (287). 

To reduce gel-to-gel variability, an internal standard sample (IS; composite aSAT lysate 

from 8 obese individuals) was also loaded onto each gel for normalization.  

 

Circulating concentrations of adipokines and fatty acids.  

Plasma concentrations of total adiponectin (DRP300, R&D Systems), high 

molecular weight (HMW) adiponectin (DHWAD0, R&D Systems), and leptin (EZHL-80SK, 

Sigma Aldrich) were assessed by ELISA. Plasma concentrations of fatty acids 

(NC9517309, NC9517311, Fujifilm Medical Systems) were measured using commercially 

available kits.  

 

Plasma fatty acid kinetics.  

Gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy (Agilent 5973 Networks, Mass Selective 

Detector, Agilent, DE) was used to determine the tracer-to-tracee ratio (TTR) for plasma 

palmitate and fatty acid rate of appearance (Ra) into plasma was calculated as we have 

reported previously (288). 

 

Statistical analysis 
Non-normally distributed data were log-transformed before statistical analysis. 

Linear mixed models were applied to examine the main effects of the training group (MICT 
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vs. HIIT) and training status (pre-training vs. 4d-Post training or pre-training vs. 1d-Post 

training vs. 4d-Post training) and training group x training status interactions (IBM Corp. 

Released 2019. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 26.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp). 

Fisher’s least significant different method was used for post hoc comparisons when 

significant interaction effects (i.e., training group x training status interaction) were 

observed. Pairwise comparisons were also conducted between different training statuses 

(i.e., Pre-training vs. 1d-Post training vs. 4d-Post training). In the few measurements 

where missing data were unavoidable due to inadequate tissue yield or tracer availability, 

data for these measurements from all trials were excluded and a specific sample size is 

reported for these few outcomes. All data are presented as mean ± SD. 
 

4.4 RESULTS 

 

Body weight, body composition, VO2peak, and blood parameters in response to 
training 

A total of 36 subjects with obesity completed the exercise training interventions 

(MICT; n = 17, HIIT; n = 19; Table 4-1). Both MICT and HIIT significantly increased both 

absolute (L/min) and relative (ml/kgFFM/min) VO2peak  (p < 0.001), and there was a trend 

for the increase in absolute VO2peak in HIIT (11±5%) to be greater than MICT (6±8%) 

(p=0.1). As designed, body mass and fat-free mass did not change after training (Table 

4-1), but there was a trend for body fat mass to be slightly lower after both HIIT and MICT 

(p=0.06), which was the result of very small (≤ ~0.5kg), yet the consistent reduction in 

total body fat mass across subjects (Table 4-1).   

Three months of exercise training without weight loss did not alter fasting plasma 

concentrations of fatty acids. Interestingly, fasting plasma concentrations of total 

adiponectin, HMW adiponectin, and leptin were all significantly reduced after training 

(p=0.001, p=0.03, p=0.03, respectively; Table 4-1) with no differences between MICT and 

HIIT.  

 

Morphological and structural aSAT remodeling in response to training 
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Adipocyte cell size.  

Twelve weeks of MICT and HIIT slightly (~10%), yet significantly reduced mean 

adipocyte size (p=0.002; Figure 4-2A and 2B) and increased the proportion of small 

adipocytes (p=0.018; Figure 4-2C). This was evidenced by a leftward shift in the 

frequency distribution for 4d-Post training adipocyte size (Figure 4-2D). There were no 

distinguishable differences between MICT and HIIT (Figure 4-2).  

 

aSAT fibrosis and ECM collagen.   

aSAT fibrosis (as assessed by Sirius Red staining) was not altered after training in 

either MICT or HIIT (Figure 4-3A and 3B). Using immunohistochemistry to assess 

potential changes in the abundance of some specific aSAT ECM proteins, we found a 

small, yet significant increase in Col5a3 4 days after training (p=0.04) with no differences 

between MICT and HIIT (Figure 4-3A and 3B). Conversely, the abundance of Col4 and 6 

was not significantly altered by exercise training (Figure 4-3A and 3B).  

 

aSAT capillarization.  

Exercise training increased capillarization when expressed as the number of 

capillaries per mm2 (Figure 4-4A and 4B; p=0.05). Conversely, the change of 

capillarization when expressed as the number of capillaries per adipocyte (Figures 4-4A 

and 4C), did not quite reach statistical significance (p=0.1). There were no differences in 

capillarization observed between MICT and HIIT.  Additionally, the capillary cross-

sectional area also did not change 4 days after training in either MICT or HIIT (Figure 4-

4D).  

 
Factors regulating aSAT remodeling 

The morphological/structural measurements presented above were all measured 

in aSAT samples collected 4 days after the last exercise training session. However, 

because many longer-term adaptations to exercise training like these often stem from 

relatively short-lived responses to exercise, we measured changes in factors that regulate 

these structural adaptations both 1 day and 4 days after the last exercise training session. 
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Markers of adipogenesis regulation 

The protein abundance of total PPARγ was not different after training in either 

group (Figure 4-5). However, we found a significant training group x training status 

interaction for CEBPα, another primary transcription factor for adipogenesis. Post-hoc 

testing revealed that the protein abundance of total CEBPα was significantly increased in 

aSAT 1 day and 4 days after the last exercise session in HIIT (p=0.02 and p=0.03 

respectively) but not MICT (Figure 4-5). The protein abundance of FABP4, a marker for 

differentiated/mature adipocytes was significantly increased when measured 1 day after 

exercise (p = 0.01) and tended to remain elevated when measured 4 days after exercise 

(p=0.09) with no differences between MICT and HIIT.  

 

Extracellular matrix regulators 

Although we did not find an effect of exercise training on total aSAT fibrosis (as 

assessed by Sirius Red staining; Figure 4-3), we did find that the abundance of MMP9, 

one of the key proteins involved in ECM remodeling was reduced 4 days after exercise 

training (p=0.02). There was no significant difference in MMP9 abundance between MICT 

and HIIT. The protein abundance of MMP2, TIMP1, and TIMP2 were not altered either 1 

day or 4 days after exercise training (Figure 4-5). 

 

Angiogenesis regulators 

Aligning with the observed increase in aSAT capillarization after both MICT and 

HIIT, protein abundance of the angiogenic regulator, Angiopoietin-2 was increased both 

1 day and 4 days after exercise training (p<0.01) with no differences between groups 

(Figure 4-5). In contrast, we did not observe an increased abundance of VEGFα, which 

is widely considered a “master regulator” of angiogenic activity. Additionally, we found a 

significant training group x training status interaction for Angiopoietin-1, another 

angiogenic regulator. Post-hoc testing revealed that Angiopoietin-1 was significantly 

reduced below pre-training levels when measured 4 days after training after HIIT 

(p=0.006) but not MICT (Figure 4-5). 

 
Whole-body fatty acid mobilization 
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After an overnight fast, fatty acid release from adipose tissue into the systemic 

circulation (fatty acid Ra) was not affected by either MICT or HIIT when measured either 

1 day or 4 days after exercise training (Figure 4-6). During the insulin infusion, the potent 

antilipolytic effects of insulin reduced fatty acid Ra to levels ~70% below basal levels in 

both training groups (p<0.001), but there was no effect of exercise training on the 

antilipolytic effects of insulin when measured after 1 day and 4 days of exercise training 

(Figure 4-6).  

 
Proteins regulating aSAT metabolism 

In agreement with our observation that training did not affect fatty acid release from 

adipose tissue, protein abundance of the main triacylglycerol lipase protein, ATGL, and 

its primary activator, CGI-58 also did not change after training (Figure 4-7). Interestingly, 

however, abundance of HSL, which hydrolyzes diacylglycerol to monoacylglycerol, was 

significantly elevated above pre-training levels when measured 1 day after exercise (p = 

0.01) and tended to remain elevated 4 days later (p=0.06; Figure 4-7). The protein 

abundance of the fatty acid trafficking protein, FAT/CD36 was significantly increased 1 

day after exercise (p=0.03), which then returned to pre-training level 4 days later (Figure 

4-7). Neither of the primary fatty acid esterification proteins, GPAT1 and DGAT1 were 

altered by training (Figure 4-7). Exercise training significantly increased the protein 

abundance of COX-IV, a classical marker of mitochondrial density (p<0.01). However, 

the protein abundance of SDHA, an enzyme involved in the citric acid cycle and electron 

transport chain, was not affected after exercise training. Importantly, we did not observe 

any differences between HIIT and MICT for any of these proteins that regulate aSAT 

metabolism (Figure 4-7). 

 

Key signal proteins involved in the MAPK pathway 
The protein abundance of phosphorylated P38 MAPK (Thr180 and Tyr182) was 

significantly increased 1 day after exercise training (p=0.02) with no differences between 

MICT and HIIT (Figure 4-8). However, this exercise-induced increase in phosphorylated 

P38 was no longer evident when expressed relative to total P38 MAPK (Figure 4-8). We 

also found the total protein abundances of JNK and ERK1/2 to be significantly elevated 
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1 day after the last exercise session (both p=0.02) with no difference between MICT and 

HIIT. Importantly, when measured 4 days after the last exercise training session, we could 

no longer detect significant changes in the abundance of any of these proteins (total or 

phosphorylated forms) compared with pre-training levels (Figure 4-8).  

4.5 DISCUSSION 

The major findings of this study were that 12 weeks of exercise training, in the 

absence of changes in body weight and fat mass, reduced adipocyte size, modified the 

composition of ECM, and increased capillarization in aSAT. Accompanying the changes 

in ECM and capillarization, we found some key factors that regulate extracellular matrix 

remodeling (MMP9), and angiogenesis (ANGPTL2) were altered in response to exercise 

training. Additionally, many of the modest exercise-induced changes in factors that 

regulate aSAT metabolism (i.e., HSL and CD36) and inflammatory pathway activation 

(i.e., phosphorylated P38 MAPK, JNK, and ERK1/2) were evident the day after the last 

session of exercise but were reversed 4 days later. Importantly, despite the robust 

difference in training intensity and volume, metabolic and aSAT adaptations in response 

to MICT and HIIT were remarkably similar.   

Adipose tissue with a greater proportion of smaller adipocytes is often considered 

to be more metabolically favorable in terms of lower pro-inflammatory macrophage 

infiltration (112), lower lipolytic rates (289), and enhanced sensitivity to insulin (290, 291). 

Some studies have reported adipocyte size to be smaller after exercise training (202, 292, 

293), perhaps contributing to the exercise-induced improvement in metabolic health. 

However, most of these reductions in adipocyte size after exercise training were also 

accompanied by a meaningful amount of weight loss, thereby confounding the 

interpretation of the direct effects of exercise on adipocyte size. In contrast, by 

intentionally requiring our participants to maintain body weight throughout the 12-week 

training program, we were largely able to remove this confounding influence of weight 

loss on the effects of exercise training on adipocyte size. We must acknowledge that 

despite weight maintenance in our study, the very small, non-significant reduction in 

whole-body fat mass (~0.5kg) may have contributed to a portion of the ~10% reduction 

of adipocyte size we observed after training. However, it seems unlikely that we would be 
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able to detect this very small change in whole body fat mass at the adipocyte-level. This 

is supported by our observation that the reduction in adipocyte size in our study was not 

related to the reduction in fat mass (R2 = 0.005, P = 0.7), suggesting factors other than 

loss of body fat (e.g., formation of more adipocytes) may also underlie the reduction of 

adipocyte size we observed. Our findings that some of the adipogenic markers were 

increased after training (i.e., a trend of increase in protein abundance of FABP4 and a 

significant increase in protein abundance of CEBPα in HIIT) provides some support for 

this notion. It is unclear why CEBPα was only increased in HIIT, but perhaps, the 

expression of adipogenic transcription factors may be differentially regulated by exercise 

intensity. 

The potential role of exercise on aSAT ECM is important because ECM’s fibrotic 

content is tightly associated with obesity-induced insulin resistance (294, 295). Because 

changes in body fat mass are known to induce remodeling of adipose ECM (294, 295), 

to accurately assess the effects of exercise on aSAT ECM, once again it is critical to 

tightly control body weight/body fat mass during exercise interventions. To our 

knowledge, only one previous study has examined the effects of exercise training on ECM 

remodeling independent of weight loss, and it was reported that in HFD-fed mice, four-

months of exercise training markedly attenuated the increase in epidydimal adipose 

tissue fibrosis despite identical gains in body weight and body fat mass between 

exercised and non-exercised animals (15). In contrast, our findings suggest that three-

months of exercise training without weight loss may not induce meaningful modifications 

in aSAT fibrosis in human subjects with obesity. We recognize that our three-month 

exercise interventions may have been too short to induce meaningful changes in aSAT 

fibrotic deposition in humans. An alternative possibility to explain the apparent 

discrepancy between our findings and those of Kawanishi, et al (15) is that exercise may 

be effective in attenuating the increased fibrotic formation that often occurs in adipose 

tissue with weight gain but may not be as effective in reducing existing fibrosis. 

Importantly, however, our observation that exercise training modestly modified the 

composition of the collagens in aSAT samples may have important clinical implications. 

Although the increase in Col5a3 abundance may seem to conflict with the notion that 

increased extracellular matrix deposition is negatively associated with metabolic health, 
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evidence suggests that Col5a3 is a crucial signaling component in glucose homeostasis 

(296). Huang et al reported that isolated adipocytes from epididymal fat pads in Col5a3-/- 

mice exhibited impaired glucose uptake compared with that in wild type, suggesting the 

critical role of Col5a3 in adipose tissue glucose metabolism. Therefore, an increased 

abundance of Col5a3 in response to exercise training may still reflect a metabolically 

favorable adaptation.  

High capillary density in adipose tissue enhances the capacity for oxygen and 

nutrient delivery (and metabolic by-product removal), possibly preventing local hypoxia, 

which can lead to increased fibrosis and inflammation (62, 297). Although we found an 

increase in aSAT capillarization after exercise training (i.e., when expressed as number 

of capillaries per mm2) – this effect was rather modest and the increase in the number of 

capillaries per adipocyte did not quite reach statistical significance. One previous study 

reported that 12 weeks of endurance exercise training significantly increased the number 

of capillaries per adipocyte in human aSAT(14). However, this exercise-induced increase 

in aSAT capillarization was only found in their non-obese, insulin-sensitive subjects (BMI: 

26 ± 0.72 kg/m2) while aSAT capillarization did not increase significantly in their insulin-

resistant subjects with obesity (BMI: 35.1 ± 0.9 kg/m2) (14). This may help explain why 

we did not find a more robust increase in aSAT capillarization in our subjects. It is possible 

that insulin resistance may blunt angiogenesis by suppressing the expression of VEGFα 

(298). Additionally, our finding that Angiopoietin-2 protein abundance increased after both 

MICT and HIIT, suggests that exercise training may upregulate components of the 

angiogenic pathway - but perhaps 12 weeks of exercise training was not long enough to 

induce a robust increase in capillarization of the hypertrophied adipocytes in adults with 

obesity. While our finding that Angiopoietin-1 protein abundance in aSAT did not change 

after MICT is consistent with the previous exercise training study in humans (14), the 

reduction in HIIT suggests that aSAT Angiopoietin-1 may be differentially regulated by 

exercise intensity, although the underlying mechanisms for this phenomenon are unclear. 

Accompanying our observed trend for an increase in the number of capillaries per 

adipocyte in our study, the modest reduction in adipocyte diameter we observed after 

training may represent a favorable adaptation in the context of oxygen and nutrient 

delivery, by reducing diffusion distance in adipocytes.  
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Excessive fatty acid release/mobilization from aSAT into the systemic circulation 

that is common in obesity often results in ectopic fat deposition in other tissues (i.e., liver, 

skeletal muscle, heart, etc.) which underlies many obesity-related cardiometabolic 

complications (180, 299). Our findings that 12 weeks of exercise training without weight 

loss did not alter whole-body fatty acid mobilization rate is consistent with previous reports 

(211, 300). Our current findings extend on these previous studies by demonstrating that 

the anti-lipolytic effects of insulin were also not affected by 3 months of training. We 

acknowledge the possibility that our dose of insulin during the clamp (40 mU/m2/min) may 

have been high enough to mask potential improvements in anti-lipolytic sensitivity to 

insulin after training.  But based on previous work (301), we do not believe this to be the 

case. Our observations in this study are also specific to the conditions when exercise 

training is not accompanied by weight loss. We previously reported that when exercise 

training is accompanied by weight loss, systemic fatty acid mobilization declines (12). In 

fact, the reduction in lipolytic rate and systemic fatty acid mobilization was identical when 

adults with obesity lost 12% body weight with or without exercise training (12). Therefore, 

it appears that changes in systemic fatty acid mobilization are particularly responsive to 

weight loss but not exercise training, per se. Our finding that the protein expression of 

ATGL in aSAT was unaltered by training aligns with the lack of change in fatty acid Ra. 

Although the trend of increase in aSAT HSL we found in response to training may indicate 

increased lipolytic capacity, this may be only relevant under conditions when energy 

expenditure is high (e.g., during exercise) because fatty acid mobilization rate was not 

different while our subjects were at rest. Interestingly, we found a transient increase in 

the abundance of the fatty acid transporter, CD36 in aSAT 1 day after the last training 

session, which supports the notion of an adaptive response to increase the capacity of 

lipid handling in aSAT that the subjects experience during their regular exercise sessions. 

However, our observation that aSAT CD36 protein abundance returned to pre-training 

levels 4 days after the last session of exercise suggests this adaptation is transient.   

Mitochondrial biogenesis and function are often compromised in aSAT in obesity, 

which has been associated with metabolic disturbances (141, 302, 303). These metabolic 

abnormalities linked to low mitochondria density in aSAT may attributed to increased 

endoplasmic reticulum stress, oxidative stress, and inflammation in response to nutritional 
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overload (242, 304, 305). Our finding that both MICT and HIIT increased the protein 

abundance of COX-IV in our obese subjects expands on previous works that indicate that 

exercise training may promote mitochondrial function and biogenesis in adipose tissue in 

both lean rodents (195, 196) and non-obese humans (53, 212). Unlike many of the other 

regulatory proteins we measured in our aSAT samples, the increase in COX-IV persisted 

at least 4 days after the last exercise training session, suggesting this was more than an 

acute/transient adaptation. It is also notable that the increase in aSAT COX-IV abundance 

was similar in both MICT and HIIT despite the large difference in exercise stimulus. 

Although COX-IV protein abundance is commonly used as a marker of mitochondrial 

content, we recognize that additional studies are needed to more comprehensively 

determine the effects of exercise training on aSAT mitochondrial adaptations in adults 

with obesity.  

MAPK signaling in adipose tissue has been reported to be involved in 

adipogenesis, inflammation, and lipolysis, raising the possibility of an active role of MAPK 

signaling in aSAT remodeling (163, 260, 261, 266). The only previous study to our 

knowledge that examined the effects of exercise training on MAPK signaling in human 

aSAT reported a reduced expression of genes involved in the MAPK pathway after 6 

months of exercise training in healthy adults (53). In contrast, we found no change in our 

markers of MAPK activity (i.e., the abundance of phosphorylated forms of P38, ERK1/2, 

and JNK relative to the total abundance of each protein) in response to training. Moreover, 

the transient increase in the total protein abundance of ERK1/2 and JNK we observed the 

day after the last exercise session suggests a possibility of an increase in the capacity for 

MAPK activity in aSAT. However, this potential for increased MAPK capacity was 

transient since the abundance of JNK and ERK all returned to pre-training levels after 4 

days without exercise. 

Leptin and adiponectin are two mostly well-studied peptides released from adipose 

tissue (“adipokines”). Obesity is often associated with high plasma leptin concentrations 

and low plasma adiponectin concentrations, and while the effects of weight loss on leptin 

(decrease) and adiponectin (increase) concentrations are quite consistent, evidence 

regarding the effects of exercise training on these adipokines is equivocal. Some studies 

report systemic leptin or adiponectin levels increase (306, 307), decrease (308-310), 
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while others report no change after training (311, 312). An important confounder to the 

interpretation of many of these exercise studies is the change in body fat mass that often 

occurred during these training interventions. Our finding that 12 weeks of exercise training 

without weight loss significantly reduced both systemic adiponectin and leptin levels 

suggests that these adipokines may be regulated by training independent of weight loss. 

However, the underlying mechanisms that explain the reduction in both adiponectin and 

leptin after training are unclear.  

In contrast to our hypothesis, the metabolic and structural adaptations in aSAT 

were remarkably similar between HIIT and MICT, despite marked differences in the 

exercise stimulus. This finding may suggest that even though our MICT and HIIT 

protocols represent two rather distinct exercise training regimens – the difference in the 

exercise stimulus between MICT and HIIT was not large enough to evoke meaningful 

differences in adaptive responses to aSAT we measured in our study. Alternatively, it is 

possible that adaptations stemming from the more “conventional” 45 min of continuous 

exercise in our MICT protocol were closely matched by the brief high-intensity stimulus 

during HIIT, despite nearly 70% greater energy expenditure and 50% longer exercise time 

in MICT vs. HIIT. Regardless, the similar adaptations in aSAT structure and factors that 

regulate metabolic functions between HIIT and MICT were rather modest compared with 

previous findings that reported metabolic improvements (i.e., increased insulin sensitivity 

and reduced whole-body inflammation) and functional modifications in aSAT (189, 212, 

313) after exercise training. We postulate the modest changes in aSAT structure and 

markers of metabolic function in our study compared with these others were largely a 

consequence of our study design to intentionally maintain body weight during our training 

program to assess the effects of exercise training independent of weight loss.  

Although this was a well-controlled study to compare the effects of HIIT vs. MICT 

on lipid metabolism and aSAT structure and function independent of weight loss in obese 

adults, there are some important limitations. Despite the modest modifications in aSAT 

structure in response to exercise training even in the absence of weight loss, we 

acknowledge that 12 weeks of training intervention may be too short to induce major 

structural and morphological modifications given that aSAT remodeling may be a slow 

process (27). However, our findings suggest that even 3 months of exercise training may 
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increase the capacity of tissue remodeling (i.e., adipogenesis, angiogenesis, ECM 

remodeling) and it is possible that training-induced tissue remodeling may be even more 

robust after longer-term training. We did not tightly control dietary composition during the 

12-week training intervention and therefore cannot completely rule out the possibility that 

the structural and metabolic adaptations in aSAT after training may be influenced by daily 

variations in nutrient content and/or timing of intake. Although we note that diet 

composition and meal timing could have some impact on aSAT metabolism (246, 314), 

we closely monitored body weight fluctuations in our participants enough to know that 

they didn’t experience wide variations in diet composition or meal timing. Also, we 

successfully managed participants’ body weight to keep it similar to their pre-training 

levels during the intervention period, which we contend to be the most impactful on our 

outcomes (315-317). As discussed in our previous report (278), we intentionally did not 

match total energy expenditure or exercise time between MICT and HIIT to compare two 

distinct exercise prescriptions that are commonly implemented in real-life environments. 

This allowed us to conclude that HIIT, even with lower energy expenditure and time 

commitment compared with MICT induced similar adaptations in aSAT.  

In summary, our findings indicate that 12 weeks of exercise training, without weight 

loss, induced some remodeling within aSAT, as evidenced by a reduction in adipocyte 

cell size, altered ECM composition, and an increase in capillarization. However, these 

morphological/structural adaptations in aSAT were quite modest and did not culminate in 

measurable changes in whole-body fatty acid mobilization, which is a major factor 

underlying insulin resistance in obesity (12, 318).  In line with this, in previously published 

work from this same overall project (278), we reported neither MICT nor HIIT induced a 

persistent increase in insulin sensitivity after 12 weeks of training. Therefore, perhaps 

adaptations to aSAT must be robust enough to lower systemic fatty acid mobilization to 

manifest into a measurable improvement in whole-body insulin sensitivity. We 

acknowledge that changes to aSAT structure and function may require an exercise 

intervention longer than 3 months.  Alternatively, perhaps the independent effects of 

exercise training on aSAT structure and metabolic function are relatively subtle when not 

accompanied by weight loss, which is known to have a robust impact on many aspects 

of aSAT metabolism and morphology (55, 91, 97, 272). The transient nature in the 
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expression of some key factors that regulate aSAT fatty acid metabolism and 

inflammatory pathway activation (i.e., increased the day after the last exercise training 

session – but returned to pre-training levels 4 days later) supports the notion that the 

effects of exercise on aSAT metabolic function and inflammation are largely affected by 

the most recent session of exercise, rather than by longer-term adaptations to exercise 

training. Importantly, our findings also indicate that the effects of MICT and HIIT on aSAT 

structure, metabolism, and inflammatory pathway were remarkably similar despite 

marked differences in the energy expenditure, duration, and intensity of the exercise 

stimulus. 
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4.7 FIGURES 

 
Figure 4-1 Schematic of study design 
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Figure 4-2 Changes in adipocyte cell size in response to training 

A) Representative images of H&E stained aSAT. White scale bar refers to 100µm. B) Mean adipocyte 
area. C) Proportion of smaller adipocytes (1000µm2 ≤ area ≤ 3000µm2). C) Frequency distribution of 
adipocyte area. Sample sizes were MICT n = 16 and HIIT = 18. *Significant main effect of training status 
(p < 0.05). ** Significant main effect of training status (p < 0.01). There were no significant effects of 
training group or training group x training status interactions. 
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Figure 4-3 Adaptation of aSAT fibrosis and ECM proteins in response to training 

A) Representative staining images of Sirius Red, Col4, Col5a3, and Col6 in aSAT section. The white scale 
bar refers to 100µm. B) Abundance of ECM proteins quantified from histology images. Sample sizes were 
MICT n = 14 and HIIT n = 17 for Sirius Red, MICT n = 14 and HIIT n = 16 for Col4 and Col5a3, and MICT 
n = 16 and HIIT n = 18 for Col6. *Significant main effect of training status (p<0.05). There were no significant 
effects of training group or training group x training status interactions. 
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Figure 4-4 aSAT capillarization in response to training 

A) Representative staining images of vWF in aSAT section. Capillaries are visible as dark-brown puncta. 
Black scale bar refers to 100µm. B) Number of capillaries per field area (mm2). C) Number of capillaries 
per adipocytes. D) Mean capillary cross-sectional area (µm2). *Significant main effect of training status 
(p≤0.05). Sample sizes were MICT n = 15 and HIIT = 18. There were no significant effects of training group 
or training group x training status interactions.  
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Figure 4-5 Adaptations in aSAT remodeling factors in response to exercise training 

*Significant main effect of training status, with post-hoc analysis identifying a significant difference 
compared with Pre-training (p<0.05).  † Trend of main effect of training status, with post-hoc analysis 
identifying a trend of difference compared with Pre-training (0.05<p<0.1). There were significant training 
group x training status interactions in the abundance of CEBPα (p=0.046) and Angiopoetin-1 (p=0.002). 
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Figure 4-6 Whole body fatty acid mobilization rate in response to exercise training 

Sample sizes were MICT n = 14 and HIIT = 14. Fatty acid rate of appearance in the systemic circulation 
after over-night fasting and insulin-stimulated conditions. #Significant main effect of insulin (p<0.001). There 
were no significant main effects of training group, training status, or training group x training status 
interactions. 
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Figure 4-7 Adaptations in aSAT metabolic factors in response to exercise training 

*Significant main effect of training status, with post-hoc analysis identifying a significant difference 
compared with Pre-Training (p<0.05).  † Trend of main effect of training status, with post-hoc analysis 
identifying a trend of difference compared with Pre-Training (0.05<p<0.1). There were no significant main 
effects of training group or training group x training status interactions. 
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Figure 4-8 Adaptations in aSAT MAPK proteins in response to exercise training 

*Significant main effect of training status, with post-hoc analysis identifying a significant difference 
compared with Pre-Training (p<0.05).  † Trend of main effect of training status, with post-hoc analysis 
identifying a trend of difference compared with Pre-Training (0.05<p<0.1). There were no significant main 
effects of training group or training group x training status interactions 
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4.8 TABLES 

Table 4-1 Subject characteristics and whole-body clinical biomarker measures before and after training 
 

MICT (n = 17) HIIT (n = 19) 

Age (years) 30 ± 6 31 ± 7 

Sex 12 Women, 5 Men 12 Women, 7 Men 

Height (m) 1.71 ± 0.09 1.70 ± 0.08 
 

Pre 
training 

4d-Post 
Trained 

Pre 
training 

4d-Post 
Trained 

Body mass (kg) 98.0 ± 11.6 97.6 ± 11.7 96.4 ± 13.7 96.6± 13.6 

Fat mass (kg) 40.5 ± 7.1 40.1 ± 7.2 42.5 ± 7.7 42.0 ± 7.7 

Fat-free mass (kg) 55.5 ± 9.3 55.6 ± 9.6 55.9 ± 10.5 56.5 ± 10.3 

BMI (kg/m2) 33.7 ± 3.2 33.4 ± 3.2 33.0 ± 2.9 33.1 ± 3.1 

Body fat % 43.4 ± 6 43.1 ± 6.4* 42.1 ± 5.4 41.6 ± 5.4* 

VO2peak (L/min) 2.3 ± 0.5 2.5 ± 0.6*** 2.5 ± 0.6 2.8 ± 0.6*** 

VO2peak (ml/kgFFM 
/min) 

41.9 ± 7.7 44.9 ± 7.7*** 43.8 ± 6.1 48.5 ± 5.3*** 

Plasma fatty acids (uM) 392 ± 159 408 ± 118 433 ± 156 387 ± 122 

Plasma total  
adiponectin (ug/ml) 

4.7 ± 2.6 4.0 ± 2.3*** 4.6 ± 1.9 3.9 ± 1.8*** 

Plasma HMW 
adiponectin (ug/ml) 

2.6 ± 2.0 2.3 ± 1.8* 2.4 ± 1.3 2.0 ± 1.3* 

Plasma leptin (ng/ml) 53.2 ± 25.1 48.5 ± 22.6* 49.0 ± 24.7 48.0 ± 27.2* 

 
.
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Project 3 
Effects of Years of Regular Exercise on Subcutaneous Adipose Tissue 

Remodeling in Adults with Overweight/Obesity 

5.1 ABSTRACT 

Abnormalities in the structure and metabolic function of abdominal subcutaneous 

adipose tissue (aSAT) underlie many obesity-related health complications. Regular 

exercise is known to improve cardiometabolic health in adults with overweight/obesity, 

but the long-term effects of regular exercise on aSAT are unclear. The primary aims of 

this study were to compare morphologic and proteomic differences in aSAT from adults 

with overweight/obesity who have exercised regularly for at least a few years (EX: ≥30min 

of moderate/vigorous endurance exercise, ≥4 days/week for > 2 years) vs. a well-match 

cohort of sedentary/non-exercisers (SED). To assess the effects of exercise 

independently of adiposity, histological and proteomic analyses were conducted on aSAT 

samples collected after an overnight fast from 16 EX (8F, 8M) and 16 SED (8F, 8M) adults 

with overweight/obesity (BMI: 30±3kg/m2) who were tightly pair-matched for adiposity. 

Capillary density and protein abundance of the key angiogenic transcription factors, 

VEGFα, were significantly greater in aSAT samples from EX vs. SED (p<0.05). 

Conversely, the abundance of Col6a, and the macrophage markers CD14 and CD206, 

were significantly lower in EX vs SED (p<0.05). Global proteomics analysis revealed 

ribosomal, mitochondrial, and lipogenic proteins were upregulated, whereas complement 

and proteasomal proteins were downregulated in EX vs. SED (FDR <0.1). Moreover, 

phosphoproteomics indicated a greater abundance of phosphoproteins involved in 

protein translation, lipogenesis, and direct regulation of transcripts EX vs. SED (p<0.01). 

In exploratory ex vivo experiments, neo-vascular sprout density was greater in aSAT 

explants derived from exercisers (p=0.01).  Additionally, lipid droplet size was larger in 3-

dimensional spheroids cultured from the stromal vascular fraction isolated from 
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exercisers’ aSAT samples, along with higher mRNA expression of lipogenic and 

esterification genes compared with non-exercisers (p<0.05). Overall, our findings suggest 

that regular exercise in adults with overweight/obesity favorably remodels the aSAT 

structure and proteomic profile in ways that may lead to improved lipid storage capacity, 

which can contribute to preserved cardiometabolic health. 
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5.2 INTRODUCTION 

In adults with overweight/obesity, abnormalities in the morphology and metabolic 

function of aSAT are strongly linked with insulin resistance and related metabolic health 

complications (59, 319, 320). Some of these abnormalities in aSAT include: extracellular 

matrix (ECM) fibrosis, capillary rarefaction, pro-inflammatory macrophage infiltration, as 

well as alterations in metabolic function, such as dysregulated lipid metabolism and 

adipocytokine production (3, 104, 272). Importantly, some of these alterations can 

contribute to limiting fat storage capacity in aSAT, resulting in excessive systemic fatty 

acid availability that can lead to ectopic lipid deposition in other organs such as skeletal 

muscle and liver, which is known to underlie whole-body insulin resistance, local- and 

systemic inflammation and other obesity-related diseases (180). Therefore, strategies 

aimed at remodeling aSAT to enhance a more “healthful” storage capacity by increasing 

capillarization, reducing fibrotic ECM deposition and attenuating local inflammation may 

improve metabolic health in individuals with overweight/obesity. It is important to note that 

increasing the storage capacity of aSAT does not translate to increased body fat mass 

(this requires an energy surplus). Instead, increasing the effective storage capacity in 

aSAT can lower systemic fatty acid availability, which in turn can attenuate ectopic lipid 

deposition and tissue inflammatory pathway activation in individuals with the same 

amount of fat mass. 

Regular endurance-type exercise is often recommended in the treatment and/or 

prevention of obesity-related health complications. Among the many health benefits of 

exercise, a growing body of evidence suggests that exercise training may induce 

favorable adaptations in aSAT morphology and metabolic function that may improve 

cardiometabolic health in adults with obesity (17, 189, 212). However, the direct effects 

of exercise on adaptations within aSAT are not completely understood, due in part to the 

profound impact that weight loss has on adipose tissue structure and function (284). As 

a result, the interpretation of many/most exercise training studies is confounded when 

exercise is accompanied by even a very modest degree of weight loss (57, 212). 

Additionally, although exercise training has been found to induce some modifications in 

aSAT even without weight loss (189, 321), limitations due to the relatively short duration 

of exercise interventions used in most interventional research studies (typically 3-6 
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months at most) may limit the detection of changes in aSAT that may take longer to 

manifest (27, 322). Therefore, investigating the effects of years of endurance-type 

exercise on aSAT, independently of adiposity, will enhance our understanding of how 

exercise may improve cardio-metabolic health outcomes in adults with obesity.  

The main purpose of this study was to examine the effect of regular endurance 

exercise on aSAT structure/morphology, proteomic profile, and tissue remodeling 

capacity in adults with overweight/obesity. To achieve this, we conducted a cross-

sectional study in which we recruited a cohort of adults with overweight/obesity who 

regularly participated in endurance-type exercise for at least a few years and a separate 

cohort of non-exercisers. Importantly, we tightly pair-matched subjects from each group 

for adiposity to examine exercise-induced adaptations in aSAT independent of variations 

in adiposity. We hypothesized that compared with aSAT from sedentary adults with 

overweight/obesity, aSAT from a well-matched group of regular exercisers would display 

distinct structural/morphological and proteomic characteristics – that may be more 

favorable for enhancing lipid storage capacity and lowering local and systemic 

inflammation. 

5.3 METHODS & MATERIALS 

 

Subjects 
A total of 52 adults with overweight/obesity (BMI: 25-40 kg/m2) were recruited for 

the study. Subjects completed a comprehensive behavior questionnaire and were 

categorized into either sedentary (n=28) or regular exerciser (n=24) based on their self-

reported habitual physical activity behavior. Subjects who have been engaged in more 

than 2 years of at least 4 days/week of moderate to vigorous intensity aerobic exercise 

for >30 min were categorized as exercisers. All subjects reported having had a stable 

body weight at least 6 months prior to their enrollment. Eligible participants were not 

taking any medications or supplements known to affect their metabolism except 

contraceptive medications for some female participants. They did not have any history of 

cardiovascular or metabolic disease. All female participants were premenopausal and not 

pregnant or lactating. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects before the 
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study. This study conformed to the standards set by the Declaration of Helsinki, except 

for registration in a database, and was approved by the University of Michigan Institutional 

Review Board. 

 

Pair-matching strategy 
16 sedentary (SED; 8F, 8M) and 16 regularly exercising (EX; 8F, 8M) adults with 

overweight/obesity were tightly pair matched for sex and adiposity (i.e., body fat % and 

fat mass) to allow pairwise comparison. Data for each of the 16 pair-matched subjects is 

provided in Supplementary Table 5-1. As a result, the mean difference in body fat % 

between well-matched SED vs EX was less than 0.7 ± 1.5% of body fat. The mean 

difference in fat mass was 0.01 ± 2.19kg (Figure 5-1C).  

 

Body composition and aerobic fitness testing 
Fat mass and fat-free mass were determined by bioelectrical impedance analysis 

(BIA, InBody, South Korea) or dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (Lunar DPX DEXA 

scanner, GE, WI). The same measurement techniques were used for pair-matched SED 

(n=13) and EX (n=13) except for three pairs of subjects. Graded exercise testing was 

performed on a treadmill or a stationary cycle ergometer (Corvival, Lode, Netherlands) 

using an incremental exercise protocol. Modified Balke (323) protocol was used for 

treadmill testing, where the incline was increased by 2% every 2 min at a constant running 

pace. For cycle ergometer testing, the initial grade was set as 40W and was increased by 

20W per minute. Testing was continued until volitional exhaustion. The rate of oxygen 

consumption was measured throughout this test using a metabolic cart (Max-II, 

Physiodyne Inc, NY) and peak oxygen uptake (VO2peak) was determined as the highest 

30-second average before volitional fatigue. Measurements of respiratory exchange ratio 

(RER) ≥ 1.2 and maximal heart rate (HRmax) ≥ 90% of age-predicted values (i.e., 220-

age) were used as secondary indices to help confirm maximal effort during these tests.  

 

Experimental trial 
The night before the experimental trial, subjects ate a standardized dinner (30% of 

estimated total daily energy expenditure) at ~1900h and a snack (10% of estimated total 
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daily energy expenditure) at ~2200h.  The next morning, after an overnight fast, subjects 

arrived at the clinical testing facility at 0700h for the experimental trial. An intravenous 

catheter was inserted into the antecubital vein on one arm. A baseline blood sample was 

collected at ~0730 h. At ~0800 h, approximately 100 mg of a core aSAT sample was 

collected by needle biopsy from ~10cm distal to the umbilicus, as described previously 

(190). The sample was immediately fixed in 10% formalin for histological analyses of 

adipose morphology and structure (see details below). Then, aspiration technique was 

used to collect another ~500mg of aSAT samples, which were snap-frozen in liquid 

nitrogen and stored at −80°C for later quantification of proteomes (untargeted 

global/phosphoproteomics and targeted immunoblots) (see details below). An additional 

portion of fresh aSAT samples were collected from a sub-cohort of the study participants 

(SED; n=24 and EX; n=19) for exploratory ex vivo assays. Approximately 200mg of aSAT 

was collected and followed the procedure for ex vivo angiogenesis assay (see details 

below). An additional ~400mg aSAT was collected and followed the procedure for ex vivo 

spheroid culture (see details below). These subjects also underwent a 2-hour oral glucose 

tolerance test (OGTT) following the biopsy. At ~0900 h, subjects drank a flavored solution 

containing 75g of glucose (Fisherbrand GTT Beverage), and blood was collected every 

15 min for 2h. Blood samples were centrifuged at 2,000g at 4°C for 15 min. Serum and 

plasma were aliquoted and stored at −80°C until analysis for circulating factors. 

 

Analytical procedures 
Histological assessment of adipose tissue morphology and structure 

The core adipose tissue samples that were fixed in 10% formalin at the time of the 

biopsy were later paraffin-embedded and processed (Sakura Tissue Tek TEC). 

Embedded samples were sectioned in 5 µm thickness by microtome (#RM2235, Leica) 

and placed on a microscopy slide (109508-WH, Thermofisher). Sections were prepared 

for staining by being deparaffinized and dehydrated with xylene and a series of ethanol 

as described previously (321). To minimize variance between subjects, staining was 

performed in a batch and all the microscopy conditions (i.e. exposure time) were kept 

consistent.  
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Adipocyte size: Sections were stained with fluorophore-conjugated Griffonia 

simplicifolia (GS) Lectin and mounted with an antifade medium (Prolong Gold, 

Thermofisher) and microscopic coverslip (2975, Corning). Images of the stained sections 

were taken in 10x with a widefield microscope (Keyence BZ-X700, IL, USA). Adipocyte 

size was determined by using Image J (NIH, USA) plugin AdipoQ (324). 

 

Extracellular matrix fibrosis: Deparaffinized sections were stained with Picro Sirius 

red (#36554-8’ Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 hour to determine total fibrosis in adipose tissue 

extracellular matrix. Sections were then rinsed with acidified water, followed by 

dehydration with ethanol, and mounted with xylene-based permount. To determine the 

abundance of subtypes of collagen fibers in the extracellular matrix which are the major 

components in adipose tissue extracellular matrix, we performed fluorescence 

immunohistochemistry (IHC). Deparaffinized sections were incubated in 0.5mM HCl-

Glycine buffer (pH 3.0) at 90°C for 20 min for antigen retrieval. Sections were 

subsequently blocked with 3% hydrogen peroxide for 15 min and 5% normal goat serum 

(PI31872, Thermofisher) in PBS for 1 hour. Then the sections were incubated with 

primary antibodies overnight at 4°C and then incubated with appropriate secondary 

antibodies in dark. Sections were mounted with Prolong Gold. Images of the stained 

sections were obtained by Keyence BZ-X700 microscope (10x; fluorescence) and 

analyzed by using Image J. The proportions of each collagen were calculated by dividing 

the stained area by the field of view. Used primary antibodies were Col4a1 (C1926, 

Sigma), Col5a3 (LSC353420, LSbio), Col6a1 (ab6588, Abcam). Secondary antibodies 

used were AlexaFlour 488 (A11008, Invitrogen) and 647 (A21240, Invitrogen).  

 

Capillary, innervation, macrophage (CD206+ and CD14+ Mϕ): After 

deparaffinization, sections were incubated in 0.5mM HCl-Glycine buffer (pH 3.0) at 90°C 

for 20 min for antigen retrieval. Sections were subsequently blocked with 3% hydrogen 

peroxide in methanol for 15 minutes, Streptavidin for 15 min, Biotin for 15 min, and 5% 

normal goat serum for 1 hour. For CD206+ Mϕ and CD14+Mϕ, goat serum blocking was 

performed overnight at 4°C and then the sections were incubated with primary antibodies 

overnight at 4°C. The following day, sections were incubated for 75min with a biotinylated 
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secondary antibody (NC9801827, Thermofisher), followed by HRP-linked streptavidin 

(S911, Thermofisher) for 45min. Tyramide Signal Amplification (B409533, Thermofisher) 

was applied to enhance the fluorescent signal for 10min. GS-lectin staining was used to 

stain for membrane, and nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33342 (H3570, Invitrogen). 

Sections were mounted with Prolong Gold. Images were taken in 10x with a fluorescent 

microscope (Keyence BZ-X700). Image J was used to analyze capillary and innervation 

density (i.e. number of capillaries per adipocytes), and macrophage abundance (i.e., 

CD206+ Mϕ and CD14 Mϕ per mm2). Used primary antibodies were CD31 (#3528, Cell 

Signal Technology), Tyrosine Hydroxylase (P40101, Pel-Freez), CD206 (MAB25341, 

R&D), and CD14 (). TSA555 was used for CD31, Tyrosine Hydroxylase, and CD206 IHC, 

and TSA647 (B40958, Thermofisher) was used for CD14 IHC.  

 

Untargeted global and phosphoproteomics 
Liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry proteomic analysis and 

quantification were completed by the Proteomics Resource Facility at the University of 

Michigan, Department of Pathology. 

Protein Digestion and TMT labeling: A portion of each aspirated adipose biopsy 

sample (~50mg wet weight) was homogenized in ice-cold 1X RIPA buffer (89901, 

Thermofisher) with freshly added protease and phosphatase inhibitors (P8340, P5726, 

and P0044; Sigma) using two 5 mm steel beads (TissueLyser II, Qiagen, CA). 

Homogenates were rotated at 50 rpm for 60 min at 4°C and then centrifuged at 4°C for 3 

x 15 minutes at 15,000g. Protein concentration was assessed using the bicinchoninic acid 

method (#23225, Thermofisher) after removing the supernatant. Samples (2µg/ul protein) 

were proteolyzed and labeled with TMT 16-plex (A44520, Thermofisher) essentially by 

following the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, upon reduction (5 mM DTT, for 30 min at 

45 C) and alkylation (15 mM 2-chloroacetamide, for 30 min at room temperature) of 

cysteines, proteins were precipitated by adding 6 volumes of ice-cold acetone followed 

by overnight incubation at -20° C. The precipitate was spun down, and the pellet was 

allowed to air dry. The pellet was resuspended in 0.1M TEAB and overnight (~16 h) 

digestion with trypsin/Lys-C mix (1:40 protease:protein; Promega) at 37° C was 

performed with constant mixing using a thermomixer. The TMT 16-plex reagents were 
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dissolved in 20µl of anhydrous acetonitrile and labeling was performed by transferring the 

entire digest to TMT reagent vial and incubating at room temperature for 1 hour. Reaction 

was quenched by adding 5µl of 5% hydroxyl amine and further 15 min incubation.  

Labeled samples were mixed, and dried using a vacufuge.  Approximately 0.3 mg of the 

digest was used for high pH reversed-phase fractionation using a 90 min gradient of 50 

mM Ammonium bicaronate/90% Acetontrile (Zorbax 300Extend-C18 column, 2.1x150 

mm; Agilent). Ninety fractions were collected and combined into 12 fractions, dried, and 

reconstituted in 9µl of 0.1% formic acid/2% acetonitrile in preparation for Liquid 

chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) analysis. 

 

Phosphopeptide enrichment of TMT labeled samples: Remaining 1.3 mg of the 

TMT labeled peptides were desalted using SepPak C18 cartridge (Waters) and used for 

phosphopeptide enrichment using sequential metal- oxide and -affinity chromatography 

using TiO2 and Fe-NTA phosphoenrichment kits following manufacturer’s protocol (High-

Select TiO2; #A32993: and High-Select Fe-NTA phosphorinchment kit; A32992, 

ThermoScientific). Enriched phosphopeptides were further fractionated using an offline 

high pH reversed-phase fractionation kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Pierce; 

Cat #84868).  The fractions were immediately acidified with 10% TFA and dried. 

 

LC-MS/MS analysis for global proteomic samples (LC-multinotch MS3): To obtain 

superior quantitation accuracy, we employed multinotch-MS3 (325) which minimizes the 

reporter ion ratio distortion resulting from fragmentation of co-isolated peptides during MS 

analysis. Orbitrap Fusion (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and RSLC Ultimate 3000 nano-UPLC 

(Dionex) were used to acquire the data. 2µl of the sample was resolved on a PepMap 

RSLC C18 column (75 µm i.d. x 50 cm; Thermo Scientific) at the flow-rate of 300 nl/min 

using 0.1% formic acid/acetonitrile gradient system (2-22% acetonitrile in 150 min;22-

32% acetonitrile in 40 min; 20 min wash at 90% followed by 50 min re-equilibration) and 

directly spray onto the mass spectrometer using EasySpray source (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific).  Mass spectrometer was set to collect one MS1 scan (Orbitrap; 120K 

resolution; AGC target 2x105; max IT 100 ms) followed by data-dependent, “Top Speed” 

(3 seconds) MS2 scans (collision-induced dissociation; ion trap;  NCE 35; AGC 5x103; 
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max IT 100 ms). For multinotch-MS3, the top 10 precursors from each MS2 were 

fragmented by HCD followed by Orbitrap analysis (NCE 55; 60K resolution; AGC 5x104; 

max IT 120 ms, 100-500 m/z scan range). 

 

LC-MS/MS analysis for phospho-proteomic samples: Q Exactive HF with 

EasySpray source (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and RSLC Ultimate 3000 nano-UPLC 

(Dionex) were used to acquire the data. 2µl of each fraction was resolved in the 2nd 

dimension on a nano-capillary reverse phase column (Acclaim PepMap C18, 2 micron, 

75 µm i.d. x 25 cm, ThermoScientific) using a 0.1% formic/acetonitrile gradient at 300 

nl/min (2-25% acetonitrile in 110 min;25-40% acetonitrile in 20 min; followed by a quick 

ramp up to 90% in 10 min and 10 min wash at 90% followed by 25 min re-equilibration).  

Mass spectrometer was set to collect one MS1 scan (Orbitrap; 120K resolution; AGC 

target 3x106; max IT 50 ms) followed by data-dependent MS/MS scans on the top 20 

precursors were acquired (High-energy C-trap dissociation; 60K resolution; Normalized 

Collision Energy of 35; AGC 1x105; max IT 250 ms).   

 

Data analysis: Proteome Discoverer (v2.4; Thermo Fisher) was used for data 

analysis.  MS2 spectra were searched against UniProt protein database (downloaded on 

2023.01.05) using the following search parameters: MS1 and MS2 tolerance were set to 

10 ppm and 0.6 Da, respectively; carbamidomethylation of cysteines (57.02146 Da) and 

TMT labeling of lysine and N-termini of peptides (229.16293 Da) were considered static 

modifications; oxidation of methionine (15.9949 Da) and deamidation of asparagine and 

glutamine (0.98401 Da) were considered variable. Identified proteins and peptides were 

filtered to retain only those that passed ≤1% FDR threshold. Quantitation was performed 

using high-quality MS3 spectra (Average signal-to-noise ratio of 16 and <50% isolation 

interference).  For phosphoproteomics data, the quantitation was performed using MS2 

spectra.  

 

Bioinformatics: For global proteomics, the abundance of proteins was median 

scaled. Differential expression analysis was conducted using the edgeR R package. 

Benjamini-Hochberg method was used to correct for multiple testing and a false discovery 
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rate (FDR) < 0.1 was applied for differential expressions. Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes 

and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analysis for differentially expressed proteins was 

conducted by using Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery 

(DAVID). KEGG pathway analysis for all identified proteins was conducted by using 

Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes/Proteins (STRING). For 

phosphoproteomics, the abundance of phosphopeptides was median scaled. Imputation 

was performed by NAguideR (326) using Impseq algorithm. Differential expression 

analysis was conducted using edgeR R package and unadjusted P value<0.01 was used 

as the statistical threshold. To calculate significance score (π score), phosphoproteins 

that were missing phosphosite residue information were removed and π score was 

calculated as previously described (327). Pathway analysis on all identified 

phosphoproteins was conducted by using Reactome database. Kinase-substrate 

enrichment analysis was performed using KEA3 (328). P value<0.05 was used to 

determine significantly predicted kinases from differentially expressed phosphoproteins. 

Protein-protein interaction analysis was conducted by using Cytoscape (Institute of 

Systems Biology, WA, USA).  

 

Targeted immunoblots 
We used SDS-page based Western blot and capillary electrophoresis based 

Western blot (JESS, ProteinSimple, San Jose, CA) to measure the abundance of protein 

of interest in aSAT lysates. A portion of each aspirated adipose biopsy sample (~90 mg 

wet weight) was homogenized in ice-cold 1X RIPA buffer (89901, Thermofisher) with 

freshly added protease and phosphatase inhibitors (P8340, P5726, and P0044; Sigma) 

using two 5 mm steel beads (TissueLyser II, Qiagen, CA). Homogenates were rotated at 

50 rpm for 60 min at 4°C and then centrifuged at 4°C for 3 x 15 minutes at 15,000g. 

Protein concentration was assessed using the bicinchoninic acid method (#23225, 

Thermofisher) after removing the supernatant. Samples for Western blotting were 

prepared in 4x Laemmli buffer, heated for 5 minutes at 95°C. 

For SDS-page based Western blot, equal amounts of protein (15 ug) were loaded 

onto handcast gels ranging from 10 to 15%. Following separation by SDS-PAGE, proteins 

were transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes. Membranes were blocked for 2 hours at 
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room temperature and incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. After primary 

antibody incubation, membranes were washed and incubated with appropriate secondary 

antibody (#7074 or #7076, Cell Signaling Technology). All blots were developed using 

enhanced chemiluminescence (#1705061, Biorad or #34095, Fisher) and imaged 

(Fluorchem E Imager, ProteinSimple, CA). Primary antibodies used for SDS-page 

Western blot were Adipose triglyceride lipase (ATGL, #2138, Cell Signaling Technology), 

phospho-ATGLS406 (pATGL, a kind gift from Dr. Watt), Comparative gene identification-

58 (CGI-58, ab183739, Abcam), G0/G1 switch 2 (G0S2, 12091-1-AP, Proteintech), 

Glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase 1 (GPAT1, PA5-20524, Thermofisher), Diglyceride 

acyltransferase 1 (DGAT1, NB110-41487, Novus Biologics), CD36 (sc-9154, Santacruz 

biotechnology), Fatty acid synthase (FASN, #3180, Cell Signaling Technology), Sterol 

regulatory element-binding protein 1(SREBP1, MA511685, Thermofisher), Ribosomal 

protein S3 (S3, #9528, Cell Signaling Technology), Ribosomal protein S6 (S6, #2217, 

Cell Signaling Technology), Total OXPHOS cocktail (NDUF8B, UQCRC2, ATP5A, and 

SDHB, ab110411, Abcam), Peroxisome Proliferator Activated Receptor Gamma (PPARγ, 

#2435, Cell Signaling Technology), CCAAT Enhancer Binding Protein Alpha (CEBPα, 

#8178, Cell Signaling Technology), Fatty acid-binding protein 4 (FABP4, sc-271529, 

Santacruz Biotechnology), Matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP2, #87809, Cell Signaling 

Technology), Matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP9, #13667, Cell Signaling Technology), 

Tissue inhibitor metalloproteinase 1 (TIMP1, #8926, Cell Signaling Technology), Tissue 

inhibitor metalloproteinase 2 (TIMP2, #5738, Cell Signaling Technology), Vascular 

Endothelial Growth Factor A (VEGFα, ab46154, Abcam), Angiopoietin 1 (HPA018816, 

Sigma Aldrich), Angiopoietin 2 (sc-74403, Santacruz Biotechnology), stress-activated 

protein kinase (SAPK)/c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK, #9252, Cell Signaling Technology), 

phospho-SAPK/JNK (Thr183/Tyr185) (pJNKT183/Y185, #9251, Cell Signaling Technology). 

To normalize proteins to the total protein level, Memcode (#24580, ThermoFisher) was 

used to stain total protein in the membranes. To reduce gel-to-gel variability, an internal 

standard sample (composite aSAT lysate from 4 individuals) was also loaded on each gel 

for normalization.  

For JESS, equal amounts of protein (0.16µg) were mixed with the Simple Western 

sample buffer and fluorescent mix and loaded in capillaries in 12-230 kDa JESS 
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separation module, 25 capillary cartridges (SW-W003). All experiments were performed 

on the automated JESS device by the manufacturer’s instructions. Primary antibodies 

used for JESS were Hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL, #18381, Cell Signaling Technology), 

phospho-HSL (Ser565) (pHSLS565, #4137, Cell Signaling Technology), phospho-HSL 

(Ser660) (pHSLS660, #4126, Cell Signaling Technology), Protein kinase B (AKT, #9272, 

Cell Signaling Technology), phospho-AKT (Ser473) (pAKTS473, #9271, Cell Signaling 

Technology), phospho-AKT (Thr308) (pAKTT308, #13038, Cell Signaling Technology), p38 

mitogen-activated protein kinase (P38, #9212, Cell Signaling Technology), phospho-P38 

MAPK (Thr180/Tyr182) (pP38T180/Y192, #9211, Cell Signaling Technology), p44/42 MAPK 

extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK, #4695, Cell Signaling Technology), phospho-

p44/42 MAPK (Thr202/Tyr204) (pERKT202/Y204, #4376, Cell Signaling Technology), Signal 

transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3, #12640, Cell Signaling Technology), 

and phospho-STAT3 (Tyr705) (pSTAT3Y705, #9145, Cell Signaling Technology). 

 

Circulating concentrations of substrates, adipokines, and inflammatory 
biomarkers. 

Plasma concentrations of glucose (TR-15221, ThermoFisher), plasma fatty acids 

(NC9517309, NC9517311; Fujifilm Medical Systems), total cholesterol (#999-02601, 

Wako Chemicals), HDL cholesterol (#997-01301, Wako Chemicals), triglycerides (T2449, 

Sigma) were assessed using commercially available kits. Serum insulin concentration 

was assessed using a chemiluminescent immunoassay (Siemens 1000). Plasma 

concentrations of total adiponectin (DRP300, R&D), high molecular weight (HMW) 

adiponectin (DHWAD0, R&D), and Leptin (DLP00, R&D) were assessed by enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA). Plasma concentrations of IL1β, IL10, IL6, IFNγ, 

and TNFα were measured using a customized Luminex Multiplex kit (HSTCMAG-28SK). 

 

Ex vivo angiogenesis assay 
Angiogenesis assay was conducted as previously described (329). Briefly, ~0.2g 

of core aSAT collected during biopsy was immediately stored in EGM-supplemented 

EBM-2 medium (CC3202, Lonza) and tissues were cut into small slices (each piece less 

than 1mm3) by using sterile forceps, and scalpel blades on a petri dish and embedded in 
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a 96 well plate with 40uL of Matrigel (356231, Corning). Embedded tissue slices were 

incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 until the harvest on day 11 post-seeding. On the day of 

harvesting, Z-stack images of capillary sprouts were taken by a brightfield microscope 

(Keyence, Japan). The sprout density was quantified by the area of sprouts relative to the 

area of the tissue slice using Image J.  

 

Ex vivo spheroid culture 
Spheroid culture was conducted as previously described (330) with minor 

modifications. Briefly, ~0.5g of aspirated aSAT was stored in aMEM media (12571063, 

Thermofisher) upon collection. Collected aSAT was then minced with scissors until it 

became slurry. Slurred tissue was then incubated in a warm collagenase buffer for 50 

min, followed by filtration for SVF isolation. Red cell lysis buffer was applied to remove 

red blood cells. Extracted SVF cells were reconstituted with endothelial growth medium-

2 (EGM-2, 50306189, Thermofisher), and the cell number was counted by using a cell 

counter (Countess II, Life Technologies). 30,000 cells were seeded into 96 well ultra-low 

attachment (ULA) plates (12566490, Thermofisher) and incubated at 37ºC with 5% CO2 

with continuous horizontal shaking at a slow speed (70rpm). At day 6 post-seeding, 

aggregated spheroids were transferred into a 40µl matrigel droplet in 24-well low 

attachment plates (07200602, Thermofisher) and further incubated for 4 additional days 

with EGM2 media. After a total of 10 days of incubation with EGM-2 media, an adipogenic 

cocktail, aMEM based mixture with insulin, apotransferrin, BMP7, Fetal bovine serum, 

and intralipid, was applied to facilitate adipocyte differentiation. Media was changed every 

2~3 days. Spheroids were collected 20 days and 27 days post-seeding. 

 

Histochemistry: Spheroids were fixed in 4% formaldehyde and embedded in 4% 

agarose gel. Sections of spheroids were cut in 150µm by using a vibratome (VT1200, 

Leica) and placed on a microscopic slide. Sections were permeabilized in 0.2% Triton X-

100 (T8787, Sigma), followed by 5% goat serum blocking for 1 hour. Primary antibody 

(i.e., Col6a) was applied overnight at 4°C, followed by BODIPY stain (P3922, 

Thermofisher) for 30min. Nuclei staining was performed with Hoechst and slides were 

mounted by using Prolong Gold. Capillaries were stained by using Alexa Flour 647 
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conjugated-Isolectin (I32450, Thermofisher) for 30min on a separate slide. 40X and 60X 

30µm depth Z-stack images were acquired by a confocal microscope (Nikon A1, Tokyo, 

Japan). Lipid droplet and nucleus size were quantified using AdipoQ plugin in Image J. 

Stacked images for Col6a and isolectin were converted to a composite image by using 

Extended Depth of Field plugin in Image J, followed by quantification of stained area 

relative to the area of the spheroid area.  

 

Spheroid mRNA expression: At least 6 spheroids from the same subject were 

pooled into a single Eppendorf tube on the day of harvest, dehydrated, and kept at -80°C 

until RNA extraction. RNA was extracted by using Qiagen Mini RNA extraction kit (74004, 

Qiagen). Extracted RNA (20ηg) was reverse transcribed to cDNA by using a High-

Capacity cDNA RT kit (4368813; Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY). Real-time 

quantitative PCR with predesigned PrimeTime qPCR Assays (IDT) was used to assess 

the mRNA expression levels of the genes of interest. The qPCR data were normalized to 

the expression of two housekeeping genes, peptidylprolyl isomerase A (PPIA) and β2-

microglobulin (B2M) using the −∆Ct method (331). Two samples whose housekeeping 

genes were undetected were removed.  

 

Statistical analyses 
Non-normally distributed data were log-transformed before statistical analysis. A 

paired Student’s t-test was used to compare all measured variables between matched 

SED vs. EX cohorts. Independent Student’s t-test was used to compare results from ex 

vivo assays between SED vs. EX. A two-way ANOVA linear mixed model was applied to 

examine the main effects of time, group, and time x group interaction effects in measured 

variables from spheroid culture (time; day20 vs., day27, group; SED vs., EX). Statistical 

analysis was done by using SPSS (Statistics for Windows, version 26.0; IBM Corp., 

Armonk, NY) or R (R, Vienna, Austria). P value ≤ 0.05 were considered statistically 

significant. Data are presented as mean ± SD unless noted otherwise.  
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5.4 RESULTS 

Subject characteristics and whole-body clinical & metabolic biomarker 
measurements 

Out of the 183 individuals we screened for this study, a total of 52 adults with 

overweight/obesity were enrolled in the study, and based on their self-reported physical 

activity behavior, these subjects were classified into sedentary (SED; n=28) or exerciser 

groups (EX; n=24) (Figure 5-1 A; Supplementary Table 5-2). From this larger cohort of 

subjects, we selected 16 SED (8M/8F) and 16 EX (8M/8F) who were tightly matched for 

adiposity (i.e., body fat% and fat mass) and who were also very similar in age, body 

weight, or body mass index (Figure 5-1B, C and Table 5-1).  As designed, self-reported 

physical activity behavior (METs per week) was more than 8-fold greater in EX vs SED 

(p=0.001), and VO2peak (expressed relative to kg FFM) was also nearly 25% higher in 

EX vs SED (p<0.001) (Table 5-1). Several markers of metabolic health were also 

different between EX and SED (Table 5-1). For example, indices of insulin resistance at 

the whole-body level (HOMA-IR) and in adipose tissue (Adipo-IR) were significantly 

lower in EX vs SED (both p ≤ 0.05) whereas HDL cholesterol was greater in EX 

compared with SED (p ≤ 0.05).  Interestingly, despite similar adiposity between groups, 

total adiponectin concentration was significantly higher in EX (p<0.05), but plasma 

concentrations of HMW adiponectin and leptin were not significantly different between 

groups (Table 5-1).  

 

Regular exercise induced capillarization and ECM remodeling. 
Adipocyte size distribution was nearly identical in EX and SED (Figure 5-2A) and 

mean adipocyte size was also very similar between groups (3308 ± 797 vs 2972 ± 561 

µm2, P=0.25). Protein abundance of PPARγ and CEBPα, which are the major 

transcription factors for adipogenesis (75) were not different between groups (Figure 5-

2B), but we did find a strong trend (p=0.06) for a greater protein abundance of FABP4, a 

marker of adipocyte proliferation (332) in EX vs SED (p=0.06) (Figure 5-2B).  Interestingly, 

capillary density in aSAT was significantly greater in EX vs SED (p=0.03) (Figure 5-2C), 

and this was accompanied by a greater protein abundance of VEGFα (p=0.02) (Figure 5-

2D), which is commonly considered a master regulator of angiogenesis (333). In contrast, 
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protein abundances of other factors involved in angiogenic regulation, ANGPTL-1 and 

ANGPTL-2 (334), were not different between groups (Figure 5-2D). Our assessments of 

ECM deposition also yielded some contrasting results. For example, although pericellular 

fibrotic content, assessed by Sirius Red histochemistry, was not different between groups 

(Figure 5-2E), the abundance of Col6a (the type collagen in aSAT most commonly linked 

with metabolic abnormalities (105)) was significantly lower in EX vs SED (p=0.04) (Figure 

5-2E). The abundance of some other collagen subtypes (i.e., Col4a and Col5a3) was not 

different between groups (Figure 5-2E). In agreement with the similar pericellular fibrotic 

content between groups, we did not find a statistical difference in the protein abundance 

of MMP-2 or MMP-9, which are key proteins involved in ECM remodeling (Figure 5-2F). 

However, the protein abundance of TIMP-1, one of the enzymes that directly inhibit the 

activity of MMPs was significantly higher in EX compared with SED (p=0.02), while the 

protein abundance of TIMP-2 was not different between groups (Figure 5-2F). Innervation 

density was not different between the two groups (Supplementary Figure 5-1A).   
 

Exercise induced changes in aSAT macrophages. 

Protein abundance of the adipose tissue macrophage markers, CD14 and CD206 

were significantly lower in aSAT samples from EX compared with SED (p=0.05 and 

p=0.01 respectively) (Figure 5-3A). In contrast, some of the main MAPK proteins known 

to regulate inflammatory response and adipocyte differentiation in aSAT (i.e., P38, 

ERK1/2, and JNK)  (264, 335), were not different between groups in either their total 

protein abundance or the abundance of the phosphorylated state of these proteins (Figure 

5-3B).  In addition, plasma concentrations of many key circulating pro/anti-inflammatory 

cytokines (IL-1β, IL-6, IL-10, IFN-γ, and TNFα) were also not different between EX and 

SED (Figure 5-3D).   

 
Global/phosphoproteomics in aSAT 

In our untargeted global proteomics and phosphoproteomics analyses comparing 

a subset of our well-matched SED (4F, 4M) and EX (4F, 4M) subjects, a total of 2536 

proteins were identified, where 158 of them were differentially expressed between EX vs. 

SED (84 proteins were upregulated - and 74 proteins were downregulated in EX vs SED; 
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FDR<0.1) (Figure 5-4A).  Interestingly, ribosomal and mitochondrial proteins represented 

the greatest proportion of upregulated proteins; out of the 84 proteins upregulated in EX 

vs. SED, 20 of these were ribosomal proteins and 22 were mitochondrial proteins (Figure 

5-4A). Several factors that regulate fatty acid metabolism were also upregulated in EX vs. 

SED (e.g., ABHD5, TECR, SLC25A20) (Figure 5-4A). In agreement with our histological 

findings, abundance of the macrophage marker MRC2 (i.e., CD206) was lower in EX vs 

SED, and some complement cascade proteins (i.e., CA3, CA8), known to participate in 

macrophage activation, were also downregulated in EX (Figure 5-4B). Additionally, ECM 

proteins that are often associated with the highly fibrotic ECM (i.e., THBS1 and CLC) were 

downregulated in EX vs SED (Figure 5-4A). Pathway analysis based on differentially 

expressed proteins suggested that ‘Ribosome’, ‘Thermogenesis’, ‘Oxidative 

phosphorylation’, ‘Fatty acid elongation’, and ‘Fatty acid metabolism’ were enriched in 

EX, while ‘Complement and coagulation cascades’ and ‘Purine metabolism’ were 

enriched in SED (Figure 5-4B). Using all identified proteins (2536 proteins), rank-based 

pathway analysis additionally identified ‘Citrate cycle’, and ‘Fatty acid 

synthesis/degradation’ as significantly enriched pathways in EX and ‘Proteolysis’ 

enriched in SED (Figure 5-4C). Among the 2637 identified phosphopeptides, 96 

phosphopeptides were differentially expressed between EX vs SED (36 upregulated and 

60 downregulated in EX vs SED; p < 0.01) (Figure 5-4D). Differentially expressed 

phosphopeptides were ranked by significance score (Π score; a product of magnitude 

(logFC) and FDR) which allows the identification of robustly enriched phosphopeptides 

(327) (Figure 5-4E). Top Π scored phosphopeptides that were upregulated in EX included 

STAT5B (signal transducer and activator of transcription 5B; a transcription factor), and 

some RNA binding proteins (e.g., Matrin3; MATR3, AlkB Homolog 5; ALKBH5, and RNA 

Binding Motif Protein X-linked; RBMX) (Figure 5-4E). Conversely, PGM1 

(phosphoglucomutase1), an enzyme that is involved in fatty acid synthesis by catalyzing 

the interconversion of G1P and G6P and EIF4EBP1, a protein translation repressor, were 

downregulated in EX (Fig 5-4E). Pathway analysis conducted on all identified 

phosphopeptides suggested half of the significantly enriched pathways in EX compared 

with SED were key events in post-transcriptional modifications such as ‘mRNA splicing’, 

‘Processing of Capped Intron-Containing Pre-mRNA’, ‘RNA polymerase II transcription 
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termination’, and ‘mRNA 3’-end processing’ (Figure 5-4F). Additionally, ‘Fatty acid 

metabolism’ and ‘RAC GTPase cycles’ which regulate cytoskeleton reorganization and 

cell proliferation, were also significantly enriched in EX (Figure 5-4F). Kinase-substrate 

enrichment analysis predicted a total of 21 kinases based on differentially expressed 

phosphoproteins where 13 were predicted in EX and 8 in SED (p < 0.05) (Figure 5-4G, 

Supplementary Figure 5-2B). Predicted kinases in EX included PRKAA1 and PRKAA2, 

which function as the catalytic subunits of AMPK, and PRKG1 and PRKG2, which were 

previously reported to be involved in the regulation of the nitric oxide system in human 

adipose tissue (336) (Figure 5-4G). Expected enriched pathways based on the predicted 

kinases in EX included ‘AMPK signaling’, ‘Regulation of lipolysis in adipocytes, and 

‘Adipocytokine signaling’ pathways and enriched pathways in SED included ‘Wnt 

signaling’, ‘PI3K-Akt signaling’, and ‘T-cell receptor signaling’ pathways (Figure 5-4H).  

 

Targeted immunoblot analyses in aSAT 

We also measured protein abundance of specific proteins involved in key 

metabolic pathways, as well as to help verify some of the global proteomics findings. 

Aligning with our global proteomics findings regarding the upregulation of ribosomal 

proteins in EX vs SED, we also found protein abundance of S3 ribosome (p=0.04) and 

S6 ribosome (p=0.05) to be significantly greater in EX measured by immunoblot analysis 

(Figure 5-5A). Similarly, protein abundance of oxidative phosphorylation subunits 

NDFUB8 (complex I), SDHB (complex II), UQCRC2 (complex III), and ATP5A (complex 

V) was also significantly greater in EX (p<0.05) (Figure 5-5B). In contrast, we did not find 

a difference in the protein abundance of UCP1, a key thermogenic protein in mitochondria 

(Supplementary Figure 5-3A). The protein abundance of FASN (p<0.01) and active form 

of SREBP1 (p=0.02), which are the key lipogenic regulators were also significantly higher 

in EX (Figure 5-5C). Conversely, the protein abundances of esterification enzymes (i.e., 

GPAT1 and DGAT1) and fatty acid translocase (i.e., CD36) were not different between 

groups (Figure 5-5C). Protein abundance of key lipolytic regulators, ATGL, HSL, G0S2, 

as well as phosphorylated forms of ATGL and HSL were also not different between groups 

(Figure 5-5C and Supplementary Figure 5-3B). We did observe a strong trend for a 

greater protein abundance of CGI-58 (the primary activator of ATGL) in EX vs SED 
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(p=0.06; Figure 5-5C), which is in line with our global proteomics findings. We also 

measured the abundance of AKT, which is one of the key downstream proteins activated 

by insulin that regulates lipid metabolism, where we observed no difference in the protein 

abundance of AKT and its phosphorylation (i.e., pAKTT308 and pAKTS473) between groups 

(Supplementary Figure 5-3C).  However, interestingly, pAKTT308:AKT ratio, but not 

pAKTS473:AKT, was significantly lower in EX compared with SED (p=0.01) 

(Supplementary Figure 5-5B). We did not observe differences in the abundance of STAT3 

and phosphorylated STAT3 between groups (Supplementary Figure 5-3D).   

 

Ex vivo functional assays reveal distinct aSAT remodeling capacity in exercisers. 
Because we did not have access to fresh aSAT samples from many of the well-

matched EX and SED subjects described above, our exploratory ex vivo (ev) experiments 

were conducted on fresh adipose tissue samples collected from a different sub-cohort of 

exercisers (“EXev”; n=19) and sedentary subjects (“SEDev”; n=24) from our larger pool of 

recruited subjects (Figure 5-1A and Figure 5-6A). Although BMI was similar between EXev 

and SEDev, unlike our main sub-cohorts of EX and SED subjects described above, %body 

fat and fat mass were lower, and fat-free mass was greater in EXev vs SEDev (Table 5-2). 

Whole-body insulin sensitivity index (i.e., Matsuda index) and antilipolytic sensitivity to 

insulin assessed from the 2-hour oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) were significantly 

higher in EXev (Table 5-2 and Supplementary Figure 5-4C).  Intriguingly, our ex vivo 

angiogenic capacity assay demonstrated that after 11 days of incubation, the density of 

neo-vascular sprouts was significantly greater in aSAT explants derived from EXev vs 

SEDev (p=0.01; Figure 5-6B), suggestive of a greater angiogenic capacity in EXev. This 

finding is in agreement with the greater capillary density and elevated protein abundance 

of VEGFα reported in our main group of well-matched EX vs SED subjects (Figure 5-2). 

In our 3D culture experiments, we observed evidence of active maturation of spheroids 

derived from the stromal vascular fraction (SVF) of fresh aSAT samples. This was 

demonstrated by a marked increase in lipid droplet size (Figure 5-6C) and increased 

mRNA expression of some key regulatory, metabolic, and inflammatory factors (e.g., 

CEBPα, PNPLA2, DGAT1, TNFα) between day 20 and day 27 of incubation in both EXev 

and SEDev (main effect for time; p<0.05) (Figure 5-6D). The spheroids derived from EXev 
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exhibited some distinct characteristics compared with spheroids originating from SEDev, 

including greater lipid droplet size in EXev at both day 20 and day 27 (main effect for 

group; p=0.03; Figure 5-6C). In line with the larger lipid droplets in EXev, there was a 

strong trend for DGAT1 mRNA expression to be greater in EXev vs SEDev (main effect of 

group; p=0.06) (Figure 5-6D). We also found that mRNA expression of SREBF1 (coding 

gene for SREBP) and CD11c both increased significantly between day 20 and day 27 in 

EXev (p<0.01) but not SEDev. Additionally, the mRNA expression of COL1 was 

significantly lower in EXev than SEDev. (main effect of group; p=0.02) and there was a 

trend of lower mRNA expression of TNFα in EXev compared with SEDev (main effect of 

group; p=0.08) (Figure 5-6D). 

 

5.5 DISCUSSION 

Our cross-sectional study design allowed us to examine the effects of long-term 

regular exercise on aSAT remodeling that may contribute to improved cardiometabolic 

health in adults with overweight/obesity. By tightly matching our sedentary and exercise 

cohorts, we examined the structural and functional adaptations in aSAT in response to 

regular exercise independent of sex and adiposity. The major findings of this study were 

that even with the same degree of adiposity, aSAT from regular exercisers with 

overweight/obesity exhibit higher capillarization, altered ECM protein content, fewer 

macrophages, higher lipogenic capacity, and enhanced protein translation capacity 

compared with sedentary adults with overweight/obesity. Using cutting-edge ex vivo 

techniques, we found distinct aSAT remodeling capacity in regular exercisers by 

demonstrating higher angiogenic capacity in aSAT strips and higher lipid storage capacity 

in adipose spheroids that were generated from isolated SVF from fresh aSAT samples 

collected from exercisers and non-exercisers. The distinct aSAT morphology, proteomic 

profile, and remodeling capacity we observed in regular exercisers may contribute to their 

enhanced indices of cardiometabolic health. 

The enlarged adipocytes commonly found in aSAT from adults with obesity often 

result in a relatively low capillary density in the tissue, which in turn can induce local 

hypoxia in aSAT along with an accompanying increase in local inflammation and fibrosis 
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(62, 196, 297). Although adipocyte size was similar in EX vs SED, the greater capillary 

density we found in aSAT from EX suggests regular exercise enhances the capacity for 

oxygen and nutrient delivery to their relatively large adipocytes. The greater protein 

abundance of VEGFα in aSAT from EX vs SED that accompanied the higher capillary 

density suggests regular exercise may upregulate the primary angiogenic pathway. We 

(17, 280) and others (337) have reported an increase in VEGFA mRNA in adipose tissue 

after a single session of exercise, suggesting the adaptive increase in aSAT angiogenesis 

with exercise training is triggered after each session of exercise. Further evidence for an 

exercise-induced enhancement in the regulation of angiogenesis in adipose tissue stems 

from our kinase-substrate enrichment analysis indicating that PRKG-1 and -2 (key 

mediators of nitric oxide signaling that regulate angiogenesis) were predicted to be 

enriched in EX (338). Moreover, the greater density of capillary sprouts in aSAT explant 

samples from EXev vs SEDev in our ex vivo angiogenesis experiments further supports 

the notion of a robust enhancement in angiogenic capacity with regular exercise. Although 

previous work suggests that each session of exercise may trigger an increase in 

angiogenic pathway activation (189, 280), the number of weeks or months of exercise 

training required before a measurable increase in capillarization in aSAT from adults with 

overweight/obesity can be detected remains uncertain. To our knowledge, only two 

previous studies have examined the longitudinal effects of exercise training on adipose 

tissue capillarization in humans (including Project 2), and even only a few months of 

exercise training appear to modestly increase capillarization in some subjects (14, 321). 

Walton et al., (14) reported that 3 months of aerobic training increased aSAT capillary 

density in healthy, lean subjects, however, 3 months of training did not result in a 

detectable increase in aSAT capillarization in subjects with obesity and insulin resistance. 

In Project 2 (321), we found 3 months of exercise training increased capillary density per 

tissue area in adults with obesity, but the number of capillaries per adipocyte did not 

change significantly. The cross-sectional design of the present study expands on these 

earlier findings by suggesting a more prolonged exposure to exercise training may be 

necessary to detect an increase in capillarization in adults with overweight/obesity. 

Remodeling the fibrotic content and/or composition of aSAT ECM can improve the 

metabolic function of the tissue and attenuate inflammation that is common in 
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overweight/obesity (104). Our finding that pericellular ECM fibrotic content (as measured 

by Sirius Red) was similar in EX vs SED is in contrast to some earlier work reporting that 

endurance exercise can reduce excessive fibrotic protein accumulation in adipose tissue 

(57, 339). However, the reduction in ECM proteins reported in participants in some of 

these previous exercise studies (57, 339) may be due at least in part to their modest 

reduction in body fat, which is known to reduce ECM protein content (284, 340). 

Importantly, even in the absence of reduced fibrotic content in aSAT, modifications in the 

relative abundance of different types/subtypes of fibrotic proteins can also impact 

metabolic function and the inflammatory profile within adipose tissue (105, 296). For 

example, a relatively high abundance of Col6a and THBS1 has been linked with metabolic 

dysregulation in aSAT and poor cardiometabolic health outcomes (99, 319), and deletion 

of Col6a has been found to improve lipid storage capacity in adipose tissue, which in turn 

led to protection against the development of insulin resistance in obese rats (105). 

Therefore, our observation of lower Col6a and THBS1 in aSAT from EX vs SED suggests 

that regular exercise may induce favorable adaptations to the composition of aSAT ECM. 

Additionally, although some of the key ECM regulators such as MMPs were not different 

between EX and SED, our finding of higher TIMP1 in EX suggests regular exercise may 

regulate collagen degradation pathways in aSAT.    

The fibrotic content and composition of aSAT ECM is intimately linked with adipose 

tissue macrophages (ATM), whereby the ECM has been found to be involved in the 

recruitment and infiltration of ATMs (105, 340), as well as phenotypic switching of ATMs 

from anti-inflammatory M2 to pro-inflammatory M1 type (340, 341), while ATM 

accumulation within aSAT can drive further ECM synthesis (109). Our finding that the pro-

inflammatory ATM marker, CD14 was lower in EX vs. SED aligns with several previous 

studies (56, 342) demonstrating an exercise training-induced reduction in M1 

macrophage abundance in aSAT. However, our observation that the anti-inflammatory 

ATM marker, CD206 was also lower EX vs SED conflicts with some previous studies (56, 

201, 215). Factors underlying this discrepancy are unclear, but our observation that both 

pro- and anti-inflammatory ATMs were lower in EX vs SED may be indicative of an 

immunosuppressive role of regular exercise in aSAT of our subjects. The downregulated 

complement system proteins such as C3 and C8, that we observed in EX vs SED reflect 
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the lower overall ATM infiltration because complement system promotes the clearance of 

damaged cells by macrophages (343). Interestingly, circulating C3 has been reported to 

augment insulin secretion (344), and because adipose tissue is a main source of 

circulating C3 (along with the liver), perhaps, a lower C3 production by aSAT may 

contribute to the lower fasting insulin concentration we observed in EX. Although our 

measurements suggest regular exercise may attenuate some inflammatory pathways in 

adipose tissue, this did not manifest in lower systemic inflammation, as indicated by 

similar concentrations of circulating cytokines in EX vs SED. This supports the notion that 

ATM may not always be an accurate predictor of systemic inflammation, but rather they 

may be primarily involved in aSAT remodeling (268).   

The exercise-induced morphological adaptations we observed, such as increased 

capillarization, lower Col6, and ATM are particularly intriguing because these adaptations 

can enhance the capacity for fatty acid storage and release, which are the primary 

functions of aSAT, and these processes are often poorly regulated in obesity (180). Lipid 

storage in aSAT requires the esterification of fatty acids to form triacylglycerol (TAG), and 

although we did not find the main esterification proteins, GPAT1 and DGAT1, to be 

different between EX and SED, we cannot rule out the possibility that esterification activity 

could still be modified independently of protein abundance (345). For fatty acids to be 

released from the TAGs stored in aSAT, fatty acids must be hydrolyzed from TAG (i.e., 

lipolysis), but neither the total protein abundances of the main lipases ATGL and HSL nor 

the phosphorylated state of these proteins were different in aSAT from EX and SED. 

Interestingly, the observation that phosphorylated forms of ATGL and HSL were not lower 

in EX vs SED despite lower circulating insulin in EX, along with the lower abundance of 

phosphorylated AKT (AKTT308), an insulin-activated downstream kinase that is 

instrumental in the potent insulin-mediated reduction in lipase phosphorylation/activity, 

may reflect a greater antilipolytic sensitivity to insulin of aSAT in EX vs SED. Additionally, 

even though we found regular exercise did not increase markers for the density of 

sympathetic nervous system innervation, the strong trend for a greater abundance of the 

ATGL co-activator, CGI-58 in EX vs SED along with increased capillarization suggests 

regular exercise may ‘prime’ aSAT for more effective release of fatty acids when 
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stimulated (e.g., exercise-induced catecholamine). Thus, regular exercise may modestly 

modify aSAT for a more effective release of fatty acids. 

Fatty acid biosynthesis pathways had the highest enrichment score for EX vs SED 

in our ranked KEGG analysis, and although most de novo lipogenesis (DNL) occurs in 

the liver (346), DNL does play an important role in adipose tissue. In contrast to the liver, 

where DNL is commonly found to be elevated in obesity, adipose tissue DNL is often 

reported to be lower in individuals with obesity (347, 348). Importantly, low rates of DNL 

in adipose tissue have been linked with insulin resistance (349),  perhaps via reduced 

formation of insulin-sensitizing fatty acids such as palmitoleate and fatty acid esters of 

hydroxy–fatty acids (350, 351). Our finding that the abundance of the key lipogenic 

proteins FASN and the active form of SREBP1 were greater in EX vs SED suggests the 

possibility of a favorable training-induced adaptation on factors regulating DNL. Enhanced 

oxidative function in aSAT has also been identified as an important adaptive response to 

exercise training that may improve metabolic health by combating cellular stress common 

in overweight/obesity (242, 304). Our findings that the abundance of several 

mitochondrial proteins was greater in aSAT from EX vs SED  suggests favorable 

adaptations in aSAT mitochondria (i.e., potentially enhanced oxidative capacity) in 

response to regular exercise, which agrees with Project 2 (321) and others (53, 212). The 

underlying mechanism for mitochondrial biogenesis in aSAT in response to exercise is 

not clearly understood, but the high ATP requirements for TAG/fatty acid futile cycling 

that occurs with repetitive exercise sessions may help drive this adaptation (352). 

Elevated TAG/FA futile cycling in response to exercise also aligns with findings from our 

kinase-substrate enrichment analysis predicting that the AMPK-signaling pathway was 

enriched in aSAT from EX vs SED because energy costs of re-esterification have been 

found to increase AMPK activation in adipose tissue (353). Similarly, the high energy 

costs of TAG re-esterification may have contributed to our finding that the thermogenic 

pathway was enriched in EX vs SED. However, it is important to acknowledge that the 

upregulated thermogenic pathway along with the downregulated purine metabolism 

pathway (which was also found in our proteomic analysis) have been linked with 

increased energy dissipation in the context of adipose ‘browning’ (354). Although many 

studies performed in rodent models report increased brown or beige/brite adipose tissue 
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in response to exercise (222, 355, 356), most human studies do not (53, 199, 357), and 

our finding that protein abundance of UCP1 was not different in EX vs SED further 

supports this. 

Protein translation is the fundamental biological process that allows the cells to 

respond to stress or metabolic perturbation by generating the proteins that are needed to 

react against or adapt to the stimuli, and ribosomes play a critical role in this process by 

regulating protein translation (358, 359). The robust upregulation of ribosomal proteins 

we found in EX vs SED is in agreement with some previous work (53, 360) suggesting 

that regularly performed exercise may enhance protein translation capacity in aSAT. In 

turn, enhanced translational capacity may underlie the increased capillary structure, 

mitochondrial biogenesis, and metabolic proteins we observed in aSAT samples from our 

exercisers, similar to that found in exercise-trained skeletal muscle (361). The potential 

exercise-induced increase in translational capacity in aSAT is further supported by our 

observation that the phosphorylation of translation repressor protein EIF4EBP1 was 

downregulated in aSAT from EX vs SED The lower phosphorylation of EIF4EBP1 in EX 

vs SED is also intriguing because EIF4EBP1 is a key mediator of adipose tissue 

development and energy homeostasis. Our findings from the pathway analysis conducted 

on the phosphoproteomic data suggest the altered post-transcriptional regulation in EX 

vs SED, may extend beyond the translation machinery and encompass direct regulation 

of transcripts. We observed upregulated phosphorylation of numerous RNA binding 

proteins (RBP) (e.g., MATR3, RBMX, RBM14, etc), which form ribonucleoprotein 

complexes that can directly regulate transcripts by splicing pre-mRNA or adenylating 

mRNA (362) in aSAT from EX vs SED, suggesting enhanced post-transcriptional 

modification capacity in aSAT by regular exercise. For example, RBMX was recently 

described as the most interactive RBP that induces alternative splicing in more than 200 

RNAs (363) and emerging evidence reports numerous RBPs in adipose tissue can 

promote adipogenesis and alter metabolic function via RNA stabilization or alternative 

splicing (364). Although the roles of most of the differentially expressed RBPs we found 

in aSAT from EX and SED are yet to be elucidated, our findings provide insights into the 

vast modifications that may link cellular modulation with the chronic aSAT remodeling we 

observed from our EX. 
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Bioengineered 3-dimensional spheroids cultured from adipose tissue SVF, whose 

structure resembles that of in vivo adipose tissue, have recently been suggested as an 

alternative system to model the progression of obesity (330, 365). To our knowledge, this 

is the first time the spheroid model has been used to compare adipose tissue remodeling 

capacity in adults with overweight/obesity whose exercise status and metabolic 

characteristics were distinct. Our finding that spheroids derived from regular exercisers 

exhibited larger lipid droplets and higher expressions of esterification (DGAT1) and 

lipogenic (SREBF1) genes, suggests they may have a higher lipid storage capacity than 

spheroids from non-exercisers. Although we did not find a difference in VEGFα, ANGPTL-

2, and -4 mRNA expressions between spheroids derived from exercisers vs non-

exercisers (which may have been attribute to the fact that spheroids were not given 

endothelial cell growth stimulation after initial SVF aggregation period), our finding of 

lower TNFα and COL1A mRNA expression in spheroids from the exercisers aligns with 

the notion that regular exercise may attenuate local inflammation and ECM deposition in 

aSAT. The distinct characteristics of spheroids cultured from the SVF of exercisers vs 

non-exercisers in this ex vivo experiment appear to parallel some functional differences 

observed in vivo. For example, signs for greater lipid storage capacity and lower 

inflammatory stress that we observed in spheroids from the exercisers vs. sedentary may 

reflect in vivo aSAT milieu that is often associated with improved insulin sensitivity (105, 

366). This may be associated with, or even underlie the enhanced antilipolytic response 

to insulin we observed in vivo, where the liberation of fatty acids during the OGTT was 

lower in exercisers vs sedentary despite lower plasma insulin concentrations during the 

test.   

Although the cross-sectional design of this study provided the only truly feasible 

approach to assess adaptations to adipose tissue after years of exercise training, it is 

important to acknowledge some of the limitations inherent to cross-sectional studies. In 

our exercise cohort, although all subjects regularly performed endurance-type exercise, 

we did not control for factors such as the intensity, frequency, mode, or duration of their 

routine exercise sessions, and other than requiring they consistently engaged in an 

endurance exercise program for at least 2 years, we did not include an upper-limit to the 

number of years these subjects had been training. Additionally, while our rigorous 
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strategy to tightly match our EX and SED cohorts for adiposity helped reduce the influence 

of what would be a major confounder to the interpretation of the effects of years of 

exercise on aSAT adaptations, this approach may have also introduced some selection 

bias. For example, people who have engaged in regular exercise for several years, yet 

still retain a relatively high body fat mass may have some metabolic/physiologic 

alterations compared with non-exercisers with the same degree of adiposity. Also, we did 

not preserve fresh aSAT samples from all of our well-matched cohorts of EX and SED 

subjects for our ex vivo experiments, and the subjects used for these ex vivo experiments 

were not as well-matched for adiposity. However, secondary analysis from angiogenesis 

assay on a subset of 7 EXev and 7 SEDev subjects who were well-matched for adiposity, 

indicated the sprout density was still statistically higher (p=0.01) in EXev vs SEDev, 

corroborating the notion that increased angiogenesis in aSAT may be an exercise-

induced adaptation independently of adiposity. The intriguing findings from our 3-

dimensional spheroid experiments suggest adipose tissue remodeling capacity in 

exercisers vs sedentary may parallel some differences in metabolic profile observed 

between these groups in vivo, yet these preliminary findings are not conclusive. Follow-

up studies examining functional outcomes in the spheroids (e.g., antilipolytic response to 

insulin) are warranted to more thoroughly assess whether spheroids cultured from 

adipose tissue SVF from exercisers and non-exercisers recapitulate the tissue and whole-

body metabolic profiles of the donor.   

In summary, our findings indicate that adults with overweight/obesity who 

exercised regularly for at least a few years exhibit structural and proteomic remodeling in 

aSAT, as evidenced by higher capillarization, altered ECM contents, fewer ATM, 

upregulated proteins/phosphoproteins involved in metabolism (lipogenesis, fat storage 

and release, and oxidative phosphorylation), protein translation, and post-transcriptional 

modifications.  Moreover, our ex vivo experiments suggest regular exercise may enhance 

adipose tissue remodeling capacity. Our work expands the understanding of the 

sustained role of exercise on aSAT structure and metabolic function, which is often limited 

by relatively brief exercise interventions in most longitudinal studies (212) or confounding 

covariates (sex and adiposity) that can significantly influence aSAT function and 

metabolism (284, 367). Additionally, our findings suggest that altered protein translation 
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capacity and transcript regulation capacity in aSAT may be induced by regular exercise, 

and this may underlie the proteomic and functional remodeling of aSAT. Overall, we 

contend that although some early modifications in aSAT may be induced after a few 

weeks or months of endurance exercise training (212, 321, 368), more impactful, chronic 

adaptations to aSAT structure, function, and proteomic profile may require consistent 

exercise for much longer to manifest and further contribute to improved and/or preserved 

cardiometabolic health. 
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5.7 FIGURES 

 
Figure 5-1 CONSORT diagram and study design 

A) CONSORT diagram of the study. B) Schematic of study design. C) Body fat % and fat mass comparison 
between well-matched pairs of SED and EX subjects. Matched pairs are shown with connecting lines. 
Female (○) and male (∆).  
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Figure 5-2 Structural and morphological comparison of aSAT in SED vs EX 

A) Representative images of adipocyte membrane in aSAT section stained by GS-lectin, and histogram of 
adipocyte area distribution. B) Protein abundance of factors that are involved in adipogenesis and cell 
proliferation. C) Representative images of CD31 in aSAT section, and quantification of capillary density 
(number of capillaries per adipocyte). D) Protein abundance of factors that are involved in angiogenesis. 
E) Representative images of Sirius Red, Col4a, Col5a3, and Col6a in aSAT section, and quantification of 
their abundance (% positive stain area relative to section area). F) Protein abundance of ECM regulators. 
White scale bars indicate 50µm. *p<0.05. Immunoblot data was visualized after log(X+1) transformation. 
SED: n=15 and EX: n=15. AU; Arbitrary Units.  
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Figure 5-3 Comparison of macrophage and inflammatory pathway in aSAT and circulating inflammatory 
markers in SED vs EX 

A) Representative images of CD14+ Mϕ and CD206+ Mϕ in aSAT section, and quantification of their 
abundance (number of Mϕ per field area (mm2)). SED: n=15 and EX: n=15. B) Protein abundance of key 
MAPK proteins. SED: n=16 and EX: n=16. C) Representative blots of key MAPK proteins. D) Circulating 
cytokine abundances. Because some cytokines were not detected in a few samples, sample sizes for IL-
1β, IFN-γ, and TNFα were SED: n=16 and EX: n=15; sample sizes for IL-10 were SED: n=15 and EX: n=13, 
and sample size for IL-6 were SED: n=13 and EX: n=11. MAPK; Mitogen-activated protein kinases. Mϕ; 
Macrophage 
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Figure 5-4 Comparison of aSAT proteomes by untargeted global/phosphoproteomics in SED vs EX 
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A) Volcano plot of differentially expressed proteins (FDR<0.1). B)  KEGG pathway analysis conducted on 
differentially expressed proteins (n=158) between SED vs. EX. (FDR < 0.05). C) KEGG pathway analysis 
conducted on all identified proteins (n=2536). (FDR < 0.05). D) Volcano plot of differentially expressed 
phosphoproteins (p value<0.01; corresponding FDR≤0.25). E) Significance score based on fold change 
and FDR of the 41 differentially expressed phosphosites. F) Reactome pathway analysis conducted on all 
identified phosphoproteins showing enriched pathways in EX relative to SED. (p < 0.01). G) Kinase 
enrichment analysis of the differentially expressed phosphoproteins. (p < 0.05). H) KEGG pathway analysis 
conducted on predicted kinases (p < 0.01). Samples sizes - SED: n=8 and EX: n=8. FDR; False Discovery 
Rate. 
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Figure 5-5 Comparison of aSAT proteomes by targeted immunoblots in SED vs EX 

A) Protein abundance of ribosomal proteins. B) Protein abundance of oxidative phosphorylation subunits. 
C) Protein abundance of factors involved in lipid metabolism. Representative blot images from SDS-page 
Western blot and JESS are presented separately. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. Immunoblot data except 
ratio data were visualized after log(X+1) transformation. Sample sizes – SED: n=16 and EX: n=16. AU; 
Arbitrary Units. 
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Figure 5-6 Comparison of aSAT remodeling capacity in EXev vs SEDev 

A) Overview of cohort comparison and analytic procedures. B) Representative images of sprouted 
capillaries from aSAT strips, and quantification of sprout density (% area of sprouts relative to tissue area). 
*p<0.05. Sample sizes were EXev: n=14 and SEDev: n=24. C) Representative images of lipid droplet, Col6a, 
and nuclei in adipose spheroid sections at day20 and day27 post seeding in EXev and SEDev, and 
quantification of mean lipid droplet size, Col6a (% stained area relative to section area), and mean nucleus 
size. Sample sizes were EXev; n=15 and SEDev: n=24. D) mRNA expression of genes involved in adipose 
remodeling, metabolic function, and inflammation. Sample sizes were EXev: n=16 and SEDev: n=24. 
Connecting lines between Day20 and Day27 indicate main effect of time and lines between EXev and SEDev 
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indicate main effect of group. *p≤0.05, **p≤0.01, ***p≤0.001, #p<0.1. There were significant time x group 
interaction effects in the mRNA expression of SREBF1 and CD11c. Gene expression data were visualized 
after log(X+1) transformation. AU; Arbitrary Units. 
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Figure 5-7 Supplementary Figure 1 

A) Representative images of Tyrosine hydroxylase in aSAT section, and quantification of innervation 
density (number of nerves per adipocyte). Sample sizes – SED: n=15 and EX: n=15 
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Figure 5-8 Supplementary Figure 2 

A) Overview of global/phosphoproteomic workflow. B) Protein-protein interaction of predicted kinases in 
aSAT rendered by Cytoscape. Sample sizes – SED: n=8 and EX: n=8. 
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Figure 5-9 Supplementary Figure 3 

A) Protein abundance of AKT and its phosphorylation, and ratio of phosphorylation to total AKT. B) Protein 
abundance of STAT3 and its phosphorylation. Sample sizes – SED: n=16 and EX: n=16. 
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Figure 5-10 Supplementary Figure 4 

A) Workflow for ex vivo angiogenesis assay. B) Workflow for ex vivo spheroid culture. C) Insulin, glucose, 
and fatty acid kinetics from 2hr OGTT. *p<0.05 and #p<0.1 between SED vs. EX. Sample sizes – SED: 
n=23 and EX: n=18. OGTT; Oral glucose tolerance test, AUC; Area under curve. Data is expressed as 
mean ± SEM. 
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5.8 TABLES 

Table 5-1 Subject characteristics and whole-body clinical biomarker measures between well-matched EX 
vs SED 

  
SED (n =16) EX (n=16) Between groups 

p-value 
Age (years) 31 ± 6 30 ± 5 NS 
Sex 8F, 8M 8F, 8M NS 
Height (m) 1.71 ± 0.09 1.72 ± 0.07 NS 
Body mass (kg) 87.8 ± 12.8 90.0 ± 13.0 NS 
Body fat (%) 35.9 ± 5.5 35.2 ± 5.5 NS 
Fat mass (kg) 31.1 ± 5.5 31.1 ± 5.7 NS 
Fat-free mass (kg) 56.6 ± 10.6 58.9 ± 10.5 NS 
BMI (kg/m2) 29.5 ± 2.6 30.4 ± 3.5 NS 
SBP (mmHg) 124 ± 11 127 ± 7 NS 
DBP (mmHg) 77 ± 8 79 ± 6 NS 

VO2peak (L/min) 2.5 ± 0.5 3.2 ± 0.7 p < 0.001 

VO2peak (mL/kg/min) 28.7 ± 4.0 35.5 ± 6.5 P < 0.001 

VO2peak (mL/kg FFM/min) 44.5 ± 4.3 54.1 ± 7.0 p < 0.001 

MET (kcal/kg/week) 5.8 ± 6.0 57.6 ± 44.8 p = 0.001 

Fasting insulin (mU/L) 13.1 ± 6.1 8.8 ± 7.0 p < 0.05 

Fasting glucose (mmol/L) 4.9 ± 0.8 4.6 ± 0.8 NS 

Fasting fatty acids (mM) 3.1 ± 1.4 3.0 ± 1.5 NS 

HOMA-IR 2.8 ± 1.6 1.9 ± 1.7 p < 0.05 
Adipo-IR  3913 ± 3143 2364 ± 2145 p = 0.05 
Total cholesterol (mg/dl) 103.5 ± 37.5 103.4 ± 31.1 NS 

HDL cholesterol (mg/dl) 34.7 ± 11.2 42.1 ± 13.1 p = 0.05 

Total adiponectin (ng/ml) 7017 ± 2824 10869 ± 4680 p < 0.05 

HMW adiponectin (ng/ml) 4371 ± 2466 5753 ± 2752 NS 

Leptin (ng/ml) 25.2 ± 14.3 24.7 ± 17.0 NS 
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Table 5-2 Subject characteristics and whole-body clinical biomarker measures in EXev vs SEDev 

 SEDev (n =24) EXev (n=19) Between groups 
p-value 

Age (years) 33 ± 6 32 ± 5 NS 
Sex 17F, 7M 8F, 11M NS 
Height (m) 1.67 ± 0.08 1.70 ± 0.10 NS 
Body mass (kg) 86.1 ± 9.8 86.4 ± 16.5 NS 
Body fat (%) 39.5 ± 6.1 31.2 ± 5.7 p < 0.001 
Fat mass (kg) 33.8 ± 5.9 27.0 ± 7.4 p < 0.01 
Fat-free mass (kg) 52.4 ± 8.9 59.4 ± 12.0 p < 0.05 
BMI (kg/m2) 30.9 ± 2.6 29.6 ± 3.7 NS 
SBP (mmHg) 124 ± 9 122 ± 8 NS 
DBP (mmHg) 79 ± 6 74 ± 7 p < 0.05 

VO2peak (L/min) 2.4 ± 0.5 3.4 ± 0.8 p < 0.0001 

VO2peak (mL/kg/min) 28.2 ± 4.6 39.4 ± 6.9 p < 0.0001 

VO2peak (mL/kg FFM/min) 46.2 ± 4.4 57.1 ± 7.1 p < 0.0001 

MET (kcal/kg/week) 7.4 ± 8.6 59.0 ± 46.3 p < 0.0001 

Fasting insulin (mU/L) 11.8 ± 6.3 6.8 ± 3.8 p < 0.01 

Fasting glucose (mmol/L) 4.6 ± 0.7 4.6 ± 0.6 NS 

Fasting fatty acids (mM) 3.9 ± 2.1 2.9 ± 1.3 NS 

HOMA-IR 2.5 ± 1.5 1.4 ± 0.9 p < 0.01 
Adipo-IR 4684 ± 3717 1920 ± 1196 p < 0.001 
Matsuda index 4.3 ±3.0 5.9 ± 2.1 p = 0.01 

Total cholesterol (mg/dl) 92.7 ± 20.4 97.0 ± 21.9 NS 

HDL cholesterol (mg/dl) 38.2 ± 12.6 40.7 ± 9.8 NS 

Total adiponectin (ng/ml) 10382 ± 4788 10406 ± 7230 NS 

HMW adiponectin (ng/ml) 6295 ± 2852 5942 ± 5077 NS 

Leptin (ng/ml) 36.0 ± 21.8 16.2 ± 13.6 p < 0.001 
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Table 5-3 Supplementary Table 1. Detailed subject characteristics for SED (n=16) and EX (n=16). 

 
  

Subject Sex (M/F) Age (yrs)
height 
(cm)

body 
mass (kg)

% body 
fat

fat mass 
(kg)

fat free 
mass (kg)

BMI 
(kg/m2)

Subject Sex (M/F) Age (yrs)
height 
(cm)

body 
mass (kg)

% body fat
fat mass 

(kg)
fat free 

mass (kg)
BMI 

(kg/m2)
SED 1 F 31 162 76.6 42% 32.0 44.6 29.2 EX 1 F 29 166 81.2 40% 31.5 49.7 29.5
SED 2 F 22 164 76.1 38% 28.9 47.2 28.5 EX 2 F 25 165 89.5 37% 33.5 56.0 32.9
SED 3 F 34 170 77.2 37% 28.5 48.7 26.7 EX 3 F 41 166 77.8 36% 28.1 49.7 28.2
SED 4 F 39 159 70.6 35% 24.9 45.7 27.9 EX 4 F 34 166 76.2 34% 24.9 51.3 27.5
SED 5 F 37 161 86.4 46% 39.6 46.8 33.2 EX 5 F 27 165 89.3 45% 39.7 49.6 32.8
SED 6 F 19 160 75.7 37% 28.1 47.6 29.6 EX 6 F 23 177 76.8 38% 27.7 49.1 24.6
SED 7 F 39 164 85.7 38% 32.9 52.8 31.9 EX 7 F 25 168 87.5 37% 32.0 55.5 31.0
SED 8 F 39 162 74.9 42% 31.2 43.7 28.6 EX 8 F 29 170 73.0 43% 29.8 43.2 25.3
SED 9 M 34 184 106.4 35% 37.2 69.2 31.5 EX 9 M 32 169 100.1 36% 35.7 64.4 35.0

SED 10 M 34 178 87.1 32% 28.0 59.1 27.5 EX 10 M 29 163 94.0 31% 29.0 65.0 35.3
SED 11 M 34 170 96.7 39% 37.3 59.4 33.5 EX 11 M 34 174 95.8 39% 37.6 58.2 31.5
SED 12 M 35 179 103.2 37% 38.1 65.1 32.4 EX 12 M 33 179 105.3 32% 34.1 71.2 33.0
SED 13 M 34 180 114.2 33% 37.8 76.4 35.1 EX 13 M 27 189 120.9 32% 38.9 82.0 33.8
SED 14 M 30 175 93.6 31% 29.2 64.4 30.4 EX 14 M 39 177 104.6 32% 33.2 71.4 33.5
SED 15 M 23 176 83.6 28% 23.0 60.6 27.0 EX 15 M 27 176 81.4 27% 22.0 59.4 26.3
SED 16 M 29 187 96.3 25% 23.7 72.6 27.4 EX 16 M 31 176 86.5 24% 20.4 66.1 27.9

MEAN 8F, 8M 32.0 170.7 87.8 0.4 31.3 56.5 30.0 MEAN 8F, 8M 30.3 171.6 90.0 0.4 31.1 58.9 30.5
SD 6.1 9.3 12.8 0.1 5.4 10.8 2.6 SD 5.0 6.9 13.0 0.1 5.7 10.4 3.5
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Table 5-4 Supplementary Table 2. Subject characteristics for the entire study subjects. 

  
N = 52 

Age (years) 31 ± 6 
Sex 32 F, 20 M 
Height (m) 1.69 ± 0.09 
Body mass (kg) 85.9 ± 12.8 
Body fat (%) 36 ± 7 
Fat mass (kg) 30.9 ± 7.1 
Fat-free mass (kg) 55.0 ±10.7 
BMI (kg/m2) 30.2 ± 3.2 
SBP (mmHg) 125 ± 9 
DBP (mmHg) 78 ± 7 

VO2peak (L/min) 2.8 ± 0.8 

VO2peak (mL/kg/min) 32.5 ± 7.7 

VO2peak (mL/kg FFM/min) 50.3 ± 8.0 

MET (kcal/kg/week) 32 ± 41 
Group 28 SED, 24 EX 
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Overall Discussion 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The overall findings from my dissertation projects contribute to our understanding 

of how exercise can induce modifications in abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue 

(aSAT) at various time points: a few hours after exercise, 12 weeks into an exercise 

training program, and after more than two years of long-term, regular exercise. 

Furthermore, this dissertation offers insights into how different types of endurance 

exercises commonly practiced in real-life settings may lead to distinct adaptations in 

aSAT. In this chapter, I will provide a summary of the key findings from all three 

dissertation projects and integrate them to gain a comprehensive understanding of the 

adaptations that occur in aSAT in response to exercise. Subsequently, I will address 

some important questions that should be considered for future studies. 

6.2 SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS 

Project 1: The effects of a single session of low-intensity, moderate-intensity, and high-

intensity exercise on adipose tissue transcriptome, protein phosphorylation, and cytokine 

production.  

 

In Project 1, RNA sequencing was used to identify transcriptomic changes in aSAT 

1.5hours after a single session of low-intensity continuous (LOW), moderate-intensity 

continuous (MOD), or high-intensity interval (HIGH) exercise in non-obese regular 

exercisers. Additionally, phosphorylation of some key metabolic proteins and 

concentrations of circulating cytokines were also assessed to compare the acute effects 

of three different exercise modalities on metabolic modifications in aSAT.  
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Key findings: 
• High-intensity exercise triggered more pronounced changes in inflammatory genes 

in aSAT compared with LOW and MOD, while low- and moderate-intensity 

exercise modality upregulated genes involved in the ribosome and oxidative 

phosphorylation. 

• Gene sets involved in inflammation and circadian rhythm were globally altered 1.5 

hours after all three modalities. 

• Concentrations of pro-inflammatory (IL1β, IL6, TNFα) and anti-inflammatory (IL10) 

cytokines in the circulation significantly increased after acute exercise. 

• Phosphorylation of ERK in aSAT was reduced 1.5 hours after acute exercise. 

Overall, this project identified early signals in aSAT that are induced by a session of 

exercise that may contribute to the favorable maintenance of aSAT function in regular 

exercisers.  

 

Project 2: The effects of 12-week exercise training on adipose tissue remodeling in adults 

with obesity without weight loss.  

 

In project 2, aSAT samples were collected before and after 12 weeks of moderate-

intensity continuous training (MICT) or high-intensity interval training (HIIT) from adults 

with obesity who were required to not lose weight during intervention. aSAT morphology 

was measured by histochemistry and protein abundance of factors that regulate structural 

and metabolic remodeling of aSAT was measured by immunoblotting. Antilipolytic 

sensitivity to insulin was measured in vivo through a hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp.  

 

Key findings: 

• 12 weeks of moderate-intensity continuous training (MICT) and 12 weeks of high-

intensity interval training (HIIT) both increased capillarization, reduced fat cell size, 

and altered ECM composition even without weight loss.  

• 12 weeks of moderate-intensity continuous training (MICT) and 12 weeks of high-

intensity interval training (HIIT) both increased the protein abundance of markers 

of angiogenesis, adipogenesis, mitochondrial biogenesis, and altered protein 
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abundance of ECM regulator and key proteins involved in the MAPK pathway, but 

the exercise effects were transient.  

• The modest modifications in adipose tissue structure in response to 12 weeks of 

MICT or HIIT did not lead to changes in the rate of fatty acid release from adipose 

tissue. 

Overall, these results expand our understanding of the effects of two commonly used 

exercise training prescriptions (MICT and HIIT) on adipose tissue remodeling that may 

lead to advanced strategies for improving metabolic health outcomes in adults with 

obesity. 

 

Project 3: Effects of long-term, regular exercise on adipose tissue structure, proteome, 

and remodeling capacity in adults with overweight/obesity.  

 

In project 3, aSAT structure and proteomic profile were compared between 

regularly exercising adults with overweight/obesity and well-matched sedentary/non-

exercising adults. Histochemistry was used to compare aSAT morphology and structure. 

Untargeted global and phosphoproteomics were used to compare aSAT proteome. As an 

exploratory aim, angiogenic capacity and lipid storage capacity were compared by ex vivo 

angiogenesis assay and 3-dimensional spheroid culture.  

 

Key findings: 

• Compared with well-matched sedentary adults with overweight/obesity, aSAT from 

regular exercisers with overweight/obesity has higher capillarization, less Col6a, 

and markers of macrophages. 

• Compared with well-matched sedentary adults with overweight/obesity, aSAT from 

regular exercisers with overweight/obesity has a higher abundance of ribosomal, 

mitochondrial, and lipogenic proteins. 

• Compared with well-matched sedentary adults with overweight/obesity, aSAT from 

regular exercisers with overweight/obesity has a higher abundance of 

phosphoproteins involved in protein translation, lipogenesis, and direct regulation 

of transcripts.  
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• Compared with well-matched sedentary adults with overweight/obesity, aSAT 

explants from regular exercisers with overweight/obesity exhibited higher 

angiogenic capacity. 

• Compared with well-matched sedentary adults with overweight/obesity, spheroids 

bioengineered from the isolated stromal vascular fraction of aSAT from regular 

exercisers with overweight/obesity had larger lipid droplets and higher mRNA 

expression of lipogenic and esterification genes.  

Overall, findings from Project 3 suggest that regular exercise in adults with 

overweight/obesity favorably remodels the aSAT structure and proteomic profile that may 

lead to improved lipid storage capacity in ways, which can contribute to preserved 

cardiometabolic health. 

 

6.3 INTEGRATED INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

 

Effects of exercise on adipose tissue vascularization 
 Greater capillary density in adipose tissue enhances oxygen and nutrient delivery 

capacity, potentially averting local hypoxia, a condition that can lead to heightened 

extracellular matrix (ECM) deposition and inflammation (62). Findings from Project 2 that 

capillary density (number of capillaries per mm2) and the protein abundance of pro-

angiogenic regulator ANGPTL2 were increased after 12 weeks of exercise training in 

adults with obesity indicate that increased capillarization in aSAT may be a part of the 

early structural adaptations induced by exercise training. 

In Project 3, we observed higher capillarization and increased protein abundance 

of VEGFα in regular exercisers with overweight/obesity when compared with well-

matched non-exercising adults. This aligns with the findings from Project 2 and suggests 

that robust angiogenesis and vascularization may require an extended period of exercise 

stimuli to manifest. This might explain the somewhat modest increase in capillarization 

observed in Project 2. Furthermore, our exploratory ex vivo angiogenesis assay 

demonstrated increased angiogenic capacity when stimulating aSAT explants with 

endothelial cell growth factors. Hence, the findings from Project 2 and 3 collectively 
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suggest that regular exercise training may induce vascularization in aSAT among adults 

with obesity, and this effect appears to be independent of variations in adiposity. 

 

Effects of exercise on adipose tissue inflammation 
 One of the important aims of my dissertation projects was to determine whether 

exercise may reduce aSAT inflammation because it is well-known that chronic 

augmentation of aSAT inflammation is tightly associated with dysregulated aSAT function 

and cardiometabolic health risk factors, particularly in adults with obesity (369). In Project 

3, we found that the markers of macrophages (CD14 and CD206) and complement 

proteins that promote the clearance of damaged cells by macrophages were lower in 

regularly exercising adults with overweight/obesity compared with well-matched non-

exercising cohorts. This suggests a possibility that regular exercise may lower the 

inflammatory potential in aSAT. However, lower macrophage abundance did not lead to 

lower concentrations of some markers of systemic inflammation (pro-inflammatory 

cytokines). 

 Although findings from Project 2 that 12-week exercise training without weight loss 

modified some key MAPK proteins (ERK and JNK) in aSAT from adults with obesity that 

mediate inflammatory signaling in adipose tissue (261), I was unable to assess more 

direct evidence of aSAT inflammation such as macrophage abundance, or cytokine 

abundance due to technical limitations. Therefore, it is unclear whether aSAT 

inflammation can be reduced by 12-week exercise training in adults with obesity, 

especially in the absence of weight loss.  

 Paradoxically, acute inflammatory response in aSAT may be necessary for healthy 

adipose tissue remodeling (125). In this regard, our finding from Project 1 that acute 

exercise induced global inflammatory responses in aSAT may be an early important 

signal induced by exercise that contributes to the maintenance of aSAT function in non-

obese regular exercisers. An important related question that should be addressed is 

whether the acute inflammatory response in aSAT after exercise may also occur in adults 

with obesity. Our lab previously reported that a session of both HIIT and MICT 

upregulated aSAT inflammatory genes in adults with obesity who had been trained for 6 

weeks (18). Subjects in this study were a sub-cohort of the subjects who participated in 
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Project 2, whose aSAT was favorably modified by 12 weeks of MICT or HIIT. Although 

we are limited to making a direct connection between the transient inflammatory response 

after acute exercise and training-induced morphological and proteomic adaptations, it is 

intriguing that our lab’s findings may collectively support the notion that exercise-induced 

inflammatory response could be beneficial or even necessary for healthy remodeling in 

obesity.  Additionally, high-intensity interval (HIGH) exercise may be more effective in 

triggering inflammatory response than moderate- (MOD) or low-intensity (LOW) 

continuous exercises.   

Overall, findings from my projects suggest that regular exercise may favorably 

modify aSAT inflammatory status by attenuating infiltration of adipose tissue 

macrophages but also highlight an important possibility that bouts of exercise may trigger 

pro-inflammatory responses in aSAT that might be essential in healthy maintenance of 

aSAT function.  

 

Effects of exercise on extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling 
 The fibrotic content and composition of aSAT ECM is linked with aSAT dysfunction 

(i.e. limited lipid storage capacity) and inflammation in obesity (96, 104). Some preclinical 

studies have demonstrated that exercise training per se may attenuate ECM deposition 

in HFD-induced obesity (15). However, findings from Project 2 and 3 indicate that the 

overall fibrotic content in aSAT ECM (measured by Sirius Red histochemistry) may not 

be directly altered by regular exercise without weight change. We still found some 

evidence that exercise training may modify the specific composition of ECM. For example, 

the abundance of Col5a3, which was reported to be crucial in glucose homeostasis (296) 

was increased after 12-week exercise training in adults with obesity (Project 2). 

Additionally, we observed a lower abundance of Col6a, a highly enriched collagen type 

in adipose tissue that is often associated with metabolic health complications (105), in 

regularly exercising adults with overweight/obesity (Project 3). Lower abundance of Col6a 

was associated with fewer markers of macrophages and higher capillarization in aSAT 

supporting the notion that the regular exercise-induced adaptations in aSAT ECM that we 

observed from Project 3 may be metabolically favorable (49).  
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 Alterations in aSAT ECM composition by 12-week exercise training (Project 2) and 

years of regular exercise (Project 3) were accompanied by modifications in key enzymes 

that regulate ECM (e.g., reduced abundance of MMP9 in Project 2 and higher abundance 

of TIMP1 in exercisers in Project 3). This suggests that the compositional change of aSAT 

ECM could have resulted from dynamic ECM remodeling induced by exercise training. 

Overall, our data suggests that regular exercise may directly induce ECM remodeling that 

may favorably contribute to improving aSAT function, which could lead to improved 

cardiometabolic health in obesity.  

 

Effects of exercise on adipose tissue lipid metabolism  
 The lipid storage capacity of aSAT is directly linked with cardiometabolic health 

and systemic inflammation because excessive fatty acid mobilization that results from 

limited lipid storage of aSAT can lead to ectopic lipid accumulation in other organs such 

as skeletal muscle, liver, and endothelium which in turn, leads to metabolic health 

complications such as insulin resistance, systemic inflammation, and atherosclerosis 

(180, 299). Therefore, an overarching aim of my projects was to examine whether fatty 

acid mobilization can be directly regulated by exercise in obesity. 

 Consistent with the previous findings (211, 300), the finding in Project 2 that 12 

weeks of exercise training without weight loss did not alter whole-body basal fatty acid 

mobilization in adults with obesity. Project 2 additionally confirmed that insulin-stimulated 

fatty acid mobilization in adults with obesity was not affected by exercise training. This 

suggests that exercise training per se may not modify fatty acid release capacity. Exercise 

training may reduce fatty acid mobilization in obesity when weight loss is accompanied, 

but the reduction in fatty acid release is probably driven by the loss of fat mass (12). 

However, increased protein abundance of HSL and CD36 1 day after exercise training 

suggested a possibility that exercise training may enhance fatty acid release or handling 

capacity in aSAT even without weight loss.  

 Our findings from Project 3 greatly expanded our understanding of the potential 

effects of regular endurance exercise on aSAT lipid metabolism in adults with 

overweight/obesity. Interestingly, proteomes involved in fatty acid synthesis (e.g., FASN 

and active form of SREBP1) were strongly upregulated in the regular exercisers. Although 
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de novo lipogenesis (DNL) in adipose tissue has not garnered a lot of attention partially 

due to its low contribution to total fatty acid synthesis (370) (the liver is the central site for 

DNL) and technical difficulties in studying DNL in adipose tissue in vivo, some evidence 

suggests that lipogenic gene expression in aSAT is suppressed in obesity (347, 348). 

This suggests maintaining adipose DNL may be metabolically beneficial in obesity. 

Perhaps, the production of insulin-sensitizing fatty acids (e.g., palmitoleate and fatty acid 

esters of hydroxyl-fatty acids) or more effective conversion of glucose to fatty acid, which 

is a favorable form of substrate to be stored in adipose tissue could result in from 

increased DNL. In addition, we also found a strong trend of greater protein abundance of 

CGI-58, an ATGL co-activator from regular exercisers. This indicates that regular exercise 

may modify aSAT for more effective release of fatty acids especially when stimulated 

during exercise. Overall, although findings from my projects indicate that exercise training 

may not directly regulate whole-body fatty acid mobilization, it may remodel aSAT 

proteome for more effective fatty acid release and storage.  

 

Effects of exercise on adipose tissue oxidative phosphorylation 
 A robust increase in mitochondrial density and oxidative capacity is a well-known 

exercise-induced adaptation in skeletal muscle (52). Findings from my projects suggest 

that exercise may induce similar mitochondrial adaptations in aSAT as well. An acute 

session of exercise increased oxidative phosphorylation genes (Project 1) and repeated 

bouts of exercise increased the mitochondrial protein abundance (Project 2 and 3). 

Although we did not measure mitochondrial respiration, these data collectively suggest 

that exercise may favorably modify aSAT oxidative metabolism that may help combat 

cellular stress common in overweight/obesity (242, 304). It is important to note that 

despite the evidence of increased mitochondrial density and enhanced oxidative capacity 

in aSAT, these do not seem to lead to adipose tissue browning based on our finding that 

the protein abundance of UCP1 was not different between regular exercisers and non-

exercisers in Project 3, which is consistent with many previous studies (53, 199, 357).  

 

Effects of exercise on ribosome biogenesis/remodeling 
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 A novel finding from my projects is that increased ribosomal biogenesis may be a 

regular exercise-induced adaptation in aSAT. In Project 3, we found that ribosomal 

proteins were significantly upregulated in aSAT from regularly exercising adults with 

overweight/obesity. In Project 1, acute MOD and LOW induced upregulation of ribosomal 

genes in aSAT from regular exercisers demonstrating a possibility that the acute 

transcriptomic alterations in ribosomal genes may manifest into robust proteomic 

adaptation in aSAT. Interestingly, the ribosome pathway was not upregulated 1 hour after 

a session of MICT or HIIT in the sub-cohort of Project 2 even though subjects were 

participating in exercise training intervention for 6 weeks (18). Perhaps, upregulation of 

ribosomal genes may not be induced in the early period of exercise training and may 

require an extended period of training (e.g., 6 months) (53). The finding of robust 

ribosomal adaptation in aSAT is potentially important because the enhanced protein 

translation capacity may explain the molecular adaptation that underlies regular exercise-

induced structural or metabolic modifications in aSAT as it was observed from skeletal 

muscle (361).  

 

6.4 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Single cell-based analysis in adipose tissue 
Overall findings from my projects suggest a possibility that exercise may induce 

favorable adaptations in adipose tissue. However, cell-specific adaptations in response 

to exercise were not addressed, which is a very important area that needs to be further 

investigated. Mature adipocytes account for more than 90% of the total tissue volume 

(371), but may only take up 20~50% of the total cell population in adipose tissue, 

indicative of the heterogeneity of adipose tissue. The stromal vascular fraction of adipose 

tissue consists of various cells such as preadipocytes, fibro-adipogenic progenitors, 

immune cells, etc. It is well known that obesity drives the phenotypical change in adipose 

tissue immune cells (111) that can lead to exacerbated inflammation in response to 

cellular stimuli (e.g., nutritional overload or exercise). Previous research from our lab 

reported that the phenotype of adipose progenitor cells was altered 12 hours after acute 

exercise (190). A recent study revealed that Pdgfra-positive cells (abundant in fibro-
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adipogenic progenitor cells) were the most responsive cells in response to exercise (372). 

Given that adipose tissue is a primary reservoir of fibro-adipogenic progenitors and 

fibroblasts (373), it is certainly possible that exercise response in adipose tissue may 

largely be driven by certain cells. Therefore, single cell-based analysis such as single 

nuclei RNA sequencing (snRNA-seq) has the potential to greatly expand our 

understanding of exercise-induced remodeling of adipose tissue and provide insights into 

therapeutic applications.  

 

Functional measurement of adipose tissue remodeling 
 One of the novel findings in Project 3 was that we were able to demonstrate some 

parts of exercise-induced adipose tissue remodeling (angiogenesis, lipid droplet 

expansion, ECM collagen synthesis) through functional ex vivo experiments. Although 

our attempt to conduct the ex vivo experiments was exploratory and thus the experimental 

techniques may be further developed to better mimic the in vivo microenvironment, it 

showed a possibility that tissue remodeling capacities may be assessed by cutting-edge 

functional assays. Incorporation of specific gene silencing (via siRNA) techniques or drug 

treatments may allow functional identification of specific components in adipose tissue.  

 

6.5 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

Abnormalities in the structure and metabolic function of adipose tissue underlie 

many obesity-related health complications. Whether or how exercise may favorably 

modify adipose tissue independently of variations in adiposity was the primary aim of the 

dissertation projects. Project 1 provided evidence that a single session of three different 

exercise intensities can directly trigger distinct transcriptomic signals particularly involved 

in inflammation, circadian rhythm, ribosome, and oxidative phosphorylation. Project 2 

showed that 12 weeks of endurance exercise training induced some early structural and 

metabolic adaptations in adipose tissue in adults with obesity. Even without weight loss, 

exercise training reduced adipocyte size, increased capillary density, and induced ECM 

remodeling. Project 3 demonstrated that at least two years of regular exercise increased 

capillary density, induced ECM remodeling, and attenuated macrophage infiltration in 
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adipose tissue in adults with overweight/obesity. Importantly, we found that regular 

exercise induced robust proteomic adaptations in the ribosome, mitochondria, and fatty 

acid synthesis that could contribute to the preserved cardiometabolic health in regular 

exercisers. Overall, findings from my dissertation projects provide a comprehensive 

approach to identifying potential exercise-induced adaptations in adipose tissue in a 

timely fashion. Exercise effects were examined within 2 hours after an acute exercise, 

after 3 months of training, and after years of regular exercise training, identifying important 

adaptations in adipose tissue that could contribute to improving or preserving 

cardiometabolic health in overweight/obesity.  
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